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Friends
Grammar Question forms. Tense review. Adverbs of frequency

VocabuLary Friendship expressions

UsefuL phrases Meeting friends unexpectedly

Speaking & Reading
1 Write down the names of three people who are important to you:

a) a relative; b) a friend; c) a famous person.

Ask a partner about the people they have chosen. Find out as much as you can.

2 Read the questionnaire about the American actor, David Schwimmer. According to
his answers, which of these famous people is the odd one out?

Dostoevsky Sophia Loren Mahatma Gandhi Martin Luther King
Leonardo da Vinci Charlie Chaplin Michael Jackson

David Schwimmer was born in New York and grew up in Los
Angeles. He appeared as Ross Geller in the popular TV show,
Friends. He's also a stage actor and a film director.

When were you happiest?
Before I realised my parents, sis'ter
and I were all mortal.

What is your greatest fear?
Besides death? Standing on stage
in front of thousands of people,
forgetting what happens next, but
knowing I'm supposed to be doing
it. Also, being in the ocean alone
and feeling something large brush
against my leg.

What is your earliest memory?
Diving off a piece of furniture and
onto my parents' bed.

What or who is the greatest love of
your Life?
The theatre.

Where would you Like to Live?
Near the ocean, one day.

What is your guiltiest pleasure?
Pizza and television, hopefully
together.

Who would you invite to your dream
dinner party?
Dostoevsky, Sophia Loren, Mahatma
Gandhi, Gene Kelly, Martin Luther
King Jr, Leonardo da Vinci, Charlie
Chaplin, Cole Porter, Sade, my family,
my friends, my lady and a translator.

When did you Lastcry, and why?
Three days ago, when I saw the
film, La Vie en Rose. It reminded me
how brief our time is here, and how
wonderful it is to fall in love.

Is it better to give or to receive?
I am always happier giving, rather
than receiving, a gift - and happiest
when I give anonymously.

What song would you Like pLayedat
your funeral?
Don't Stop 'Ti/ You Get Enough by
Michael Jackson.

3 Work with a partner. Look at the questionnaire and discuss what David Schwimmer
says about the following subjects.

a) The theatre It's the greatest love of his life.
b) The ocean c) Gifts d) Pizza and television e) La Vie en Rose f) Love

4 Choose the five most interesting questions from the questionnaire and think about
your own answers. Work with a partner and compare your questions and answers.



Speaking & Grammar
1 Work with a partner. Match the beginnings (a-l) with the endings (1-12) of these

questions.

Question forms
Where does he come from?

Has he been here long?

What was he doing?

Who saw him first?

About you: Q&A
) Wh 1 you do for a living?

a ere ... ~
b) H 2 music do you listen to?ow many ...
) Wh t d 3 been to an English-speaking country?c a oes ...

d) Are... 4 you doing at this time yesterday?
e) How often do you... 5 do you come from?
f) What do ... 6 you last go on holiday?

) Wh t k· d f 7 you studying for any exams at the moment?g a ill 0 ...

h) H I 8 brothers and sisters have you got?ow ong ...
i) Have you ever... 9 do you admire most?
j) When did... 10 your name mean?
k) Wh t 11 have you been learning English?a were ...
1) Who... 12 see your parents?

Present

Past

3 Questions sometimes end in a preposition, for example questions a and g
in the Q&A above. Rewrite these questions in the correct order.

a) learning / English / What / you / for / are / ?
What are you learning English for?

b) are / at / you / sort of things / What / good / ?
c) kind of things / What / in / are / interested / you / ?
d) money / you / on / do / spend / most / What / ?
e) clubs or groups / What / to / belong / you / do / ?
f) What / about/ kind of things / you / do / worry / ?
g) lunch / you / usually / Who / have / do / with / ?
h) in / you / do / confide / Who / ? ;/(~

Ask your partner the questions. 1'7

4 Look at these questions and answers. In which question is Who the subject?

a) 'Who do you confide in?' '1 confide in John.'
b) 'Who confides in you?' 'John confides in me.'

Do you use the auxiliary do when Who, What or Which is the subject?

6 Look at these sentences. Write questions with Who.
a) Jenny talks the most. d) Becky texts me the most.

Who talks the most? e) David lives the closest to me.
b) Tom always remembers my birthday. f) Rick has known me the longest.
c) Brad wears the best clothes.

Think about your close friends and answer the questions (a-ft. Ask your partner.

UNIT n



2 Match each percentage with the equivalent fraction.

a) 5% - 1120 c) 25% e) 33.3% g) 75%
b) 12.5% cl) 30% f) 50% h) 80%

@ 1.02 Listen, check and repeat.

Reading
1 Write down the names of five friends. When was the last time you were in touch?

How did you communicate (face-to-face / by phone / online messaging / ... )?
Tell a partner.

2 Work with your partner. Read the results of a survey about keeping in touch with
friends. Read each statement (a-j) and decide which alternative is most likely to be true.

a)

b)

in touEh c)

d)... .. . . ....... e)

••• .... . f)
. . • g)

h)

i)

j)

The average young person has 94 / 48 numbers in their mobile phone.

On average, young people communicate regularly online and face-to-face with
5 / 53 friends.

The group who has the largest number of friends are girls / boys aged 14-21.

Of all the people surveyed, those who spend the most time online (31 hours per
week) are women / men aged 22-24 .

Over half of young people said that they like messaging because they can talk
about more things than face-to-face / it's cheap.

The top messaging topic is work or school/gossip .

Technology has resulted in young people having more / fewer close friendships .

Technology has replaced / improved face-to-face interaction.

Technology makes young people happier / more stressed.

59% / 29% of young people prefer television to their computer.

U NIT ID



Adverbs of frequency
Adverbs
be + adverb
I'm always online.

auxiliary + adverb +
main verb
She doesn't often phone
me.

adverb + main verb
I rarely write letters.

Adverb phrases
I'm on the phone
all the ti me.
They contact me
from time to time.
He uses Skype now and
again.

Listening
1 Three people (Adam, Carole and Sharon) were asked, 'How do you

usually contact your friends?' Guess their answers and complete
their responses with the words in the box.

I emails letters online phone Skype text

Adam
'I (1) __ from time to
time. I usually speak on
the (2) __ . I check my
(3) __ twice a day.'

Sharon
'I never send (7) __ .
I (8) __ all the time. I
don't often speak on the
(9) __ . I'm always
(10) __ .'

Carole
'I check my (4) __
once a week. I use
(5) __ now and again.
I rarely write (6) __
nowadays.'

2 @ 1.04-1.06 Listen and check your ideas for Exercise 1. How many of the sentences are
true for you?

normally
regularly

Not often

hardly ever

Look at the sentence below. Decide which adverbs in the table normally go in
position A and which ones normally go in position B.

1 A contact my friends by phone B .

Position A: always, ...

Guess which adverbs from the table would make these statements true for your
partner. Rewrite the sentences with the adverbs you have chosen.

a) He/She writes letters.
b) He/She listens to classical music.
c) He/She is late for appointments.
d) He/She remembers friends' birthdays.
e) He/She goes to the theatre.
£) He/She buys chocolate.

Ask your partner questions to check your ideas.
'Do you ever write letters?' 'How often do you listen to classical music?'

U NIT 1



Reading
1 Look at the photos of Tina and Will at university and Tina and Will now. Discuss

whether you think the following statements are true or false.

a) Tina and Will had similar interests when they were at university.
b) They chose similar careers when they finished their studies.
c) They have similar jobs and lifestyles now.

Read the article and check your ideas.

Tina and Will met when they were both studying at the same university. Three
years later, we contacted them and asked them to take part in a survey to find
out how many people had stayed friends. Here is what we found out.

'How did you meet Will?'
'I first met Will when I was looking for someone to share the house I was
renting. I put an advertisement in the local newspaper, and he answered it.
When we met, we clicked straightaway, and I told him he could move in.'
'What was it like living with Will?'
'It was fun. We soon found out that we had a lot in common and quickly became
close friends. We had the same ideas about politics and other less important
things like cooking. We also liked the same music, and that's important when
you're sharing a house. We fell out a couple of times about the housework. Will
thinks I'm untidy, but I think life's too short to worry about things like that.'
'What happened when you left university?'
'When we graduated three years ago, we went our separate ways, and since then
our lives have been very different. I went back to my home town and got a job
as a production assistant for art exhibitions. I love my job but I'm living with my
parents because I'm not earning very much. Will thinks I'm crazy, because money
is very important to him now, but I get a lot of satisfaction from my job. He's
earning a lot of money, but he doesn't have time to spend with his family. Our
lifestyles are so different now that when he comes for the weekend we have a
laugh, but we don't have very much to talk about.'

'What kind of relationship did you have with Tina at university?'
'Tina and I got on very well together. When we first met, we hit it off
immediately and we ended up sharing a house for nearly three years. We had our
ups and downs but we had the same attitude to the important things in life, and
the only thing we argued about was the housework. I'm a Virgo, so I'm vety tidy,
whereas Tina's the opposite. I don't think she ever found out where we kept the
vacuum cleanerl'
'What did you do when you left university?'
'When I left university, I moved to London and got a job in a finance company.
I have to work long hours and I don't really enjoy what I'm doing but I earn a
very good salary. I'm very ambitious and I enjoy spending money on CDs, clothes
and a nice car. Tina's working really hard as well, but she's not earning much. I
don't understand why she's doing it.'
'Are you still in touch with one another?'
'Our lifestyles are very different now, so we've drifted apart. We still talk on the
phone, and when I go down to visit her, we have a laugh. I know she'll always
be there for me.'

2 Underline the correct name.

a) Tina I Will was looking for someone
to share the house with.

b) Tina I Will is a very tidy person.
c) Tina I Will lives at home now.

d) Tina I Will has a well-paid job.
e) Tina I Will loves her/his job.
f) Tina I Will has a nice car.



VocabuLary
1 Complete these expressions to talk about friendship from the article on page 8.

a) 'we liked one another as soon as we first met' = we clicked __ / we hit it __
b) 'we had similar interests' = we had a lot
c) 'we got to know one another very well' = we became __
d) 'we argued' = we fell __
e) 'we became / have become more distant from each other' = we went our separate

__ / we've drifted __
f) 'we enjoyed one another's company' = we got on __
g) 'we had good moments and bad moments' = we had our __
h) 'I know 1can count on her when 1need a friend' = I know she'll always be __

Look again at the text and check your answers.

2 The following is a summary of Tina and Will's friendship. Put the lines of the
summary in the correct order.

D met. They became close

D separate ways and they've drifted

D friends and got on

IT] Tina and Will hit it

D in common. Now they have gone theiro off immediately when they first

D out and they say that they are still

D there for each other.

D apart. They haven't fallen

D well together. They had a lot

3 How many friends have you stayed in touch with from:
a) primary school; b) secondary school; c) university? Compare with a partner.

Speaking: anecdote
1 @ 1.07 Listen to Antonia talking about a friend who is different from her and look at

the questions. Which two questions does she not answer?

1 In Paris.
2 Backgrounds, tastes,

personalities, looks.
3 We support Chelsea.
4 Jackie.
5 Three or four times a year.
6 We go out for lunch; talk

about football or Paris.
7 Ten years.
8 We were both in the same

situation; both from England.

2 You're going to tell your partner about a friend who is different from you.

• Ask yourself the questions in Exercise 1.
• Think about what to say and how to say it.
• Tell your partner about a close friend.

a) What is your friend's name?
b) How long have you known

each other?
c) Where did you meet?
d) Why did you become friends?
e) In what ways are you different?
f) What do you have in common?
g) Have you ever fallen out?
h) How often do you see one another?
i) What sort of things do you do together?
j) When was the last time you saw

your friend?

..•. Antonia'sfriend Match the questions with the answers (1-8). Listen again and check.



UsefuL phrases
1 0 1.08 Listen to three conversations between friends. Are the following statements

true or false?

a) Cathy meets her friends by chance.
b) The friends are all in a hurry.
c) Cathy makes plans to meet her friends again.

a)

Cathy:
Harry:
Cathy:
Harry:

b)

Cathy:
Jim:
Cathy:
Jim:

Cathy:
Jim:

c)

Cathy:
Ed:
Cathy:

Cathy:
Ed:

Hey! How's it going?
Not bad.
What have you been up to lately?
(1) I haven't done a lot really./ Not a
lot, really. What about you?
(2) Oh, I've been doing this and that./
Oh, this and that.
Look, I must dash - I'll give you a call.

Hello, stranger!
Cathy! How's life?
Great! What are you up to these days?
(3) Oh, keeping busy, you know. /
Oh, I'm keeping busy, you know.
You must come over for dinner some time.
That would be lovely. Better get back to
the office. See you.

Hi. How are things?
Fine. What about you?
(4) Oh, things are pretty good. /
Oh, pretty good. Are you doing
anything special at the weekend?
(5) No, just taking it easy. / No, I'm
just taking it easy.
Me too.
Look, I'm afraid I can't stop. Take care.

Greetings

Saying things are OK

Asking for news

Saying you're in a hurry

Goodbyes

How's it going? a) How's life? b) __

Not bad. c) __ d) __

What have you been up to lately? e) __

Look, I must dash. f) __ g) __

I'll give you a call. h) __ i) __



Vocabulary Extra

1 Work with a partner. What kinds of
information about words can you find
in a good dictionary?

Look at this dictionary page and
discuss the questions.

a) How many different words are
defined?

b) Which words are more frequent:
the red words (egfriend) or the
black words (egfrigate)?

c) Which words do you already know?
d) Which words are completely new

to you (you've never seen them
before)?

e) Which new words can you
understand?

f) In your opinion, which new words
would be most useful to learn?

fresh air
6 if you feel fresh. you have a lot of energy
=REFRESHED
7 fresh flowers have been recently PICKED
(=taken from the place that they were
growing in)
8 fresh water is water in lakes and rivers
that does not contain any salt

PHRASE fresh from/out of sth if someone is
fresh from a particular place or situation,
they have recently come from there: He was
just a kid. fresh out of law school.
-freshness noun (u)

.-;I ,fresh 'air noun [ul the air outside that is nice
••• to breathe -+ BREATH

freshen I'freJ(.)nl verb [TI to make something
fresher, cleaner, or more attractive: She
quickly freshened her make-up.
PHRASAL VERBS ,freshen 'up to wash your

hands and face and make yourself cleaner
and tidier
,freshen sth 'up same as freshen: Freshen up
your room with a coat of paint.

fresher !'freJ.I noun [ClBritish a student in
their first year at university

freshly !'freJlil adv recently
freshman I'freJm,nl (plural freshmen

I'fi'eJm;mJ) noun [cl American a F'RESHER

freshwater I'freJwo:t.1 adj Jiving in water
that does not contain salt

fret Ifretl verb [I] to worry about something
continuously

fretfull'fretJ(a)1/ adj someone who is fretful
is worried and unhappy

Fri. abbrev Friday
friar l'fra,,1 noun [Cla man who is a type of
MONK (=a member of a Christian reI.igious
community)

friction l'frlkJ(a)nl noun [U)1disagreement:
There is some friction between the various
departments in the organization, 2 the fact
that one surface rubs against another

Friday I"fraldell noun [C/U) *** the day after
Thursday and before Saturday: Let's go
swimming on Friday. + We usually meet on
Fridays (=every Friday). + My birthday is
on a Friday this year.

fridge Ifnd:ll noun [Cl* a piece of equipment
that is used for storing food at low
temperatures =REFRIGERATOR

,fridge-'freezer noun [ClBritish a machine that
consists of a FRIDGE and a FREEZER ~picture
~ C2·

fried Ifraldl adj cooked in hot oil
friend Ifrendl noun [Cl*** someone who

you know well and like who is not a
member of your family: She's visiting
frumds in Scotland. + Helga is a close friend
of mine. + I'm having lunch with an old
friend (=someone who has been a friend
for a long time), + May I introduce Peter
Flint. a very old friend of the family. + She
has a wide circle oJ"friends (=group of
friends). + They used to befriends (=with
each other). + They made friends with the
children next door (=started to be their
friends).

2 Match the following dictionary
abbreviations/symbols with their
meanings.

a) abbrev \ adverb
b) adj uncountable noun
c) adv synonym
d) noun [C] abbreviation
e) noun [U] transitive verb
f) verb [I] adjective
g) verb [T] opposite
h) sb/sth countable noun
i) intransitive verb
j) :t somebody / something

Find an example of each abbreviation
or symbol on the dictionary page.

a) abbrev - Fri, abbrev Friday

Words often used with friend
Adjectives often used with friend
• best, close, dear, good, great,lifelong, old,

trusted + FRIEND: someone who you know
very well

friendly I'fren(d)lil adj **
1 someone who is friendly is always
pleasant and helpful towards other people
'* UNFRIENDLY: He will be remembered as a
kind. friendly person. + The local people
were very friendly towards us.
-+ SYMPATHETIC
2 if you are friendly with someone. you are
their friend: Janet and I used to be very
friendly. + Doctors shouldn't get too friendly
with their patients.

-friendly Ifren(d)lil suffix1used for showing
that something does not harm something
else: wildlifejriendly farming methods +
environmentally.jriendly cleaning materials
2 suitable for a particular type of person:
childjriendly restaurants

friendship I'fren(d)Jlpl noun [C/U]* a
relationship between people who are
friends: Whatever happened. I did not want
to lose Sarah 's friendship. + his friendship
with a local businessman + She formed a
close friendship with Vera Bdttoin,

fries IfralZl noun [plur,l] FRENCH FRIES
frieze Ifri:zl noun [Cla line of decoratiop

around the walls of a room or building
frigate I'fngot/ noun [Cla small fast ship that

is used by a navy
fright IfraM noun [sin~ularlul a sudden strong

feeling of being afraid: He was shaking with
fright. + Kelly cried out in fright.

frighten I'fralt(,)nl verb IT] * to make
someone feel afraid=scARE: The thought Of
war frightens me, + ltfrightens me haw
quickly children grow up these days. +
frighten sb into doing sth odverts that frighten
people into buying expensive security
equipment
PHRASAL VERB ,frighten sb/sth a'way or ,frighten
sb/sth 'off to make a person or animal so
afraid that they run away

frightened I'fralt(o)ndl adJ * feeling or
snowing fear=scARED: The puppy looked
cold and frightened. + Bruckner was
watching him with wide. frightened eyes. +
There's nothing to befrightened about .•
I've always been frtghte1U!d of snakes. +
+(that) I was frightened that he might see us.
+ frightened to do sth Now he is frightened
to go out at night.

• Frightened describes how you feel: I am
frightened of spiders. + She looked very
frightened.

• Frightening describes things or situations
that make you feel frightened: The (ook on his
face was frightening .• It was a very
frightening experience.

frightening I'fralt(a)nIQI adj * making you
feel afraid; nervous, or worried: a
frightening noiselthought/experience + It
was supposed to be a horror film but it
wasn't very frightening. + it'sfrightening
that people like him get elected.
-frighteninglyadv

3 Refer to the dictionary page and discuss
these questions with your partner. From the MacmilLan Essential Dictionary (reduced to 85%)

a) How many phrasal verbs are there?

b) What are the eight most frequent adjective collocations for friend?
c) Which of the following grammar patterns is not possible?

I'm frightened about". I'm frightened of". I'm frightened that".
I'm frightened to .,. I'm frightened with,.,

d) Identify the seven words with the letter combination ie, Which three
of these vowel sounds - laIl, le/, li:/, leIl, !I~/, III - are possible ways of
pronouncing ie?
Write an example word for each of the three sounds.

e) What is the difference between frightened and frightening?

4 Check your own dictionary. How does it give the kinds of information
discussed on this page?



Ad rena Iin
Grammar Present perfect simple. Past simple and continuous. Comparatives and superlatives

Vocabulary Gradable and non-gradable adjectives. Sports

Useful phrases Giving advice about complaints or injuries

Reading
1 Read Mike's blog. Choose the best

description of his attitude towards skydiving.

a) Mike never wants to go skydiving again.
b) Mike can't live without skydiving.
c) Mike thinks skydiving is too dangerous.

dead mike
I've just done my first jump since the accident that
nearly killed me just over a year ago. As I was lying
in hospital after the accident, I wasn't feeling glad
to be alive. Instead, I was wondering how I could

5 possibly live without skydiving again.
It all started one evening after another typical

nine-to-five day. I was sitting at home thinking,
'There has to be more to life than this,' when an
advert came on the television. 'Try skydiving,' it

10 said. The next day, I called my local skydiving
centre and booked my first jump. At the end of
a day's training, I signed a document to say that
I understood I was taking part in an activity that
could end in serious injury. At that moment I

15 wondered if I was completely mad.
I will never forget my first jump. Five of us

walked to the runway and got into a tiny plane. I
was beginning to feel nervous, but the others were
chatting and joking, and I st rted to feel more

20 relaxed. It was a beautiful, cloudless day and the
sun was just going down.

We climbed to 11,000 feet, and
then the trainer opened the plane
door. Suddenly, it was time to jump, and as

25 I pushed myself away from the plane, my mind
went blank.

Words cannot describe the rush of adrenalin
I experienced while I was free-falling. At 5,500 feet I
pulled the cord, and the parachute opened immediately.

30 Suddenly, everything was silent and peaceful. Twice I
shouted, 'This is absolutely incredible!' It was the most
amazing four minutes of my life.

From the first jump, I was hooked. I started spending
every free moment I had skydiving. It became my

35 reason for living, and nothing else mattered.
Things were going really well. Then disaster struck

on my l,040lh jump. Another skydiver collided with my
parachute. I fell and hit the ground at about 30 mph. I
broke both legs, my right foot, left elbow, right arm, my

40 nose and my jaw. I lost 10 pints of blood, 19 teeth and
25 pounds of fat. I was lucky to survive.

People who have never experienced skydiving will
find it hard to understand that my only motivation to
get better was so that I could do it again. All I can say

45 is that for me, skydiving is life, and life is skydiving.

2 These sentences summarise Mike's story. Correct the factual mistake in each sentence.

a) Mike was reading a neTNspaperone evening when he saw an advert for skydiving.
Mike was watching the television ...

b) A month later, he phoned the skydiving centre and booked a jump.
c) After a week's training he wondered if he was completely mad.
d) His first jump was unforgettable. It was a beautiful, cloudless morning.
e) When he jumped out of the plane he was conscious of everything.
£) After his first jump he stopped thinking about skydiving.
g) On his 1,040th jump he had an accident because his parachute didn't open.
h) He nearly died. His motivation to get better was so that he could see his family.

3 Have you ever done a parachute jump? Would you consider doing a jump? Choose a
response from the box and tell your partner.
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VocabuLary

With 'gradable' adjectives

a) 'This is __ good!'

With 'non-gradable' adjectives

b) 'This is incredible!'

1 Which adverbs can you use to complete sentence a?
2 Which adverbs can you use to complete sentence b?
3 Which adverb can you use in both sentences?
4 Which sentence did Mike use to describe his first parachute jump?

2 Find pairs of adjectives in the box that have similar meanings. List them in the table
under the appropriate headings. Use your dictionary if necessary.

aRgfJ astonished boiling cold dirty exciting exhausted fascinating
filthy freezing frightened funny -Affieus gorgeous hilarious hot
interesting pretty surprised terrified thrilling tired

Non-gradable

furious

3 Combine adverbs from Exercise 1 with adjectives from Exercise 2 to make five sentences
that are true for you.

The last time I went to Madrid was in August, and it was absolutely boiling - over 40 degrees!

1 @ 1.10 Listen and repeat the exchanges. Copy the intonation.

a) 'It's very cold.' 'Cold? It's absolutely freezing!'
b) 'She's very funny.' 'Funny? She's absolutely hilarious!'

2 @ 1.11 Listen and respond to more prompts.

a) 'It's very hot in here.' 'Hot? It's absolutely boiling!'

Make up similar exchanges. Use adjectives from Vocabulary Exercise 2 above.

Speaking
1 Imagine you are in the following situations. What emotions would you feel? Use words

in the box or your own ideas. Tell a partner.

a) Going on a roller coaster at the fair.
'I'd feel nervous.' 'Oh, I'd feel really excited.'

b) Galloping on a horse.
c) Being stuck in a traffic jam.
d) Being stopped by the police.
e) Taking off in a plane.

f) Giving a speech in front of an audience.
g) Talking to someone you fancy.
h) Watching your national football team.
i) Realising that you have been robbed.
j) Looking down from a high place.
k) Taking an exam.

2 Work with your partner. How many experiences do you have in common? Which
experience was the most exciting?
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Present perfect
simpLe
We've swum with doLphins.
She hasn't been to ALaska.

Have you ever ridden
a cameL?
Yes, I have.
No, I haven't.

UN I T 2

1 Match each question beginning with the most appropriate endings.

a) Have you ever ridden 1 a famous person? / a person from Japan?
b) Have you ever given ~ 2 a competition? / a race?
c) Have you ever met ~ 3 a horse? / a motorbike?
d) Have you ever swum 4 a speech? / a lecture?
e) Have you ever won 5 in a tent? / on a boat?
f) Have you ever slept 6 in a river? / with dolphins?

Choose the correct meaning of ever: a) usually; b) always; c) in your life.

2 Underline the responses in the box that are possible answers to the questions in
Exercise 1.

Yes, I have. Yes, I do. No, I haven't but I'd like to. No, I didn't.
No, never, and I wouldn't like to.

3 Complete each sentence (a-d) with three different time expressions from the box.
Use each time expression only once.

akeady before for ages in 2004 just last May lately many times never
three weeks ago twice yet

a) I've already / __ / __ been to Egypt.
b) I've been to Egypt __ / __ / __ .
c) I haven't been to Egypt __ / __ / __ .
d) I went to Egypt __ / __ / __ .

Which of the twelve possible sentences in a-d are true for you?

Listening
1 @ 1.12-1.14 Listen to Andy, Beth and Cindy being interviewed about past

experiences. Connect the key information from each person's story.

A new topic The background The main events
Have you ever ... What were you doing? What happened?

Andy been really I was crossing a field. I twisted my ankle.
~ frightened?

Beth had an injury? I was playing rugby. I almost drove into---. the back of a car.

Cindy been in a dangerous I was driving in I ran away from a
situation? Spain. horse.

2 When you tell a story, which tense can you use for each of these functions:
a) introduce a new topic; b) give the background; c) talk about the main events?

Ask and answer the questions in Exercise 1with your partner. Give as many details
as you can.



Past simple and
continuous
He was playing rugby
when he fell heavily on
his left leg and twisted
his ankle.

The stages of a story

1 Introduction

1 Complete the rule with simple or continuous.
The past (1) continuous is almost always used in contrast with the past (2) . You
use the past (3) to describe a 'longer' activity that was in progress when other
past events happened. You use the past (4) to describe single, completed actions
- usually the main events of a story.

2 Complete the sentences with the past simple or the past continuous.

a) We (move) moved house several times when I (be) __ a child.
b) My parents (meet) __ when they (travel) __ abroad.
c) I (have) __ a small accident while I (learn) __ to drive.
d) When I (wake up) __ this morning, the sun (shine) __ .
e) While I (walk) __ to work, I (bump into) __ an old friend.
f) I (break) __ my leg once while I (play) __ football for the school team.

Are any of the sentences true for you?

Grammar Extra
~' ~

Speaking: anecdote
@ 1.15 Listen to lake talking about a time when he was in a dangerous situation.
Read the questions. Tick the answers that are correct.

a) 'What was the situation?' 'A dog attacked me.' V
b) 'When did it happen?' 'A few months years ago.'
c) 'Where were you?' 'In the garden.'
d) 'Who were you with?' 'My older brother.'
e) 'What were you doing?' 'Playing tennis.'
f) 'What happened?' 'Someone kicked the ball through a window.'
g) 'What happened next?' 'I climbed over the fence and saw a dog.'
h) 'How did you feel?' 'I was very surprised.'
i) 'What were the consequences?' 'I climbed back over the fence with the ball.'
j} 'What happened in the end?' 'My brother never found out about the football.'

Listen again and change the incorrect answers.

2 Stories are often told in five stages. Put the headings below in the appropriate places
to show the five stages of lake's story.

The summary of lake's story

Have I ever told you about the time a dog nearly attacked me?

2 It was a few years ago. It was the weekend and it was summer. The sun was shining
and we were playing football. We were using my older brother's football.

3 We were having a laugh, when suddenly one of my friends kicked the ball over the
fence. I had to climb over the fence. An enormous dog was running towards me.

4 I've never been so frightened in my life! I was absolutely terrified.

5 Fortunately, the neighbours came home before my brother did. In the end he never
knew about the football.

3 You're going to tell your partner about when you were in a dangerous or exciting
situation.

• Ask yourself the questions in Exercise 1.
• Think about what to say and how to say it.
• Tell your partner about a time when you were in a dangerous or exciting situation.
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VocabuLary & Speaking
1 Work with a partner. List the sports in the box in different groups according to the

criteria a-f. A sport might belong to more than one group.

athletics badminton baseball basketball boxing bungee jumping
cycling fishing football golf horse-riding ice hockey judo karate
kite surfing rock climbing rugby running sailing scuba diving
skating skiing skydiving snowboarding surfing swimming
table tennis tennis volleyball windsurfing

a) Water sports fishing, ...
b) Team sports
c) Indoor sports
d) Sports that collocate with play
e) Sports that are hardly ever shown on TV
f) Sports that need special footwear

2 Work with your partner. Tell each other about the following.

a) Sports you have tried c) Sports you watch
b) Sports you do d) Sports you don't like

Listening & VocabuLary
1 1.16-1.17 Listen and guess which sports Toby and Kate

are talking about.

Equipment

a boardToby

Kate

3 Work with your partner. Choose five more sports to add to the table and complete the
'place' and 'equipment' columns for each one. Use your dictionary if necessary.



Comparative and
superlative structures
He's slightly taller than me.
She's much more mature
than he is.
They're just as good as
we are.
It's by far the biggest one
I've ever seen.

Group the words in the box into four groups of three adjectives according to how
their comparative and superlative forms are made.

Eekl fat happy
relaxed sad

Complete these rules for forming comparative and superlative adjectives.

1 For most one-syllable adjectives and some two-syllable adjectives, you add er / est.
2 For one-syllable adjectives which end in one vowel + one consonant you double the

consonant and add

3 For two-syllable adjectives which end in y, you replace y with __ .

4 For most other two-syllable adjectives and for all three-syllable adjectives, you use

Sport

Volleyball
Football
Badminton
Tennis
Dragon boat racing
Judo
Rugby

Iijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijl_ (242 million)
11I 11II (240 million)

(60 million)
(60 million)

(2.5 million)
I(2.4 million)

a) Football is much more popular than rugby.
b) __ is slightly more popular than __ .
c) __ is just as popular as __ .
d) __ is a bit less popular than __ .
e) __ is a lot less popular than __ .
f) __ is by far the most popular sport in the world.

3 Complete the following sentences with your own opinions about different sports.

a) is much than d) is the I've ever
b) __ isn't nearly as __ as __ . e) __ is much __ than __ .
c) __ is just as __ as __ . f) __ is by far the __ in the world.

Now find other people in the class who share your opinions.

Speaking
1 How well do you know the town/city where you are studying English? Discuss these

questions with your partner.

Where is ...

• the nearest ski resort? • the most difficult street to park in?
• the nicest swimming pool? • the most fashionable clothes store?
• the biggest football stadium? • the tallest/oldest/most famous building?
• the best-equipped sports shop? • the best shop to find English books?

2 Note your answers down. Now discuss in groups and decide how well you know the
place where you are studying English.
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UsefuL phrases

11 11

A: How did you get that black m?
B: I was playing cricket yesterday,

and the ball hit me in the face.
A: You'd better put a bag of ice on it.

It looks terrible.

c: Why are you limping?
D: I've got a twisted ankle.
C: Oh dear. It looks really painful.

E: Did you have a good swim?
F: It was OK at first, but then I got

cramp and I had to stop.
E: Oh, that's horrible. You're probably

dehydrated. __

11

G: My feet are killing me. I've got
terrible blisters.

H: __ . And then you should wear
sandals for a while.

G: But it's winter.

I: How was the sailing?
J: Great, but I think I've got

sunburn. My nose is really red.

K: Are you OK?
L:· No, I think I've got a broken

thumb.
K: Oh dear. You probably need an

x-ray. __

2 Read the conversations again. Match the following useful phrases with the appropriate
conversations.

1 You'd better put a bag of ice on it. a
2 You need to drink more water.
3 You'd better go to the hospital.
4 You need to put some cream on it immediately.
5 You really should lie down and keep your leg up.
6 You need to put some plasters on them.

1.18 Listen and check.

4 Work with a partner. Discuss what advice you would give to these people.
a) I think my nose is broken.
b) My wrist is swollen - I think I've twisted it.
c) My two front teeth are loose.
d) I've got a terrible headache.
e) A wasp has stung me on my neck.
£) I've hurt my back.

Choose one injury/complaint. Write a short conversation like the ones in Exercise 1.
Practise your conversation.
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Vocabulary Extra
Adjectives: expLoring synonyms

Look at the table below. In each column, cross out the word that is not
usually a synonym of either important or nice.

important IIm'p:J:t:mtJ adj *** =

big essential key main major
necessary significant top

nice /nals/ adj *** =

fine good great kind
lovely pleasant
sympathetic wonderful

1 people

6 2

good fine
marvellous glorious
wonderful pleasant

5 3
delightful 4 flattering
fantastic smart

grtCIt ht/pful stylish
kind

thoughtful

Make a similar diagram for important.

Cross out the adjective that is not possible in each sentence.

a) The president is the most influential / landmark politician in
my country.

b) Global warming has very few far-reaching / senior effects on
the environment.

c) Traffic congestion is a major / top problem in my city.
d) The world wide web was the most main / significant invention

of the 20th century.
e) 1945was a/ an historic / groundbreaking year in the development

of my country.
f) It's major / vital that we find a cure for cancer.

Which of the above statements do you agree with?

4 Complete each sentence with an appropriate synonym of important
or nice.
a) My mother is a/ an __ person.
b) We had really __ weather on holiday.
c) My best friend always wears __ clothes.
d) I had a time last weekend.
e) My favourite restaurant serves __ food.
f) It' s __ that I devote more time to learning vocabulary.

Tick the sentences that are true for you.

5 Check your own dictionary. What information can you find about the
words important and nice?

Words you can use instead of important
Important is a very general word. Here are some
words with more specific meanings that sound
more natural and appropriate in particular
situations.

people

achievementsl
discoveries

things that are
important because
you must have or do
them

influential, leading.
prominent, senior,
top
key, historic,
landmark, major,
main, momentous
critical, major,
significant
groundbreaking,
historic, landmark,
significant
far-reaching, lasting,
main, major,
significant
notable, noteworthy,
significant
critical, crucial,
essential, necessary,
urgent, vital

Words that you can use instead of nice

Nice is a very general word. Here are some words
with more specific meanings that sound more
natural and appropriate in particular situations.

people easy-going, easy to get
on with, friendly, good
fun, kind, lovely, sweet
helpful. kind.
thoughtful
good, great. lovely,
marvellous. wonderful

something that
happens or
something that you
do
weather

food/flowers/gifts/
places

fantastic. fine. glorious,
good. lovely. pleasant
beautiful. flattering.
smart, stylish
beautiful. delightful.
fantastic, great. lovely

'Thank you for holding. Your call is
important to us .. .'
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Relationsh ips
Grammar Dynamic and stative meanings. Present perfect simple and continuous

Vocabulary Family. Relationships. Describing character

Useful phrases 'Less direct' language

Reading
1 Look at the photographs. What do you think the relationship is between the people

and the people in the photos that they're holding? Discuss with a partner.

Read the article and check your ideas.

'These are my twins. On the left is Ben, and on the right is Tony, both aged five. Ben is
looking at the camera but he looks quite serious, and Tony's laughing and messing about.
They're identical twins, but Ben takes after me, and Tony takes after his father. They're like
chalk and cheese, and I think this photo really shows that. It's my favourite photo of the
boys, and I carry it in my diary all the time now:

'I keep this photo on my desk at work, because it makes me smile every time I look at it.
It's a photo of my wife, Jenny, on a beach in Croatia about six or seven years ago. I
remember it was just after breakfast, and she was sitting with her face in the sun. Wewere
the only people on the beach, and it was a nice moment. I like it, because she isn't frowning
at me for once:

'This was taken a couple of months after I met my girlfriend. She's an actor too, and we
were working on a television series. We were playing the part of a couple, so it was quite
interesting on the set! I have lots of photos of her on my phone, but this is the only one
with both of us in it. I think everyone has photos on their phone these days:

'Ananda is a child in India who I'm sponsoring through Action Aid, and this is the first photo
I ever saw of her. I carry this photo, because she isn't smiling in it. Every photo I've seen
since I started sponsoring her shows her smiling. To me, this photo is precious, because it
remirids me of why I'm sponsoring her:

2 Read the article again and match each person with their reason for carrying the photo.

a) 'It makes me smile: Bruce
b) 'It's the only one I have of us together:
c) 'It's my favourite photo:
d) 'It reminds me of why I'm sponsoring her:

Whose photo do you carry around with you and why? Tell your partner.



Dynamic and stative
meanings
Dynamic meaning
(Use simple or continuous
forms)
He usually smiLes all the
time but he isn't smiLing
now.

Stative meaning
(Use only simple forms)
She Likes taking photos.
(NOTShe's liking ... )
Did you understand? (NOT
Were you uneerstaneing?)

Note: Some verbs (eg have,
look, think) can have both
meanings:
I think my camera is
useless. (stative: think =

have an opinion)
I'm thinking of getting a
new one. (dynamic: think
= plan)

1 Look at this sentence from the article on page 20. Match each example of look (1 and
2) with the correct meaning. Then answer the questions.

'Ben (1) is looking at the camera but he (2) looks quite serious.'
look = to have a particular appearance look = to direct your eyes towards something

a) Which example of look (1 or 2) describes an action - something 'happens'?
b) Which example of look (1 or 2) describes a state - nothing 'happens'?
c) Can you use continuous tenses with verbs when they describe a state?

2 Complete the descriptions using the present simple or the present continuous.

a) She (look) looks like a kind woman. She (not be) __ related to the child in the
photo. The child (come) __ from India.

b) He (pose) __ with his girlfriend. They (seem) __ very happy together.
c) She (smile) __ and (show) __ us a photo of her twin boys.
d) He (hold) __ a photo of his wife. It (remind) __ him of a lovely holiday.

Match the descriptions (a-d) with the people (1-4) on page 20.

3 Do these verbs describe actions or states? Underline the correct verb forms.

a) I think / 'm thinking photos of friends and family are / are being important.
b) I have / 'm having lots of photos on my phone.
c) Photos remind / are reminding me of special occasions.
d) I hate / 'm hating photos of me.
e) People think / are thinking that I look / 'm looking like my mother.
f) I think / 'm thinking that I take / 'm taking after my father.

Are any of the sentences true for you?

VocabuLary

aunt
grand
parent

boyfriend brother child
great- half- husband
partner second single

daughter ex- father girlfriend
mother nephew niece only
son step uncle wife

cousin
-in-law

sister

3 Refer to the people in your diagram in Exercise 2 and complete the following task.

• Underline the people who live nearest to you.
• Cross out the people who you see least.
• ~ the person who ypu saw most recently.
• Put an asterisk * by the oldest person and two asterisks * * by the youngest.
• Put a tick V next to the person who you get on best with.

4 Tell your partner about some of the people in your diagram.

Brigitte is in her forties. She lives in a small flat in Paris with her partner, Rem!. She ...
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Speaking

your first home
your first date
your first dance

your first friend your first hero your first crush
your first love your first English lesson your first kiss

your first holiday your first broken heart

2 Choose three 'firsts' and tell your partner about them.

'I remember my first hero - /onny Wilkinson. He kicked the winning points for England in the
2003 Rugby World Cup final. It was ... '

Reading & Listening
1 Read about these first dates. In your opinion, which relationship has the best chance

of success? Why? Tell your partner.

Bill It was love at first sight for Ruth and me, which was
lucky because we met for the first time on our wedding
day! A radio station was running a competition called
'Two strangers and a wedding', and I won the title of 'Most
Eligible Bachelor'. Ruth was one of 300 single women who
offered to marry me! The first time we spoke to one another
was when I proposed to her on the radio with 50,000
people listening. It wasn't exactly intimate, but she said
yes anyway. My mother was not amused - in fact, she told a
newspaper that she was shocked and appalled. But we knew
we were doing the right thing.

Clare I've finally found the man of my dreams. We have so much in
common. We laugh at the same things and we talk for hours. There's
only one problem. We've never met. Stan lives in Canada, and I live in
Scotland.

We got in touch through an online dating site. In the first week, I
had about twenty-five responses, but nobody I was particularly interested
in. Then, two months ago, I received an email from this guy in Canada.
He sounded interesting, so I decided to write back. Soon I found myself
rushing back home after work to check my emails. Stan made me laugh.
He challenged my opinions. We talked about everything, and I just knew
this one was different. I'm really excited, because we've decided to meet!

2 Complete the sentences with Ruth and Bill or Clare and Stan.
a) __ spoke to one another for the first time on the radio.
b) __ met on their wedding day.
c) __ are sure they are doing the right thing.
d) live in different countries.
e) __ started writing to each other two months ago.
f) __ haven't actually met yet.

3 1.20-1.21 Listen to Ruth and Clare talking about the relationships one year later.
Which relationship didn't work out? Why?
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Present perfect
simple & continuous
I've known her for a few
weeks.
She's been going out with
my brother.
He's asked her to marry
him.

Vocabulary

a) I don't believe in love at first

b) Online __ is the best way to find a new partner.

c) A man should to a woman. It isn't natural for a woman to ask a man
to marry her.

d) A marriage is more likely to succeed if both partners have had __ before getting
married.

e) People don't usually marry the man or woman of their __ .

f) Couples soon __ and go their separate ways if they don't have anything
in common.

Complete the table with these example sentences (a-c) from Ruth's story.

a) 'We've been together for a year now.'
b) 'We've been trying to live a normal life.'
c) 'We've decided to move away from our home town.'

1 A continued or repeated action
that started in the past and is
still happening now.

2 A state that started in the past
and continues now.

Present perfect
continuous

3 A finished action that happened
some time in the past. (You
don't say when.)

Present perfect
simple

Present perfect
simple

2 Underline the correct verb form. What does the verb describe in each case? Refer to
the table in Exercise 1 and discuss your ideas with your partner.

a) I've learnt / 've been learning English for three years.
b) I've had / 've been having the same hairstyle since I was a teenager.
c) My sister has gone out / has been going out with the same guy since university.
d) I've been / 've been going to London three times.
e) I've known / 've been knowing my best friend for over ten years.
f) I've stopped / 've been stopping using online dating sites. They don't work!

Are any of the sentences true for you?

3 Make questions using the present perfect simple or continuous.

a) ever / cry / at the cinema? d) How long / have / your watch?
Have you ever cried at the cinema? e) How many times / go / to the USA?

b) How many times / travel/by air? f) How long / go / to the same dentist?
c) ever / read / the same book twice? g) ever / own / a pet?

Ask and answer the questions with a partner.
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Vocabulary
1 . 1.22 Read and listen to six people talking about the qualities they look for in an

ideal partner. Which person is mostlleast like you?

2 Complete the table with the highlighted words from Exercise 1. Use your dictionary
if necessary.

Words from Words with similar Words with opposite
the interviews meanings meanings

a) faithful loyal ::t unfaithful

b) considerate ::t thoughtless

c) arrogant ::t modest

d) realistic/ practical ::t unrealis tic/ impractical

e) confident ::t unconfident

f) sociable ::t shy

g) optimistic ::t miserable

h) selfish ::t unselfish

i) trustworthy ::t unreliable

j) amusing ::t dull

k) tolerant ::t narrow-minded

1) relaxed ::t demanding

'1 like a man who can
look after me. My ideal
man has to be athletic,
hardworking,
down-to-earth, reliable
and romantic:

'Well, I'm quite shy and
sensitive. So I'm usually
attracted to women who
are outgoing and
self-assured .'

'1 think the most
important thing is a good
sense of humour and
a kind heart. My ideal
partner is witty, generous
and thoughtful:

'1couldn't live with a
miserable, narrow-minded
person. The person 1share
my life with has to be
cheerful, broad-minded
and optimistic:

'I'm looking for a
good-looking, kind,
faithful partner who can
cook really well:

'My ex-partner was
big-headed, demanding
and self-centred. So next
time I'd like someone
modest, easygoing and
considerate:

3 What qualities do you look for in your ideal partner? List the six most important
qualities. Find someone else in the class who has chosen the same qualities.

1 1.23 Listen and repeat the words. Underline the stressed syllable for each word.

a) loyal cheerful faithful impractical
b) interesting sociable miserable considerate
c) ambitious demanding creative intelligent

2 1.24 Look again at the words in Exercise 1. Circle the word in each group that has
more syllables than the other words. Listen, check and repeat.



Reading & Speaking

What's your type? What your
score means

1 The quality you admire most in 5 On a Saturday night, you're most Mostly a: your ideal partner
other people is their ... likely to be ... is the artistic type. The
a) artistic talent. a) at the opening of a new art gallery. artistic type is sensitive,
b) ambition. b) making important new work creative, confident and
c) love of nature. contacts. independent but can be
d) intellect. c) halfway up a mountain. unreliable.
e) sense of humour. d) at home reading a novel.

Mostly b: your ideal partner
2 In a relationship it's important e) in a crowded bar or nightclub.

is the career type. The
to ... 6 You're most comfortable career type is ambitious,
a) give each other space. wearing ... sociable, serious and hard-
b) respect each other's career. a) black clothes. working but sometimes dull.
c) enjoy the same outdoor b) smart clothes.

activities. c) sports clothes. Mostly c: your ideal partner

d) discuss things. d) jeans and a T-shirt. is the outdoor type. The

e) laugh together. e) colourful clothes. outdoor type is down-to-

3 Your favourite place for dinner 7 On television you most like
earth, reliable, easygoing
and optimistic but can be

is ... watching ...
demanding

a) a trendy new restaurant. a) foreign films.
b) somewhere the rich and b) business news. Mostly d: your ideal partner

famous go. c) nature documentaries. is the brainy type. The
c) a barbecue in the garden. d) political debates. brainy type is intelligent,
d) a quiet place where you e) comedies. witty, interesting and broad-

can talk. 8 Which phrase best describes you? minded but can be big-
e) a crowded place with loud music. a) I don't like following the crowd. headed.

4 Your ideal weekend is ... b) I live to work. Mostly e: your ideal partner
a) going to a jazz festival. c) My idea of heaven is sleeping in is the party type. The party
b) shopping in designer boutiques. a tent in the middle of nowhere. type is cheerful, funny,
c) walking in the mountains. d) I love a good argument. sociable and outgoing but
d) going to the theatre. e) Life's too short to stay at home sometimes selfish.
e) clubbing. - let's party!



U NIT 3.

UsefuL phrases
1 ,1.25 Listen to the conversation. Are the following statements true or false?

a) Milly and Rita know John very well.
b) Milly and Rita know Liz very well.
c) Milly is more critical than Rita.

2 Read the conversation. Match the highlighted phrases (1-9) with their more direct
meanings (a-i) below.

MiLLy: So what do you think of Liz's new man?
Rita: John? He seems nice. I don't really know. (1) He wasn't very taLkative.
MiLLy: WeLL, (2) he's a bit shy. And (3) Liz tends to dominate the conversation, doesn't she?
Rita: Yes, I suppose so. But when John did say something, (4) it wasn't particuLarLy

i nteresti ng .
MiLLy: Oh dear. (5) You can be so mean.
Rita: I'm not mean - just honest.
MiLLy: But (6) he's not bad-Looking, is he?
Rita: He's OK. Isn't he a bit young for her?
MiLLy: Young? (7) Liz isn't exactLy oLd.
Rita: That's true. But she Looks oLder than she is.
MiLLy: Yes, I know what you mean. But she's so LoveLy - she deserves someone reaLLy speciaL.
Rita: ActuaLLy, (8) she can be rather difficuLt.
MiLLy: ReaLLy?
Rita: Yes, (9) she can be a bit bossy.
MiLLy: Oh dear. Why can't everybody be perfect, Like us?
Rita: And so modest. Ha, ha!

a) it was boring 4
b) You're horrible
c) Liz is young
d) He was very quiet
e) she's controlling

f) he's under-confident
g) she's impossible
h) Liz talks too much
i) he's good-looking

4 Match the comments (a-j) with their less direct versions (1-10).

a) She never stops talking. ~ 1 She isn't particularly / exactly polite.
b) The restaurant was awful. 2 He tends to get up rather late.
c) He prefers older women. 3 They're not particularly / exactly friendly.
d) She's rude. 4 She can be a bit talkative.
e) He's big-headed. 5 The restaurant wasn't very /particularly good.
f) They're unfriendly. 6 She can look a bit tired.
g) He never gets up before midday. 7 They're not particularly / exactly poor.
h) Sometimes she looks exhausted. 8 He tends to go out with older women.
i) They're well-off. 9 She wasn't particularly / exactly helpful.
j) She didn't help me at all. 10 He's not particularly /exactly modest.



Vocabulary Extra

Sounds and spelling
Say the words in the box. Look at the phonemic chart and find the
symbols for the vowel sounds in red.

beige /bel:)! check ltj'ekJ
mou th Imau81 ring Inl]1

jump I<BAmpl mother l'mAo'JI
shop ISopl year Ijl'JI

Use the words in the box above to complete the table. Make sure
the vowel sounds are in the same order as they appear in the chart.

need (1) put fool (2) (3) beige
(4) (5) verb saw tour boy go
back (6) arm (7) hair white (8)

2 Saythe five words beginning with hea in the dictionary extracts.
What do you notice about the pronunciation of the letters ea?

Complete the table with the words in the box according to the
pronunciation of the letters ea. There are two words for each sound.
Check your answers in a dictionary.

bea£ break breath dream dear great health idea learn
meat search wear

li:1 lid
1

/

"

I h"
1''''

le'JI

bear

3 Say the seven words (bought - warm) in the dictionary extracts. Which
vowel sound do all the words have in common? What do you notice
about the spellings?

Connect the words according to their vowel sounds. Check your
answers in a dictionary.

a) I'JI -- arrive -- colour -- husband ~ people
b) li:/--bean dirty niece police

c) lu:1 - blew fruit shoe through

d) 13:1 -- burn key spinach women

e) hi -- busy pretty term work

4 Readthe six words (economical - politician) in the dictionary extracts.
How is the main stress indicated? Underline the stressed syllables in
the noun phrases below and practise saying the phrases.

a) an economical economist
b) a philosophical philosopher
c) a political politician

5 Lookat the phonetic transcriptions for six words from Units 1-3. Say
the words and complete the spellings. Check in a dictionary.
a) !:J:I'o'Jul although d) Ilo:fl gh
b) l'do:t'Jl d__ gh_ _ _ e) l'nelb'Jl gh _
c) NAAfI e gh f) 1'8o:tl'Jsl gh _

6 Checkyour own dictionary. Find six more words from Units 1-3 that
are difficult to spell or pronounce. Practise saying them.

Phonemic chart

single vowel
sounds

i: r u U: ra er ~e a 3: J: ua Jr au
~ A a: 0 ea ar au
p b t d tf d3 K 9
f V e ~ s Z f 3
m n fJ h L r w J

U NIT 3



Review A

1 Complete the sentences. Use about, at, in, on, with.
a) What sports are you good __ ?
b) What have you spent the most money __ ?
c) Who were you having dinner __ yesterday?
d) What kind of music are you interested __ ?
e) What sort of things do you wor,ry __ ?

2 Complete the questions for these answers.

a) 'Who Loves cooking?' 'My father loves cooking:
b) 'What __ ?' 'I saw the new George Clooney film:
c) 'Who __ ?' 'I spoke to my brother yesterday:
d) 'Who __ ?' 'Josh gave her that watch:
e) 'Which ?' 'She chose the red car:
f) 'What __ ?' 'A parcel arrived this morning:

3 Write the sentences in the correct order.

a) at home / work / 1 / usually
I usually work at home.

b) 1 / from time to time / travel abroad
c) come / 1 / hardly ever / to my English class
d) 1 / a hat / all the time / like wearing
e) often / 1 / by car / come to school/don't
£) 1 / very fast / always / walk

4 Complete with the past simple, present perfect or
present perfect continuous form of the verbs.

o

Jed:
Bob:

Have you ever (1 go) been on a horse before?
Well, 1 (2 go) __ on a camel, but 1
(3 not ride) __ a horse.
Really? A camel?
Yes. We (4 go) __ to Egypt a few years ago,
and we (5 do) __ a camel trek into the desert.
Wow! What (6 be) __ that like?
Wonderful. We (7 sleep) __ under the stars.
1 (8 never see) __ anything so beautiful in
all my life. What about you?
Oh, 1 love horse-riding. 1 (9 do) __ it since
1was ten years old. My grandfather (10 teach)

me.

Jed:
Bob:

Jed:
Bob:

REVIEW A

5 Underline the correct form of the verbs.

Last year a group of friends (1) invited / were
inviting me to go skiing with them. They (2) were /
were being very experienced skiers, but 1wasn't so
1 (3) had to / was having to go to boring ski school
every day, while the others (4) had / were having a
good time up in the mountains. One day, after my ski
lesson, 1 (5) decided / was deciding to meet them at
the top of the mountain. While 1 (6) went / was going
up in the ski lift 1 (7) started / was starting to feel
really nervous, but it was too late. 1was at the top
of the mountain, and there was only one way to
get down!

The sun (8) shone / was shining, and everyone
(9) talked and laughed / was talking and laughing
as we started to ski down. Suddenly, one of my
friends (10) shouted / was shouting, 'Look out!',
because 1 (11)went / was going towards a group of
trees. 1 (12) tried / was trying to stop, but 1couldn't
and when 1 (13) fell / was falling down into the snow,
one of my skis (14) came / was coming off and
(15) hit / was hitting me on the head. 1 (16) spent /
was spending the rest of the week in hospital. Great!

6 Complete the sentences with the words in the box
and the correct form of the adjectives.

by far the most most ffiH€l::l not as
slightly the

a) I'm 1.60 metres tall. Di is 1.80 metres. She's (tall)
much taller than me.

b) Russia is (big) __ country in the world.
c) 1don't like my new bike. It's (good) __ as

myoid one.
d) Skydiving is (exciting) __ thing I've ever done.
e) This book is (easy) __ than the last one ...

but not much.
£) What is the (popular) __ sport in the world?

7 Spot the mistake! Cross out the incorrect sentence.

1 a) Did you go shopping yesterday?
b) Have you been shopping yesterday?

2 a) Who does like chocolate?
b) Who likes chocolate?

3 a) They met while they taught together in Spain.
b) They met while they were teaching together

in Spain.
4 a) He is by far the most intelligent boy in

the class.
b) He is by far the more intelligent boy in

the class.
5 a) Why are you hating football so much?

b) Why do you hate football so much?
6 a) I've known Olivia for two years.

b) I've been knowing Olivia for two years.



Vocabulary
1 Replace the underlined words with the expressions

in the box.

clicked straightaway drifted apart
got on well TNith have fallen out
have a lot in common

a) Have you always enjoyed the company of your
sister?
Have you always got on well with your sister?

b) Jo and Rob argued and aren't friends any more.
c) He likes football. She likes reading. They don't

really have similar interests.
d) They got divorced because over the years they

found they had become distant from each other.
e) Don and I liked one another the very first time

we met.

2 Match the gradable adjectives (a-j) with their
equivalent non-gradable adjectives (1-6).

a) gOOd~ 1 terrified
b) funny 2 hilarious
c) dirty 3 boiling
d) tired 4 fantastic
e) frightened 5 filthy
f) hot 6 exhausted

3 Complete the sentences with adjectives from
Exercise 2.

a) That film was absolutely hilarious. I laughed
so much!

b) She doesn't like dogs. In fact she's very __
of them.

c) This wine is not bad. Actually, it's fairly __ !
d) I need to wash the car. It's absolutely __ .
e) I've been working very hard, and I'm extremely

f) Can we open a window? It's absolutely __
in here.

a) swimming
b) k_t_ s_rf_ng
c) b_dm_nt_n
d) v_ll_yb_ll
e) s__ l_ng
f) f__ tb_ll
g) t_bl_ t_nn_s

h) skyd_ v_ng
i) f_sh_ng
j) sk__ ng
k) t_nn_s
1) sn_wb __ rd_ng
m) b_sk_tb_ll
n) _c_ h_ck_y

Put the sports in Exercise 4 into these groups.

a) Sports you can play wi~h a partner badminton, ...
b) Water sports
c) Sports you play in a team
d) Sports you do up in the air
e) Sports you can only do outside in winter

online dating love at first sight meet
proposed relationship split up with
the woman of his dreams

Four months ago, Rob (1) split up with his girlfriend,
Jane, after four years together. Rob felt lonely. He
wanted to start a new (2) __ , but it was difficult to
(3) __ anyone in the small town where he lived. So
he decided to try (4) __ . During the first week five
women emailed him, but one woman, Rosa, sounded
like (5) __ . They arranged to meet, and, as soon as
Rob saw Rosa it was (6) __ . After only two months
together, he invited Rosa out to a romantic restaurant
and (7) __ to her.

7 Underline the correct word.

a) Jill is very considerate / confident. She always
remembers my birthday.

b) I've never seen Cary sad. She's always smiling ,and
miserable / cheerful.

c) Is Theo late again? He's so unreliable / unfaithful.
d) Katy is so dull / shy. I nearly fell asleep when she

was telling me about her work.
e) Lee didn't give me any of his chocolates. He's so

impractical/selfish.
f) Ken didn't tell me he'd won that big prize for his

book. He's very modest / arrogant, isn't he?

1 Look at some words from Units 1-3. Say the words
and add them to the table.

answeF appointment athletics extremely
friendship mobile normally often
personal really remember similar
somebody theatre together

2 Underline the stressed syllable in each word.

@ 1.27 Listen, check and repeat.



Reading & Listening
1 Read about five young people who share a house talking about each other. Who is

each person's favourite housemate?

Pete 'I suppose the person in the house I get on best with is Ned. We
have a lot in common. We like the same sort of music - we both play
the guitar. We have the same sense of humour. We're the same age and
we have the same friends. We've known each other for three years, but it
feels like we've known each other all our lives. Ned's a good-looking guy,
and women love him.'

Alicia 'I've lived in the house for four years. I get on well with
everyone. Grace and I are good friends. Ned and Pete are really nice but
they're like schoolboys. Pete thinks women love Ned, but it's just not
true. Ned thinks he's really good-looking, but it's not true either. I think
Leo is the greatest. He's so cool. He's my favourite, although I don't see
much of him, because he's always away surfing or skydiving. He's an
action man.'

Ned 'It's a great house. We're all friends. Pete and I are really good
mates. We laugh about the same things. Leo's really funny, but you can't
really have intelligent conversations with him. The girls, Alicia and Grace,
are good fun. Alicia has lived here the longest. I think Alicia may be
interested in me and secretly, she's my favourite. Pete likes Grace, but I
don't think Grace feels romantic about Pete. I'm probably more Grace's
type than Pete.'

Grace 'I love the house and I love the people who live in it. I've been
here for nearly a year. Maybe because we're the only two girls in the
house, I'm close to Alicia. I really like Leo, although he's hardly ever
there. Ned and Pete are like kids. Ned thinks he's great, but the only one
who agrees with that is Pete. Ned is big-headed, but Pete is so sweet.
And he's generous, intelligent and sensitive. And don't tell anyone, but 1
think he's really good-looking. He's my real favourite.'

leo 'I've lived in the house with the others for two years now. It's a cool
house. We never fall out. I'm really happy there. Alicia is my favourite
- she's like our mother.'

2 Read the article again and underline the correct
words.

a) Pete and Ned have similar / different interests.
b) Pete thinks Ned is confident / arrogant, while

Grace thinks Ned is confident / arrogant.
c) Grace / Alicia has lived in the house longer than

anyone else.
d) Leo spends the most / the least time in the house.
e) Ned thinks Leo is amusing / intelligent.
£) Grace likes Pete / Ned.
g) Leo gets on best with Grace / Alicia.

REVIEW A

3 1.28 Listen to a conversation between Ned and
Alicia. What is Ned's news?

4 Listen again. Are the statements true or false?

a) Alicia already knew about Ned's news.
b) Pete and Grace have liked each other for

a long time.
c) Grace has a boyfriend called Dan.
d) Ned says he's interested in Grace.
e) Pete told Ned he was meeting Grace.
£) Alicia is interested in Ned.



Writing & Speaking
1 Read the email and match the descriptions (a-j) with the paragraphs (1-6).

a) Opening phrase
b) Signing off (+ your name)
c) Main message
d) Greeting (+ name) Paragraph 1
e) Extra information (often attachments)
f) Closing phrase

2 In which paragraphs (1-6) in the email in Exercise 1
could you use the following words and phrases?
a) Best wishes, 5

b) Dear Leo,

c) Hello! 4 Work in pairs or small groups. Discuss the questions.
d) How are things? a) How often do you write emails?
e) I can't wait to see you. b) How many emails do you send and receive in

f) I hope everything's going well. a day/week?

g) I'm really looking forward to hearing from you. c) Are your emails mainly work-related or personal?
d) Do you ever receive unwanted emails?

h) I'm sending you the latest photos.

i) Love, 5 Choose one of the emails below and write it.

j) Regards, a) Write an email to a friend.

k) Speak to you soon. • You are replying to an email from your friend.
• Thank them for their email.

1) Thanks for your email. • You have some exciting news about another

3 Imagine you are Leo. Write an email replying to
friend. Give details. '

• Send a photo with your email.
Ned. Use some of the phrases from Exercise 1 and
Exercise 2. Give Ned some advice about Alicia. b) Write an email to a friend.

• You went to dinner at your friend's house.
• Thank your friend for the meal.

Hi Ned, • Make positive comments about the food.
• Send some photos with the email.

Thanks for your email ...

" ~ • . You've Got a Friend.

CD Hi Leo,

@ How's it going in.Switzerland? Is there
much snow in the mountains?

@ I've got some shocking news. Pete and
Grace have got together. I didn't know
about it until I saw them in town. I was
walking down the High Street when I saw
them in the Grand Cafe. They were holding
hands across the table! When I asked Alicia
later, she said they've liked each other for
ages! I couldn't believe it. Did you know?
I'm thinking of asking Alicia out. I'm sure
she likes me. What do you think?

@ Anyway, see you next week.

(§) All the best, Ned

® PS I'm attaching a photo I took with my
mobile of them (holding hands!).

REVIEW A



Party
Grammar Phrasal verbs. Future forms. Pronouns: anybody, somebody, etc.
Vocabulary Festivals. Collocations with do and make. Parties
Useful phrases Inviting; making excuses

Reading
Think of a festival you know or have heard about. How much do you know about it?

a). What is the name of the festival? d) What do you know about its history?
b) When does it take place? e) How do people celebrate?
c) How long does it go on for? f) How does the festival end?

Read this article about a big Spanish festival and find answers to the questions above.



Phrasal verbs
Intransitive (no object)
go off come back
stay in

Transitive (takes an object)
a) Separable:
put 5th on take 5th off
wear 5th out

b) Notseparable:
get over 5th head for 5th
look into 5th

VocabuLary

bonfires fesfWal firecrackers fireworks parade procession statues
traditional dress

Las Fallas takes place in March and goes on for a week. The main feature of the
(1) festival is the enormous lifelike (2) __ which are burnt in huge (3) __ on the
last day. The incredibly loud (4) __ that go off every lunchtime in the city centre
make Las Fallas the noisiest festival in the world. There is also a spectacular display of
(5) __ in the park at midnight. One of the highlights of the festival is the (6) __ of
girls and boys in (7) __ . They (8) __ through the city centre, bringing flowers for
the Virgin Mary.

VocabuLary & Grammar
The nine phrasal verbs in the table are from the article on page 32. Find them in the
text and match each one to a word or phrase in the box with the same meaning.

Transitive

Not separable

get down to something
look forward to something
get over something

Separable

put something on
dress something up
keep something up

go off
join in
burn down

anticipate excitedly continue at the same speed destroy with fire
explode organise participate put special clothes on recover start

2 Which of these sentences is grammatically incorrect? Cross it out.

a) You can look the word up in a dictionary.
b) You can look it up in a dictionary.
c) You can look up the word in a dictionary.
d) You can look up it in a dictionary.

Complete the rule with always, sometimes or never.
When the object of a separable phrasal verb is a pronoun (me, you, it, etc.), it __
comes between the verb (look) and the particle (up).

3 Put the words in brackets in the correct order to make phrasal verb sentences
with pronouns.

a) 1hate clearing up the mess after I've had a party. (I hate / it / clearing / up)
I hate clearing it up.

b) When my boss has a party, 1 look after her child~en. (I / after / look / them)

c) 1usually try on several outfits before 1go to a party. (I / try / on / them)

d) 1always want to turn the music down at parties. (I / want to / down / turn / it)

e) It's difficult to come up with ideas for presents. (It's difficult to / them / with /
come up)

f) I'm looking forward to my next birthday party. (I'm / to / looking forward / it)

UN I T 4



U NIT 4

Listening
1 Think about last New Year's Eve. Work with a partner and ask and answer these questions.

a) Where were you? b) Who were you with? c) What did you do?

2 What do you know about Chinese New Year? Decide whether you think the statements
below are true or false.

a) New Year takes place in early January.
b) Just before New Year, people clean their houses to sweep away bad luck.
c) Some people also put up red decorations to frighten away bad luck.
d) The traditional New Year's Eve dinner is Peking duck.
e) People usually spend New Year's Eve with their friends.
£) On New Year's Eve people stay in and watch television.
g) At midnight on New Year's Eve people set off fireworks and firecrackers.

@ 1.30 Listen to Hua and check your ideas. Correct the statements that are false.

3 Work with a partner. Rewrite the statements in Exercise 2 with information about
New Year's Eve celebrations in your country.

VocabuLary
1 Underline the correct verbs in the following extract from the interview about

Chinese New Year.
'I'm going to help my mother to (1) do / make the housework. We're going to sweep
away all the bad luck and (2) do / make room for good luck to come in.'

2 Complete the questions with the correct form of do or make.
a) Do you always __ New Year's resolutions?
b) Who usually __ the cooking in your house?
c) Have you ever __ a promise that you haven't kept?
d) Are you __ any type of training course at the moment?
e) When was the last time you __ a wish? Did it come true?
f) When you __ the shopping do you usually __ a list first?

Ask your partner the questions.

3 Work with a partner. Decide whether the nouns in the box collocate with do or make.
Use your dictionary if necessary.

a comment a decision a degree a job a mistake a noise a profit
a suggestion an excuse arrangements money progress some decorating
some exercise some research some skiing something clear sure
the ironing your homework

Choose six collocations and write an example sentence that is true for you for each one.

I haven't made any arrangements for New Year's Eve yet.



Have you got any plans for
the weekend?'

A spontaneous decision:
will
'No, I haven't. I think I'll
call Jan and see if she's free:

An intention:
(be) going to
'Not yet. I'm going to call
Jan and see if she's free:

An arrangement:
present continuous
'Yes, I have. I'm having
lunch with Jan on Saturday:

1 1.31 Read and listen to Part 1 of a
conversation between two flatmates.
Why is Sandy unhappy?

loe:
Sandy:
loe:

H'I1.

Oh, hello.
You don't look very happy. Has something
happened at work?
No, work's fine. David hasn't rung, and
we're supposed to be going to a party
tonight. What are you doing tonight? Do
you fancy coming to the party with me?
I'd love to, but (1) Steve's coming round,
and (2) we're going to plan our summer
holiday.
Oh, well, what am I going to do? ...
I know - (3) I'll phone James .

2 Three different ways of talking about the future are highlighted in the conversatiori.
Which form is used to talk about ...

a) a spontaneous decision (you speak at the moment you decide to do something)?
b) an intention (you speak after you have already decided to do something)?
c) an arrangement (you speak after you have already arranged to do something)?

3 Read Part 2. Underline the most appropriate future form.

James: Hello.
Sandy: Hi, James, it's Sandy. What (1) will you do / are you doing tonight?
James: Nothing! Well actually, (2) I'll meet / I'm meeting Alex and Suzy in town, but ...
Sandy: Do you fancy coming to a party? Alex and Suzy can come too.
James: Yes, that sounds great. (3) I'm meeting / I'll meet them at the Star Bar at 8.30.
Sandy: OK, (4) I'll see / I'm going to see you there. Bye.... (Puts the phone down.)

(5) I'll go / I'm going to the party with James.
loe: Good idea.
Sandy: And next time I see David (6) I'm telling / I'm going to tell him the relationship is

definitely over.
loe: Hmm. (7) I'll believe / I'm believing that when I see it.

1.32 Listen and check.

4 Complete Part 3 by putting the verb in the most appropriate future form.

loe: Hello.
David:' Is Sandy there, please?
loe: Yes, hold on a moment - I (1 get) __ her for you .... It's David.
Sandy: Oh, hello, David.
David: Look, I'm really sorry I didn't call earlier, but I'm still at the office and ...
Sandy: Oh, that's all right - I forgot you were going to ring anyway.
David: Listen, I'm afraid I can't come to the party, I (2 have) __ dinner with some

important clients.
Sandy: It doesn't matter - I (3 go) __ to the party with someone else.
David: Oh, right. OK, well I (4 call) __ you.
Sandy: When? I mean, all right. Goodbye.
David: Bye.
loe: So?
Sandy: Well, he apologised - and he (5 have) __ dinner with an important client.

Anyway, I must go. See you later.

, 1.33 Listen and check.

UN IT 4



Speaking & Reading
1 Work with a partner. Discuss when and why people have the following types of party.

• a housewarming party • an 18th birthday party • an office party
• a farewell/leaving party • a surprise party • a fancy dress party

What other types of party can you think of?

2 What do you think makes a good party? Write a list and agree on the three most
important'ingredients'.

Read the article and find out how many of your ideas are mentioned. Do you agree
with the other ideas?

H6W t6 tJ1r6w tJ1e

~est~(Artl:f eVer
(~·flae·flj~~it!)

A theme Fancy dress can be a great ice-breaker, but only if
everybody dresses up. So if you want your guests to dress up,
make it clear when you send invitations. Nobody wants to be
the one dressed as a gorilla, if everyone else is in their most
glamorous party clothes.

Create a good atmosphere If you're having the party at
home, you need to push back the furniture and change a few
light bulbs. Soft lighting is important to get people in the mood
- and it makes them look better too. Balloons, candles and fairy
lights all add to the party atmosphere.

The right people Invite more people than you want at the
party, and make sure you invite some party animals to get the
dancing started and some good mixers who'll mingle with the
guests. Try to avoid inviting ex-partners or people who dislike
each other for other reasons.

A warm welcome When your guests arrive at your door, a
warm welcome will make them feel special. They'll also need
somewhere to put their coats.

More than enough good food and drink There's nothing
worse than running out of food or drink. And don't forget to
stock up on the chopped carrots to keep the vegetarians happy.

VocabuLary

Music First, you'll need somewhere to dance. So
make sure that sofa is out of the way. Next, you'll
need a good variety of music - something for everyone..
You may be into old hardcore acid house techno rave
music, and it's your party so you can do what you
like, but you may find that nobody else is dancing.

Games Are you over twelve? So stop it.

Three golden rules
1 Delegate! You can't do everything. You'll need

four helpers: someone to meet and greet
the guests; someone to take care of the bar;
someone to take care of the food; and someone
to do the music.

2 Don't worry about the mess! It's no fun for party
guests to see the host running around holding a
dustpan and brush.

3 Enjoy yourself!

1 Find words or phrases from the article above to complete the descriptions.

a) You can ask people to dress up in fancy dress for your party.
b) You are a ~ when you go to a party.
c) You receive an i__ from somebody who wants you to go to their party.
d) You try to create a good a__ to get people in the mood for your party.
e) You m__ so that you can talk to as many people as possible at a party.
f) You should g__ your guests with a warm welcome when they arrive at your party.
g) You are the h__ when you throw a party.
h) You can use a d__ and brush to clear up the mess after a party.
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anybody, somebody,
etc.
Somebody is coming.
I can't hear anything.
I've looked everywhere.
No one cares.

People everybody (1) somebody (4) -- (7) _
everyone (2) __ (5) -- no one

Things everything something (6) -- (8) --

Places everywhere (3) _ anywhere (9) --

Mum:
Dylan:
Mum:
Dylan:
Mum:
Dylan:
Mum:
Dylan:
Mum:
Dylan:
Mum:
Dylan:
Mum:

Is that you, Dylan? You're late. Where have you been?
(1) Nowhere. / Anywhere.
But you're an hour late!
OK, I went to the park.
Who with?
(2) Anyone. / No one. I went on my own.
Where's Sop hie?
I don't know. (3) Somewhere / Nowhere in town.
What's happened?
(4) Nothing! / Anything! Stop asking questions.
What do you want for dinner tonight?
(5) Anything. / Everything. I don't care.
We could try that new Chinese restaurant -
(6) everyone / someone says it's great.
OK.
Good. Now, what did you do at school today?

Dylan:
Mum:

1 1.36 Listen and repeat the lyrics from different pop songs.

a) We're gonna have a party. d) Just do what you gotta do.
b) Do you wanna dance? e) Gotta get over you.
c) I wanna be your man. f) Ain't never gonna fall in love again.

Speaking: anecdote
1 1.37 Listen to Paul talking about a fancy dress party he went to and look at the

questions. Which question does he not answer?

a) Whose party was it? 1 It was a fancy dress party.
b) Why did she have a party? 2 At least seventy.
c) What sort of party was it? 3 At Maggie's house.
d) Was there a theme? 4 Everybody dressed up as something
e) Where was the party? beginning with M.
f) How many people were there? 5 It was fantastic.
g) How many people did you know? 6 My friend Maggie's.
h) What did you eat and drink? 7 Not everybody.
i) What was the music like? 8 Because she was moving abroad.
j) Did you dance? 9 Thai food and Thai beer.
k) Did you stay until the end? 10 Yes, a lot.

Match the questions with the answers (1-10). Listen again and check.

2 You are going to tell your partner about a party you've been to.

• Ask yourself the questions in Exercise 1.
• Think about what to say and how to say it.
• Tell your partner about the party.
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UsefuL phrases
1 1.38 Read and listen to Rose speaking to four friends. Which friend

doesn't she know very well?

a)
Rose:
Ian:
Rose:
Ian:
Rose:
Ian:

b)
Rose:

Lucy:
Rose:
Lucy:
Rose:
Lucy:

c)
Rose:
Megan:
Rose:

d)
Rose:
ALan:
Rose:

ALan:
Rose:

Do you fancy coming to the cinema tonight?
Yes, good idea. What are you going to see?
The new James Bond film.
Oh no, I've seen it.
Oh, what a shame. Is it any good?
No, it's terrible.

Would you like to come to the cinema
tonight?
I'd love to but I'm working tonight.
Oh, what a shame.
I know. What are you going to see?
The new Bond film.
Oh, I've heard it's really good -
the best one so far.

Are you doing anything tonight?
No, why?
I'm going to see the new Bond film.
Do you fancy coming?
No, I'm afraid I can't. I have to get up
really early tomorrow. Why don't you
ask ALan?
ALan? No, I can't. I don't know him
well enough.
Don't be silly. He'd be really pleased.

Oh, hi ALan. It's Rose.
Hi Rose. How are you?
Very well, thanks. I was wondering if
you'd like to go to the cinema tonight.
Yes, that sounds great. What's on?
Well, I was thinking of seeing the new
James Bond film.
Great. What time do you want to meet?

2 Read the conversations again. Look at the highlighted useful phrases. Find:

a) three ways of inviting somebody to do something.
b) two ways of accepting an invitation.
c) two ways of refusing an invitation.
d) one way of asking somebody if they are free to go out.
e) one way of sounding disappointed.

4 Work with a partner. Write a conversation based on the situation below.

• Student A: You want to meet up with Student B and go somewhere.
Make at least three suggestions.

• Student B: You don't want to go anywhere with Student A. Make excuses.



VocabuLary Extra
PhrasaL verbs
1 Work with a partner. Decide which particle in each list does not

go with take to form a phrasal verb. Cross it out.

a) about after in on up
b) apart at down off out
c) back over through to without

Check in the dictionary entry. Tick the phrasal verbs you know.

2 Complete the table with the dictionary entry for each phrasal verb
in the box.

I don't take after my mum. Sorry, I take it back.
The plane is taking off. Why did you take him on?
He took to them immediately. We've taken it up.

Intransitive Transitive (separable) Transitive (not separable)

take after sb

Where does the dictionary put the object (sb/sth) when the phrasal
verb is: a) separable; b) not separable?

3 Many phrasal verbs have both literal and idiomatic meanings.
Underline the idiomatic meanings of these phrasal verbs.

a) take back: return sth you have bought / admit that you said sth
wrong

b) take down: write sth / dismantle a structure
c) take in: understand and remember sth / allow sb to stay in your

house
d) take off: remove clothing, etc. / aircraft: start flying
e) take out: get sth official from a bank, etc / remove sth from a

pocket, etc.
f) take up: fill space or time / start doing sth new

Check your ideas in the dictionary extract.

4 Complete the sentences with phrasal verbs from Exercise 3.

a) I'm a nervous flyer: I don't mind taking offbut I hate landing.
b) I usually __ travel insurance when I go abroad.
c) I'm going to __ jogging one of these days.
d) When I realise that I'm wrong about something, I always __

it
e) I find that explanations in English are sometimes difficult to __ .
f) If I don't __ some notes in class, I can never remember what

the lesson is about.

5 Look at the.sentences. Decide which alternative is not possible in
each case. Cross it out.

a) People say I take after my mother / father / dog.
b) My career / business / car never really took off.
c) I've never taken out a rent / mortgage / bank loan.
d) Recently, I've taken to wearing a suit / walking to work / having

a baby.
e) I'd like to take up swimming / sleeping / yoga.

6 Check your own dictionary. What example sentences does it give
for the phrasal verbs in Exercise 5?

PHRASAL VERBS 'take ,after sb to look or behave
like an older relative
,take sth a'part to separate an object into its
pieces: Ben was taking apart an old bicycle.
,take sth 'back 1 to take something that you
have bought back to the shop because it is
broken or not suitable 2 to admit that
something that you said was wrong: I'm
sorry - [ take it back.
,take sth 'down 1 to separate a large structure
into its pieces 2 to write information on a
piece of paper: The police took down our
addresses and phone numbers.
,take sb 'in 1 to allow someone to stay in your
house or your country 2 be taken in to be
tricked so that you believe something that
is not true
,take sth 'in 1 to understand and remember
something that you hear or read: I'm not
sure how much of his explanation she took
in. 2 to make a piece of clothing more
narrow or more tight, so that it fits you
,take 'off 1 if an aircraft takes off, it leaves
the ground and starts to fly *' LAND 2 to
become successful or popular very fast: Her
business has really taken off 3 informalto
leave a place suddenly
,take sth 'off 1 to remove a piece of clothing
from your body *' PUT STH ON I 2 to spend a
particular amount of time away from work:
I'm taking Monday off to go to London.
,take 'on sth to develop a particular character
or appearance: Our website is taking on a
new look.
,take sb 'on 1 to start to employ someone 2 to
fight or compete against someone
,take sth 'on to accept some work or
responsibility
,take sb 'out to take someone to a place such
as a cinema or a restaurant and pay for
them: She's taking her parents out for
dinner.
,take sth 'out 1 to remove something from a
place: Henry took out his wallet. 2 to get
something officially: When you take out
insurance, read the small print.
,take sth 'out on sb to treat someone badly
because you are angry, upset, or tired,
although it is not their fault
,take (sth) 'over to begin to do something that
someone else was doing: Jane took over as
director after Richard retired.
,take sth 'over to take control of something,
especially another company
,take sb 'through sth to explain something to
someone in detail
'take to sth to start doing something as a
habit: Recently he's taken to wearing a cap.
'take to sb/sth to begin to like someone or
something: I took to John immediately.
,take 'up sth to fill a particular amount of
space or time: Thesefiles take up a lot of
disk space.
,take sth 'up to start doing something
regularly as a habit, job, or interest: Chris
has taken up jogging. + The new teacher will
take up her post in May.
,take sb 'up on sth to accept an offer or
invitation that someone has made: I've
decided to take you up on that job offer.
,take sth 'up with sb to complain to someone
about a problem
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Edible
Grammar Countable and uncountable nouns. Quantity expressions. used to / would
Vocabulary Partitives. Food. Taste and texture
Useful phrases At a restaurant: register

Reading & Speaking

Ji~e !Iou a chocolate addtct?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Do you think about chocolate several times a day?
Do you usually eat some chocolate before midday?
In a cafe, when your friends order coffee, do you usually order a hot chocolate?
Is chocolate your favourite ice cream flavour?
Do you have a favourite bar of chocolate, for example: Mars, Kit Kat, etc.
Can you name more than ten types of chocolate bar?
Do you find it painful to share your chocolate with other people?
Do you eat at least six pieces of chocolate per day?

If you answered yes to at least three of the questions,
you're probably a chocoholic.

Compare your answers. Who is the bigger chocoholic?
Could you live without chocolate?

2 Decide whether the statements about chocolate
are true or false.

Chocolate trivia
1 Chocolate is good for you.
2 White chocolate is not real chocolate.
3 Chocolate contains 'happy chemicals'.
4 Dark chocolate is healthier than milk chocolate.
S A piece of chocolate is a good treat for a dog.
6 Americans are the world's biggest per capita chocolate consumers.
7 The average person will consume 10,000 chocolate bars in a lifetime.
8 A fifty gram bar of chocolate contains the same amount of caffeine as a cup of coffee.
9 American and Russian space flights have always had several bars of chocolate on board.

10 In Alfred Hitchcock's film, Psycho, chocolate syrup was used for blood in the famous
shower scene.

@ 2.01 Listen and check your answers.

3 Look at the first statement from Chocolate trivia. Replace chocolate with each word in
the box to make new statements. Use plural forms if the words are countable.

Chocolate is good for you. -+ Chips are good for you.

Effip crisp fish fruit milk salt sleep sugar travel vegetable
vitamin work



Nouns and quantity
expressions
Countable nouns
Use: none, not any, a few,
several, some, many, a lot,
lots, plenty

Uncountable nouns
Use: none, not any, a little,
a bit, some, much, a lot,
lots, plenty

not enough = less than
you need
too much/many = more
than you need

Complete the statements with either Countable or Uncountable.
(1) __ nouns have a singular and a plural form. You can use a/ an and numbers with
them. You use the plural form when you are talking in general.

an apple / apples -+ Apples are good for you.

(2) __ nouns have only one form. You can't use a/an or numbers with them. Most
(but not all) have a singular form.

knowledge (NOT a knew/edge) -+ Knowledge is power.

The uncountable noun chocolate can also be
countable (a chocolate). Which other nouns in
the box can sometimes be countable
depending on the context?

beer
money
whisky

bread cake coffee
nature pasta rice
yoghurt

meat
salad

Complete the questions with many or much.
Four answers are given to each question.
Cross out the answer that is not possible.

So far today ...

a) how many friends have you texted?
None / A couple / A-little / Lots.

b) how __ time have you spent online?
None / Very little / Not enough / A lot of.

c) how __ phone calls have you made?
Very few / Two or three / Lots / So much.

d) how __ coffees have you had?
None / Several/Not enough / Too much.

e) how __ money have you spent? Not many / A bit / A lot / Far too much.

f) how __ work have you done? None / Enough / Plenty / Lots of.

Underline the answers that are true for you or write true answers of your own.
Ask your partner the questions.

VocabuLary

A B

a) abarof~l
b) a bowl of 2
c) a box of 3
d) a bunch of 4
e) a jar of 5
f) a packet of 6

bananas / flowers
chocolate / soap
cigarettes / crisps
honey / instant coffee
chocolates / matches
fruit / sugar

biscuits cereal
soup spaghetti

marmalade
tools

grapes keys
tea tissues
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Speaking
1 Add the names of different people in the class. Try to make true sentences.

a) __ is a vegetarian. e) doesn't like fish.
b) __ is a good cook. f) __ always has lunch in the same place.
c) __ always has a big breakfast. g) often eats fast food.
d) drinks a lot of coffee. h) __ usually has wine with dinner.

2 Ask questions to check your ideas.

'Veronica, are you a vegetarian?'

VocabuLary & Pronunciation

2 Look at the lists. What types of food do the colours represent?

a) veal cod limes trout beans tuna
b) leeks plums hake figs prawns peaches
c) turkey olives mussels melons mushrooms sardines
d) garlic cherries lobster onions grapefruits courgettes
e) peppers bacon salmon spinach mangoes cauliflower
f) sausages lettuces cabbages oranges radishes potatoes
g) aubergines strawberries cucumbers celery raspberries tomatoes

2.02 Listen, repeat and mark the stressed syllable. What is different about the last
word in each row?

a) Raw or cooked vegetables?
b) Light meals or __ meals?
c) Red meat or meat?
d) Fresh fish or fish?

e) Strong coffee or __ coffee?
f) Strong cheese or __ cheese?
g) Bottled beer or beer?
h) Dry wine or __ wine?
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Listening
1 Work with a partner. Look at the pictures of

different things that people eat around the world.
What do you imagine they taste like?

2 @ 2.03 Listen to an interview with somebody who has tried all these things. Match
each dish (a-j) w,ith the adjectives (1-6) he uses to describe them.

a) baked cobra in China 1 dry, bland
b) fried grasshoppers in Thailand 2 crunchy, sweet, fruity
c) roasted cockroaches in Indonesia 3 greasy, sweet, disgusting
d) boiled and sundried caterpillars in Africa 4 crisp, tasty
e) roasted chocolate ants in Colombia 5 meaty, tough, chewy, delicious
f) deep-fried Mars Bar in Scotland 6 sweet, crisp

3 Have you tried any of the dishes he talks about? Would you like to? What is the most
unusual thing you have ever eaten? Tell your partner.

Vocabulary & Speaking

Ways of cooking food

boil
grill
bake

Ways of describing taste

bitter
salty
spicy
bland

Ways of describing texture

creamy
dry

Work with a partner. Take it in turns to describe one of the items of food in the box
for your partner to guess what it is.

apples creme caramel curry dark chocolate English food biscuits
fresh bread fried eggs meat which is over-cooked milk chocolate pizza
plain white rice raw carrots salted peanuts seafood strong coffee
tinned anchovies your mother's cooking

'It's crunchy on the outside and chewy on the inside.' 'Fresh bread?' 'Yes, that's right.'
'They're crunchy and salty' 'Apples?' 'No, apples aren't salty.' 'Peanuts'?' 'That's right,'
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Reading
1 Read the article. What was Emma Bunton's favourite food as a child? What food didn't

she like?

Both my mum and dad were great cooks when I was growing up. Well,my dad
was. My mum would try, bless her. As a family, we always used to try new things
and experiment with food. I remember being in Spain when I was about six, and
all the kids wanted burgers and chips, and I remember digging into prawns and

5 garlic. I've always loved trying new foods. The only things I really dislike are
peas. And my mum still gives them to me!

Restaurants were always a real treat when I was growing up. My brother and I
would share food because we couldn't really afford to splurge, and so now when
I go out to eat I treat it as a luxury and I feel lucky. My favourite food was the sort

10 of thing that I remember having a lot when I was younger - the classics that my
dad used to cook: shepherd's pie, roast dinners and spaghetti bolognese. He used
to make a shepherd's pie to die for, with a tiny layer of cheese and a bit of tomato.

When I was growing up, we always used to eat around a table, except for
Saturday night, which was a tray dinner in front of the TV as a treat. I think that's

15 why I enjoy food, because meals were, and still are, a family event. We used to
go to my nan's on Sunday - she used to make these lovely cherry
pies. Now on Sundays I go to my dad's house. I think of him
sitting at the table on a Sunday when I was little, and he
would eat half and then leave the rest for later.

20 I think a happy childhood gives you a balanced view
of food and of yourself. I eat what I fancy and I feel
good about it. I feel lucky that I escaped all the size zero
nonsense when I was younger. I've had times with the
press, especially during the Spice Girl days, when they've

25 called me fat. Of course it does hurt, but having a great
family and having normal, non-famous people around me
keeps me grounded.

Glossary
digging into: eating enthusiastically
treat noun [C]: something that gives special pleasure
splurge verb [I]: spend a lot of money
shepherd's pie noun [e or U]: English dish made from minced meat covered
with mashed potato
to die for informal: so good that you really want it
nan's: grandmother's (house)
size zero: extremely thin. It refers to the US clothing size (a European 32-34).
keeps me grounded: helps me to remember what's imponant in life

2 Look at the following statements about Emma's childhood. Are they true or false?

a) Emma's mother was a better cook than her father.
b) Her family enjoyed eating new things.
c) She went to Spain when she was about six.
d) Her mother still cooks peas for her.
e) She often went to restaurants with her family.
f) In restaurants Emma and her brother always had one plate between them.
g) Her father often made shepherd's pie.
h) Her family ate around a table every night.
i) She had lunch at her grandmother's house on Sundays.
j) She eats whatever she wants these days.

3 Rewrite the sentences in Exercise 2 in the first person. Change the information so that the
sentences are true for you.

a) My mother was a better cook than my father.



used to / would
used to: for repeated
actions or states in the
past
He used to be very thin.
He didn't use to eat much.
Did he use to go running?
Yes, he did.
No, he didn't.

would ('d): for repeated
actions in the past
I'd walk to school every
morning.

Work with a partner. Look again at the statements (a-j) in Exercise 2 on page 44.
Number each statement 1, 2, 3 or 4 according to the descriptions in this table.
a) 2 b) 1 c) ...

Description

1 Describes a repeated action in the past

2 Describes a state in the past

3 Describes a single action in the past

4 Describes an action or state in the present

used to + verb or would ('d) + verb

used to + verb

Look at the sentences (a-j) below about childhood and answer the questions.

1 In which sentences can you replace the underlined verb with used to + verb?
2 In which sentences can you replace the underlined verb with would Cd) + verb?

When I was a child ...

a) I cycled to school every morning.
b) I played football after school every day.
c) I went on a school trip to Egypt.
d) I was afraid of the dark.
e) I didn't believe in ghosts.
£) My mother did all the cooking.
g) I didn't like vegetables.
h) I broke my leg on a skiing holiday.
i) I started learning the piano.
j) I went to church every Sunday.

Are the sentences true for you? Rewrite all the sentences so they are true for you.
Use used to + verb or would ('d) + verb where possible.

Speaking: anecdote
1 @ 2.04 Listen to Julio from Brazil talking about his life when he was a child between

the ages of five and ten. Which two questions does he not answer?

a) How many people were in your family?
b) Who used to do most of the cooking?
c) Did you use to help in the kitchen?
d) Were there some things you didn't use to like eating?
e) What time did you use to have lunch?
£) Where did you use to have lunch?
g) What time did you use to have dinner?
h) Which room did you use to eat dinner in?
i) Did your family use to eat in restaurants much?
j) What did you use to eat on Sundays?
k) What was your favourite dish when you were

a child?

1 At seven o'clock.
2 Five.
3 In the kitchen.
4 My mother.
S Pasta.
6 Rice and beans.
7 Yes, I used to chop

the vegetables.
8 Yes,meat.
9 Yes, every Saturday.

2 You are going to tell your partner about your life when you were a child between the
ages of five and ten.

• Ask yourself the questions in Exercise 1.
• Think about what to say and how to say it.
• Tell your partner about your life when you were a child.
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Useful phrases
1 8 2.05 Listen to a conversation in a restaurant. Match the conversation to picture a or

picture b.

U NIT 5

3 8 2.07 Listen and repeat the useful phrases from the conversation.

a) Excuse me. We're ready to order now.
b) Can we have two coffees and the bill, please?
c) Yes, a table for two in the name of Brown.
d) Yes, two gin and tonics, please.
e) I'll have the grilled salmon steak.
£) Do you have anything near the window?
g) No, I'm all right, thank you.
h) I'll have the lamb, please.
i) It was lovely, thank you.
j) Not quite. Could you give us a few more minutes?

4 Complete the restaurant conversation with the useful phrases from Exercise 3.
Waiter: Good afternoon. Do you have a reservation?
Man: (1) Yes, a table for two in the name of Brown.
Waiter: Oh yes. Is this table OK for you?
Man: (2) __ .
Waiter: Yes, of course, follow me.

Waiter: Are you ready to order yet?
Woman: (3) __ ?
Waiter: Of course. Would you like to order some drinks?
Woman: (4) __ .

Woman: (5) __ .
Waiter: Very good. What can I get you?
Woman: (6) __ .
Waiter: OK. And sir?
Man: (7) __ .

Waiter: Would you like to see the dessert menu?
Woman: (8) __ .
Man: (9) __ .
Waiter: Certainly. How was your meal?
Woman: (10) __ .

Listen again to the full conversation (8 2.06) and check your answers. Practise the
conversation with a partner.



VocabuLary Extra

Nouns and articles
1 The table shows how articles combine with different types of noun.

Complete the first column with the correct noun type from the box.

Noun type Singular Plural

no article with a/an with the no article with the

a) __ book a book the book books the books

b) __ advice XXX the advice XXX XXX
c) __ XXX XXX XXX jeans the jeans

Copy the table and add the nine nouns (behaviour - trousers) in the
dictionary extracts. There are three examples for each type of noun.

2 Check your own dictionary. How does it show you whether a noun is
countable, uncountable or plural? Look up the nouns in the box. What do
they all have in common?

equipment happiness health luck luggage money news
weather

3 Read the dictionary entry for the and classify the five examples given
under the following headings.

The person or thing has
already been mentioned

The person or thing
is known about

The person or thing
is 'the only one'

Have you locked the
door?

4 Complete this Edward Lear poem by asking yourself the questions
about each noun. If you know the answer, put the. If you don't know the
answer, put a.

There was (1) a young lady from Niger
Who smiled as she rode on (2) _ tiger.

They came back from (3) _ ride

With (4) _lady inside

And (5) _ smile on (6) _ face of

(7) _ tiger.

- Which young lady?

- Which tiger?

- Which ride?

- Which lady?

- Which smile? Which face?

- Which tiger?!

5 Read the dictionary note about the use of the to refer to things or people
in a general way. Cross out the if it is incorrect in these generalisations.

a) +Re men are better drivers than tRe women.
b) The life gets harder as you get older.
c) The time is more important than the money.
d) The women are more careful with money than the men.
e) The children are getting fatter: they don't do enough exercise.
f) It's impossible to live without the music.

Do you agree or disagree with the generalisations? Discuss with a partner.

child ItjaJldl (plural children)

noun [C] ***

index lindeksl (plural indexes or
indices) noun [C) **

The is used as the definite article before a noun.

1 talking about sb/sth when you know
who or which used'before a noun when
that person or thing has already been
mentioned or is known about, or when
there is only one: Have you locked the door?
• I have to look after the children. • She
brought me some cake and coffee, but the
cake was stale .• The sun was hidden behind
a cloud .• the best hotel in Paris

DONOTusethe when you are referring to things
or people in a general way: Children need love
and attention.
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UN IT 6

Time
Grammar Prepositions of time. Modals of obligation and permission
Vocabulary Time expressions. Phrasal verbs. Work
Useful phrases Time idioms and expressions

Speaking & Reading
1 What do these expressions mean to you? Are there similar ones in your language?

a) 'The early bird catches the worm.'
b) 'There's no time like the present.'
c) 'Better late than never.'

TEST YOUR

attitude to time-keeping
You've arranged to meet a friend in 4 Which is the time of day when you
the centre of town. How long do you work most effectively?
wait if your friend is late? a) Early in the morning.
a) Five minutes. b) Any time during the day.
b) Fifteen minutes. c) Late at night.
c) Half an hour or more.

5 During your holidays, ...
2 You have to do a job that's difficult a) you continue to get up early -

or unpleasant. you want to make the most of
a) You do it straight away so that you every day.

can forget about it. b) you allow yourself to get up later
b) You do it after you've tidied and go to bed later than usual.

your desk and organised your COs c) you take your watch off and try
in alphabetical order. to forget what day it is.

c) You leave it until the last minute
because you need to feel the 6 Which is the best description of

adrenalin rush produced by stress. your ideal job?
a) A nine-ta-five office job that leaves

3 You have to catch a train or plane. time for my hobbies.
a) You arrive early and have to kill b) A job I love, even if I have to work

time at the station/airport. long or irregular hours.
b) You get there just in time. c) I want to work for myself even if it
c) You don't get there in time and means working eight days a week.

miss the train/plane, etc.

What your score means

Mostly a: You have a rigid attitude to time-keeping. Have you considered a career in the
armed forces?

Mostly b: You have a healthy attitude to time-keeping. Your life is not ruled by the clock,
but you manage to meet your deadlines in good time.

Mostly c: You have a casual attitude to time-keeping. Your stress levels are probably quite
low - unlike your friends and colleagues (if you still have any!).

3 Work with your partner. Write down at least three activities that you think are
a waste of time.



Prepositions of time
at
night / the weekend
five o'clock / 2.45 p.m., etc.

on
Sunday, Monday, etc.
Friday night /
Sunday morning, etc.
1st May / 22nd June, etc.

in
the morning / afternoon /
evening
the spring / summer, etc.
January / February, etc.
the sixties

during
a whole period of time
an event or activity (eg
the war / a visit / a flight)

on time (at the right time)
in time (before it's too late)

1 Underline the correct preposition in these sentences.

a) I work best at / during night.
b) We have a big family meal on / in New Year's Eve.
c) I start work every morning at / on 9.00 a.m.
d) I usually get home in / on time to read my children a bedtime story.
e) I never have a nap at / in the afternoon.
f) My birthday is at / in March. In fact it's in / on 6th March.
g) I swim in the sea as much as possible during / at my holidays.
h) My boss never starts meetings in / on time. She's always late.
i) I did a lot of sightseeing in / during my last trip abroad.
j) My mother was born in / at the fifties.

Are the sentences true for you? Are they true for your partner? Ask questions.

'What time of day do you work best?' 'What do you do on New Year's Eve?'

Vocabulary
1 Look at the month of

February. Imagine today
is the 15th and follow the
instructions.

a) Cross out: St Valentine's
Day, the leap year day.

b) Underline: the day
before yesterday, the
weekend before last,
the day after tomorrow,
the Monday after next.

c) Circle: tomorrow, next Saturday, a week today, a week tomorrow.

d) Put in brackets: in four days' time, a fortnight ago, the whole of last week
(Mon - Fri).

Apart from the 15th which other eight dates are still free?

I - . . t
Man Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 I'

.= .-

2 Use expressions from Exercise 1to tell your partner about some of the things
you've done recently or plan to do in the future.

'The day beforeyesterday I went out till 4.00 a.m.' 'The weekend after next it's my birthday.'

1 • 2.08 Listen and write the order in which you hear these groups of ordinal
numbers.

a) pt 2nd 3rd 4th 5th D
b) 1st 4th 5th 3rd 2nd D
c) 4th 5th pt 2nd 3rd IT]
d) 5th 1st 4th 3rd 2nd D
Dictate the ordinal numbers 1st - 5th in any order to your partner. Check what
they have written.

2 Practise saying these important dates in the British calendar.

a) 14/02 b) 01/04 c) 01/05 d) 31/10 e) 05/11

• 2.09 Listen, check and repeat. Why are they important?
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Reading
1 How do you remember all the things you have

to do each day/week/month? Tell a partner.

2 Read the article and match each of the names
of the people mentioned with photos a-d.

Making lists is relaxing. It makes you feel important - all
those things to do. It calms you down (it's OK, it's on a
list somewhere) and it makes you feel good when you
cross something off.

5 The world divides into two types of list-makers. Type
A makes orderly lists, prioritises and calmly sets to work
on them. Type B waits until panic sets in, grabs the
nearest envelope and scribbles all over it, sighs with
relief and promptly loses it.

10 The more you have to do, the more you need a list,
and few people with high-powered jobs get by without
them.

Julie Rost, chief executive of a large chain of
supermarkets, says, 'Before I go to bed, I have to write

15 down everything that's going to stop me sleeping. If I
write something down, I feel I won't forget it, so my
lists are a great comfort:

Jane Levy used to write lists, but she would forget
where she put them and then waste precious time

20 looking for them. Then a couple of years ago she came
up with a new system. Now she writes key words on
the back of her hand! 'At least I can't lose it; she says.

Vocabulary

True, but too many trips to the bathroom could have
disastrous results.

25 Des O'Brien, a self-employed business consultant, uses
another method for organising his time. He writes a list
of things to do and then organises them into categories:
things that have to be done straight away; other things'
that it would be good to do today; things that are

30 important but don't have to be done immediately; and
things that he can put off but that he doesn't want to
forget. 'Using categories to order the world is the way
the human mind works; he says.

It's all a question of what works best for you, whether
35 it's a tidy notebook, a forest of Post-it@ notes or the

back of your hand. Having tried all these, Kerry Johns,
student, relies on her personal organiser. 'My personal
organiser has changed my life: she says. 'Up to now,
I've always relied on my good memory, but now that I'm

40 working and studying, I find I've got too much to keep
in my head:

So what are you waiting for? There's no better time
than the present to take control of your work and life.
So, get out your pencil and paper and make a list.

1 Replace the underlined phrases with the correct form of phrasal verbs from the article
in the Reading section.

a) At the end of a stressful day, I find cooking relaxes me. (line 2) calms me down
b) At the supermarket, I delete things from my list as I put them in the trolley. (line 4)
c) I can manage on five hours' sleep, but I prefer at least seven hours. (line 11)
d) I'm very good at inventing excuses when I'm late. (line 20)
e) I always delay making difficult decisions till the last minute. (line 31)
f) I trust my mother to wake me up in the morning. (line 37)
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r must arrive on time.
r mustn't be late.

You should go to bed
earlier.
You shouldn't stay up so
late.

He has to take a test,
but she doesn't have to
take it.
They can wait in here, but
they can't leave early.

Important

Not important

Urgent

I must do it today.

I should do it today.

Not urgent

I must do it soon.

(1) Must and (2) __ are modal verbs. You can use them to give advice. (3) __
is much stronger than (4) __ . (5) __ means it is important or necessary to do
something. (6) __ means it is a good idea to do something.

Copy the table and write things that you need to do in each square. Use must and
should to tell your partner about your priorities for today I this week I this month.

Des O'Brien talks about the advantages and disadvantages of working from home.
Read what he says and underline the appropriate verb structures.

'I love working from home. I (1) don't have to / have to
drive to work, I (2) mustn't / don't have to sit in
traffic, and parking is not my problem any more.

I (3) can't / don't have to get dressed in the
morning - I (4) can / have to wear my pyjamas all
day. In fact, I (5) don't have to / mustn't get up in the
morning at all! If I like, I (6) must / can work all night.
It's up to me.

There's nobody to tell me, 'You (7) can / must be punctual.
You (8) mustn't / don't have to make personal phone calls.
You (9) can't / don't have to do your shopping online .. :

There are only a couple of downsides. I (10) can / have to
phone somebody if I want a chat or a gossip, and I can't blame
anything on anybody else - I'm the only person here!'

@ 2.10 Listen and check. Talk to your partner about other
advantages or disadvantages of working from home.

3 Complete the table with an appropriate heading: It's necessary; It's permitted;
It's not permitted; It's not necessary.

A: It's necessary

have to
must

can't
mustn't

4 Complete the sentences with a modal from the table in Exercise 3. Use an
appropriate tense.

a) I __ work tomorrow. It's a national holiday.
b) I __ renew my passport. I've got a foreign business trip coming up.
c) Yesterday I __ put on a suit. We had an important meeting.
d) I __ forgot to buy a card for my boss. It's her birthday tomorrow.
e) I __ park near the office any more. It's become a 'residents only' zone.
£) My parents weren't strict. I __ watch TV whenever I wanted to.

Are any of these sentences true for you?

-""'"1!'c
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Listening
1 Look at three people in their different work places. What jobs do you think they do and

how do you think their working conditions compare?

2 Read about the working conditions for each job. Are the sentences true or false?
Listen again to check.

Job 1

a) You can get extra pay for
working overtime.

b) Women are allowed to wear
trousers.

c) You aren't allowed to have
relationships with other people
in the company.

Job 3

a) You often have to work at
weekends.

b) You can't work for more than
twelve hours in a week.

c) You're supposed to wear a hat
all the time.

a) You can work at home
whenever you like.

b) You aren't supposed to have
any breaks.

c) You can wear whatever you
like.

3 Replace each highlighted expression in Exercise 2 with should, shouldn't, mustn't or
can so that the sentences have the same meaning.

Would you like to do one of these jobs?

Vocabulary

open-plan office qualifications shifts work to a deadline
works flexible hours unsociable hours

a) Have you ever done a job where you had to work in the evenings and at weekends?
b) What are the advantages and disadvantages of an office with no dividing walls?
c) Are you the sort of person who works well when they have to finish a job by a

certain time?
d) Do you know anybody who can start and finish work when they like?
e) What is the job of your dreams, and what special diplomas or degrees to you need

to do it?
f) If the salary was high, could you work twelve-hour periods of time, sometimes

at night?

2 Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions in Exercise 1. What are your ideal
working conditions?
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Writing
1 Here are some examples of phrases often used in business letters. Complete them

using the words in the box.

apply complain confirm enclose grateful hearing pleased response

16th May Unfortunately

a) Unfortunately I am not available on the date you suggest in your letter.
b) Thank you for your letter of __ which I received this morning.
c) I __ my curriculum vitae for your attention.
d) I would be __ if you could send me some information about your school.
e) I would be __ to attend an interview at any time convenient to you.
£) I am writing to __ about the damage caused by your company when they

delivered a sofa to my home last week.
g) We look forward to __ from you as soon as possible.
h) We would be grateful if you could __ your reservation in writing.
i) I am writing in __ to your advertisement in The Guardian.
j) I would like to __ for the position of IT assistant in your school.

Matcheach of the phrases (a-j) in Exercise 1with one of the functions (1-10) below.

1 asking for information 7 complaining
2 applying for a job 8 responding to an advertisement
3 thanking someone for their letter 9 asking for confirmation
4 closing a letter 10 saying that you are sending something
5 giving bad news with the letter
6 giving good news

AntoniaClifford is interested in applying for the post of flight attendant. Do you
think her letter is a suitable letter of application? Why? Why not?

world""ide
airlines
Flight attendants

156b East 49th Street
Santa Barbara

California

Worldwide Airlines are currently seeking friendly,
service-oriented people who take pride in their
performance and appearance.

• Applicants must be over twenty years of
age and have at least two years' post high
school education or work experience.

• Physical requirements: able to lift, push and
pull heavy articles as required.

• Minimum height 1m 60. Maximum height
1m 85,

Worldwide Airlines Inc.
PO'Box 2983
Chicago
lllinois

Dear Mr or Mrs,

Application for the post offlight attendant

I saw your advertisement in the Morning Post and I want to
be a flight attendant.

I am 21 years old and I have just graduated from university.
I have put my c.v. with this letter so that you can see what
I've done and I'd love to come for an interview any time you
like.

• Languages: able to read, write, speak and
understand English. Other languages an
advantage,

• Interested candidates can write to the
following address for an application form and
further information: Worldwide Airlines Inc"
PO Box 2983, Chicago, Illinois, USA

How about sending me an application form and some more
information about the job?

I can't wait to hear from you!

Lots of love.
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UsefuL phrases
1 Read and match the conversations (a-c) with the pictures (1-3).

a) A: (1) We're ahead of schedule.
B: Yes, hopefully we'll be there (2) before dinner.
A: Oh yes, I should think so. In fact, we may even (3) be early.
B: Well, that's OK. If we have some time before dinner, we can go to the gym.
A: The gym? I'd rather (4) find something to do in the mall!

b) The Global Earth Party will put the environment at the top of the agenda. We've asked
the same question (5) repeatedly: when will the government do something about
global warming? (6) We haven't got much time left - we need to act now. Vote for the
Global Earth Party today!

Child:
Teacher:

Come along children. Stop running. OK, (7) one by one. Ruben, stop
pushing. Come on children, let's go back to class.
But we didn't have time to finish our game, Miss.
Yes, I know, (8) time goes very quickly when you're having fun. But we have
work to do.

2 Replace the underlined phrases in Exercise 1with the time expressions below (a-h).

a) We're running out of time e) one at a time
b) We're making good time f) in time for
c) have time to spare g) time flies
d) time and time again h) kill time

@ 2.14 Listen to the conversations and check your answers.

4 Work with a partner. Choose three of the expressions from Exercise 2 and include
them in a short conversation.
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Vocabulary Extra
Words that are sometimes confused
1 Read the information about the difference between job and work.

What is the key grammatical difference between the words?

2 Complete the questions with job/jobs or work. In which sentences
are both possible?

a) Have you ever had a holiday __ ?
b) What kind of __ does your father do?
c) Is it easy to find __ in your country?
d) How many different part-time __ have you had?
e) What time do most people start __ in your country?
f) Have you ever been offered a __ in a foreign country?

Ask your partner the questions.

Look at more words that are sometimes confused. Complete the
dictionary examples (a-g) with the correct alternative. Use the
dictionary definitions to help you.

a) actuall / current!
• We've spoken on the phone but we've never __ met.
• This is the best recording __ available on CD.

b) travel / tri
• The whole family went on a __ to Florida.
• Foreign __ never really appealed to him until he retired.

c) :career / course:
• He has just started out on a __ as a photographer.
• She's on a management __ this week.

d) :fun / funn;L
• Our day at the beach was really __ .
• Don't laugh; it isn't __ .

e) Iborrow / lendl
• Could you __ me your umbrella?
• Can I __ your umbrella?

f) ar ue / discuss
• Don't __ with me - you know I'm right.
• We're meeting to __ the matter next week.

g) )ose (lost) / miss (missed)
• I __ the last train home again.
• I've __ my bag. Have you seen it?

Complete the questions with an appropriate word from Exercise 3.
You may have to change the form of the word.

When was the last time you ...
a) argued with your parents?
b) heard a really __ joke?
c) went on a foreign __ ?
d) some books from a

library?
e) read a book about ?

f) did a training __ ?
g) a bus?
h) __ some money to a friend?
i) __ your house keys?
j) thought about changing your

?

Check your own dictionary. What example sentences does it give
for the words on this page?

Youcan refer to what someone does in order
to get paid as their work or their job: Doyou
find your work OR yourjob interesting?· What
kind of work OR job does he do?
Work is uncountable with this meaning, so it
never has a in front of it and is never plural:
He's looking for work.· It's fascinating work.·
Has he found ajob?· She has had many
differentjobs.

actually I'rektj'u:llil adv ***
1 used for emphasising what is really true

argue I'o:gju:! verb ***
1 [I] to discuss something that you disagree
about, usually in an angry way = QUARREL

borrow I'bor:lul verb **
1 [T] to receive and use something that
belongs to someone else, and promise to
give it back

career' 1k:J'rI:lI noun [C]**
1 a job or profession that you work at for
some time

course' Ib:sl noun [C]***
1 a series of lessons or lectures in an
academic subject or a practical skill

currently I'kAr:lntlil adv ***
at the present time

discuss Idi'skAsI verb [T] ***
1 to talk about something with someone

funny l'fAnil adj ***
1 someone or something that is funny
makes you laugh

lend Ilendl (past tense and past participle lent
/lent/) verb ***
1 [T] to give someone something for a short
time, expecting that they will give it back
to you later

lose Ilu:zl (past tense and past participle lost
/lost/) verb ***
2 [T] to be unable to find someone or
something

miss' Imlsl verb ***
3 [T] to be too late for something such as a
train or bus

travel' l'trrev:lll noun [Ul ***
the activity of travelling

trip Itnpl noun [C] **
an occasion when you go somewhere and
come back again = JOURNEY
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Review B

1 Correct the three sentences where the pronoun is in
the incorrect position.

a) He had a cold but he got over it quickly. V'
b) I've used these boots so much I've worn out them.
c) My brother was ill last week, and I had to look

him after.
d) If you don't understand the word, look it up.
e) Before you buy that shirt you should try on it.
f) I dropped the plant on the floor and had to clear

it up.

2 Complete the sentences. Use will, going to or the
present continuous.

a) 'It's too hot.' 'OK, I (open) 'll open a window.'
b) I (train) __ as an actor when I leave school.
c) She (meet) __ Jon and Sue at eight o'clock.
d) I don't want to go out. I (stay in) __ and read

my book.
e) 'I can't get through to Dave. Oh, I know, I (try)

__ calling him on his mobile.' 'Good idea.'
f) He (arrive) __ on the 11.15 train from York.

anyone
nothing

anything
nowhere

everywhere
someone

Where have you been? I've been looking
(1) everywhere for you.
Over there. I was talking to (2) __ .
Who? Is it (3) __ I know?
No, it's (4) __ you know - a new person in
my office.... Hey, is there (5) __ to eat?
No. There's (6) __ to eat or drink - and
(7) __ to sit! ... I've had enough. Do you
want to go?

Dana:
Rod:
Dana:

Tick the three correct sentences. Change the
incorrect sentences. Use used to, didn't use to
or would.
When I was young ...
a) I'd have blond hair. I used to have blond hair.
b) I used to have a dog.
c) I wouldn't believe in ghosts.
d) I'd love everything my mother cooked.
e) I'd go swimming on Saturdays.
f) I didn't use to play a musical instrument.

Which sentences are true for you? Compare with
a partner.

REVIEW B

5 Underline the correct preposition.

We got married (1 in / on) a warm Saturday (2 at / in)
spring. We had a party (3 in / on) the evening.
(4 During / On) the party we danced and everyone
had a lovely time. (5 At / On) ten o'clock (6 at / in)
night we drove to the airport to go on my surprise
honeymoon. (7 During / In) the flight my husband
told me we were going to Cuba. We landed
(8 at / on) four o'clock (9 in / on) Sunday morning.
(10 At / In) eight o'clock (11 during / on) Sunday
evening the island experienced a terrible hurricane.
We flew out (12 at / on) Monday morning after the
shortest honeymoon in history!

6 Make sentence B mean the same as sentence A.
Use the words in the box.

can can't don't have to have to .must
mustn't 5helli4 shouldn't

a) A It's a good idea for you to see a doctor.
B You should see a doctor.

b) A It's not necessary for you to come, but you are
permitted if you want.

B You __ come but you __ if you want.
c) A It's not a good idea to stay up so late.

B You __ stay up so late.
d) A I'm sorry, but you are not permitted to see

the manager.
B I'm sorry, but you __ see the manager.

e) A You are not permitted to tell her.
B You tell her.

£) A It is necessary for you to stop smoking
immediately, Mr Smith.

B You __ stop smoking immediately,
Mr Smith.

g) A My wife says it is necessary for me to be
home by 8.00 p.m.

B I __ be home by 8.00 p.m.

Spot the mistake! Cross out the incorrect sentence.

1 a) Have you got your coat? Put on it.
b) Have you got your coat? Put it on.

2 a) I'm calling you tomorrow.
b) I'll call you tomorrow.

3 a) How much time do we have?
b) How many time do we have?

4 a) He would be very fat.
b) He used to be very fat.

5 a) She can come any time she likes.
b) She can to come any time she likes.

6 a) Sshh! You don't have to talk in here.
b) Sshh! You mustn't talk in here.



Vocabulary
Rewrite the sentences. Replace the underlined
words with the phrasal verbs in the box.

are heading for
ge-eR got over

are putting on
join in

a) We can't continue like this, Ron.
We can't goon like this, Ron.

b) Fortunately, the bomb didn't explode.
c) Saskia and Freddie are organising a big party.
d) He never recovered from his wife's death.
e) Hello? Yes, we are moving towards London now.
f) This is fun! Why don't you come and participate?

a mistake the shopping a noise
your homework a suggestion the ironing
a promise a wish some exercise money
some research the cooking

atmosphere fancy dress guests host
invitation mingle

I once received an (1) invitation to a party. We had to
wear (2) __ . The theme of the party was horror
films. I went as Frankenstein's Monster. When
we arrived, the (3) __ greeted us and showed
us into the main room. He was dressed as Count
Dracula. My wife, the Bride of Frankenstein, and I
immediately started to (4) __ , but it's not so easy
introducing yourself to people dressed as monsters
and mummies! Three other (5) __ were dressed as
Frankenstein's Monster. Even so, there was a really
good (6) __ , and the party was a great success.

4 Complete the phrases with the words in the box.

I bar bowl box 00nffi jar packet

a) a bunch of flowers
b) a of chocolate
c) a __ of crisps

d) a of matches
e) a __ of honey
f) a of cereal

bake bland boil creamy crisp
crunchy delicious disgusting fry
greasy roast tasty

Cook in oven: (1) bake, (2) __
Cook in water: (3) __
Cook in oil: (4) __
Taste (positive): (5) __ , (6) __
Taste (negative): (7) __ , (8) __
Texture (hard): (9) __ , (10) __
Texture (soft): (11)__ , (12) __

Write the date for each of the following.

a) today
b) the day before yesterday
c) the day after tomorrow
d) a week today
e) the Tuesday before last
f) the Monday after next

calms coming up get open-plan put
Fely shift unsociable

My work is stressful at times, but I work with some
great people. It's important to know you can (1) rely
on your colleagues. We work in an (2) __ office so
everyone can see everyone else. We often work
(3) __ hours, and getting home at 4.00 a.m. can be
hard on our families. I can (4) __ by on very little
food but I can't live without my tea. On a stressful
day, a cup of tea really (5) __ me down. I never
(6) __ off doing a job - I deal with it as soon as it
arrives on my desk. I hate people who are always
(7) __ with excuses for why they didn't do their
work. When my (8) __ is over, I get on my bike
and cycle home. There aren't many people on the
roads at 3.30 a.m.

Look at some words from Units 4-6. Say the words
and add them to the table.

arrangement aubergine banana cinema
courgettes cucumber decision degree
January permission relax sardines
sausages suggestion weekend

2 Underline the stressed syllable in each word.

@ 2.16 Listen, check and repeat.

REVIEW B



Reading & Listening
1 Read the descriptions of two famous festivals and answer the questions.

a) Which is the older festival?
b) What special food and drink do people have at each festival?

T~o festivals
The winters in Sweden are long and dark, and the summers are short. Midsummer is one
of the most popular festivals in Sweden, along with Christmas. The festival dates from
ancient times and is a celebration of the warmth, light and life of the natural world in
summer. All the plants are green. There are wild flowers everywhere, and the sun never
sets. Midsummer is a national holiday, and many people start their summer holidays on that
day. It takes place on the third weekend ofjune, around 21stJune, the longest day of the
year. It's the one time of the year when people wear traditional clothes. On the day before
Midsummer, everyone leaves town and goes to meet friends and family in the countryside.
On Midsummer morning, people get together outside and dance around a tall wooden pole,

10
which is decorated with flowers and leaves. Then, in the evening, most people celebrate with
a dinner, usually eaten outside near a beach or a lake. They eat fish - herring or salmon
- with potatoes, followed by a dessert of strawberries and cream, and plenty of cold beer or
schnapps. After dinner, there is dancing outside all night long under the midnight sun.

Thc Galwal1111tcn1atiol1al 0l1stCf' Fcstival
15

For four days every year, Galway, one of the most beautiful regions of Ireland, holds its
world-famous International Oyster Festival. This relatively new festival only started in 1954
and takes place every September. The first evening is the start of the Irish Oyster Opening
Championships - a competition to see who can open thirty oysters the fastest. During the
evening of the second day there's a big party, with music and a meal of seafood, pasta, salad,

20
champagne, Guinness, and - you guessed it - oysters! On the following day there is a parade
through the streets of Galway. Then there's the highlight of the festival: the finals of the
oyster opening competition. In the evening there's another party, with all-night dancing. On
the last day there are more oysters and other treats, followed by a big dance in the evening.
It's a long weekend of non-stop entertainment, cabaret, eating and dancing, and people come

25
to Galway from all over the world to be there. The Irish love oysters and they love a party!

2 Read the descriptions again. Are the sentences true or false? Correct the false sentences.

a) Midsummer is a very popular festival in Sweden. True.
b) Midsummer celebrates the end of summer.
c) Most people spend Midsummer outside the city.
d) Everyone goes to bed early on Midsummer Day.
e) At the Oyster Festival, there's a competition to see who can open thirty oysters the fastest.
f) At the Oyster Festival there are a lot of parties.
g) The Oyster Festival is only for Irish people.

3 .2.17 Listen to the conversation and write what food and drink Carol's family has at
Christmas.

a) Christmas Eve: fish (sometimes salmon), fruit dessert
b) Christmas Day (breakfast)

c) Christmas Day (lunch)
d) Boxing Day (lunch)

4 Listen again and underline the correct information.

a) Carol's mum / dad is having a party on Christmas Eve.
b) Carol's mum / dad used to make dinner on Christmas Eve.
c) Carol's family get up late / go to church on Christmas morning.
d) Carol's dad is single / has remarried.
e) On Christmas afternoon Carol's family stay at home / go out for a walk.
£) Carol is travelling home on Boxing Day / the day after Boxing Day.

REVIEW B



Writing & Speaking
1 Work with a partner. Match the questions (a-j) with the

answers in note form (1-6).

a) What's the name of the festival and where does it take
place? 4

b) What does it celebrate?
c) When is the festival and how long does it last?
d) Who started the festival and when?
e) What happens at the festival (traditions, entertainment,

customs)?
f) What do people eat and drink?

Parades. parties, dancing in the

street; people dress up

2 Party time before Lent

3 Rich food, beer and wine, King Cake

4 Mardi Gras. New Orleans, USA

5 January and February; several weeks

6 French settlers, centuries ago

3 Think about a festival you have been to. You are
going to tell your partner about it.
• Interview your partner using the questions in

Exercise 1.
• Write their answers in note form.

REVIEW B



News
Grammar Verb patterns. Passive structures
Vocabulary Adjectives. Crime. Headline language
Useful phrases Personal news

Listening
1 Look at the photo and discuss the questions with a partner.

a) Who are the most photographed celebrities in your country?
b) Which celebrities are in the news at the moment and why?
c) How do you think celebrities feel about being photographed by the paparazzi?

2 You are going to listen to an interview with Jack - an experienced paparazzo. What
do you think his views are about the following? Underline OK or not OK.

a) It's OK / not OK when paparazzi take photos of celebrities' glamorous lifestyles.
b) It's OK / not OK when paparazzi take unflattering photos of celebrities.
c) It's OK / not OK when paparazzi take photos of celebrities doing ordinary things.
d) It's OK / not OK when paparazzi take photos of celebrities' children.
e) It's OK / not OK when paparazzi follow celebrities everywhere.
f) It's OK / not OK when celebrities refuse to cooperate with the paparazzi.
g) It's OK / not OK when celebrities complain about the paparazzi.

@ 2.19 Listen and check your ideas.

U NIT 7



Verb patterns
I can't stand waiting
around.

She's promised to come.

We expLained that it was
hard.

He asked me to wait.

They toLd us that they
need time.

1 Complete the following sentences about photographing celebrities. Use the verbs in
the box.

I agrees asked enjoy explained tell

a) 'People __ seeing photos of celebrities doing ordinary things:
b) 'Kate Moss __ us not to take photos of her daughter:
c) 'We've __ that we don't want to upset her.'
d) 'Nicole Kidman always __ to smile for the camera:
e) 'Celebrities __ us that we're invading their privacy:

Verb + ing-form Verb + Verb + that Verb + sb + (not) Verb + sb + that
to-infinitive to-infinitive

• can't stand doing sth • need to do sth • realise that ... • tell sb to do sth • warn sb that ...
• don't mind doing sth • promise to do sth • say that ... • warn sb not to • (5) __ sb
• (1) __ doing sth • try to do sth • suggest that ... do sth that ...

• want to do sth • think that ... •(4)_ sb to
• (2) __ to do sth • (3) __ that ... do sth

3 In these statements two verbs are possible, and one is not. Cross out the verb that is
not possible.

a) 'I asked / told / said him to stop, but he pushed the camera in my face and
continued taking photos:

b) 'I just try / want / enjoy to lead a normal life, but these people are making it
impossible.'

c) 'When a celebrity gets aggressive, 1 tell / explain / say that I'm just doing my job:
d) 'I told / warned / suggested him to stop taking photos of my little girl or I'd take

him to court:
e) 'If they don't enjoy the attention, 1think / suggest / tell that they should change

jobs:
f) 'They're hypocritical. On the one hand they need / agree / don't mind to have

their photos in the press, and on the other hand they warn / tell / explain us that
we're invading their privacy.'

Who do you think made each statement: a paparazzo or a celebrity? Compare your
ideas with a partner.

VocabuLary

a) 1read all the gossip about famous people. 1can't stop myself. I'm __ !
b) 1like looking at __ photos of celebrities. It shows that they're not perfect.
c) 1think it's __ to take photographs of celebrities when they are upset or ill.

It's really unfair.
d) Some people say they're not interested in celebrities but then read about them in

magazines. 1 think they're __ .
e) 1hate photos of myself because 1always look terrible. I'm not very __ .
f) I'm __ to become rich and famous. I'd do anything to be a celebrity.

UNIT m



Reading & VocabuLary

5
Police cars were involved in a dramatic
chase after a notice was spotted in the
back window ofa car saying, 'Help us,
we have been kidnapped'. It had been
put there by four unhappy children
who didn't want to go on holiday with
their parents.

News in brief
1
A television set was stolen from a
Liverpool police station, while police
officers were out fighting crime.

2
Fugitive lames Sanders, who escaped
from jail in 1975, was arrested in
Texas after ringing the FBI to ask if he
was still on its 'wanted' list.

3
An 85-year-old man was stopped and
escorted off the M4 motorway by the
traffic police because he was riding
in a wheelchair. The wheelchair was
being pushed along the slow lane by
his 65-year-old son.

4
Burglar Frank Gort broke down in
court and cried when he was sentenced
to seven years in jail, claiming it was
his unlucky number. An understanding
judge in San Antonio Texas took
pity and gave him eight years instead.

6
Prison authorities in New Zealand
have been embarrassed by the escape
of convicted thief Cass Mei, who
managed to run faster than guards at the
prison hospital. He was being treated
for asthma and a dislocated knee.

11DON'T ASK 11 POLICE THEFT 11
11SLOW LANE - ¥ij~DARD

IIKIDNAPPED

aKIND JUDGE

2 Complete the sentences using highlighted words from the stories in Exercise 1.

a) Police officers are people who fight crime and try to catch criminals.
b) __ are people who patrol roads and motorways.
c) People on a __ have committed crimes but haven't been arrested yet.
d) A is someone who sentences criminals in court.
e) A __ is someone who has stolen something and has been sentenced in court.
£) A __ is someone who has escaped from jail and is hiding from the police.

ONE DRINK TOO MANY
A (I) thiefwho stole a bottle
of whisky from a supermarket
was (2) __ for shoplifting
when he went back for a bottle
of Coke.

, UNI1;,.m

BOY RACER
Police cars were involved in
a dramatic (3) __ when an
18-year-old, driving his parents'
new car, reached 160 kilometres
per hour before he was stopped
by (4) __ and (5) __ off
the motorway.

SHOE REVENGE
During divorce proceedings, a
woman told the (6) __ that
one shoe of every pair she owned
had been (7) __ from her
house, She suspected that the
(8) __ was her husband, who
was angry after she had sold the
personalised registration number
of his Ferrari.



Passives
be + past participle

It had been done.
It was done.
It was being done.
It has been done.
It is done.
It is being done.
It is going to be done.
It will be done.

1 2.20 Listen and repeat the past participle endings for regular verbs commonly used
in the passive.

2 Practise saying the past participle for the verbs in the box. Add them to the correct
column in the table in Exercise 1.

check
stop

describe
treat use

1 Rewrite the following in the passive to recreate sentences from the news stories on
page 62. Make the underlined words or phrases the subject of the passive verb.

a) Someone stole a television set. A television set was stolen.
b) Someone was treating him for asthma. He ...
c) Someone has kidnapped us. We ...
d) Four unhappy children had put it there. It ...

How is the passive formed? Find other examples of passive structures in the same
news stories on page 62.

2 Look at your sentences (a-d) above. Tick the following explanations if you think they
are correct.

a) In sentences a, b, c and d the object of the active verb has become the subject of the
passive verb.

b) In sentences a, band c the 'doer' of the action (= the agent) is either unknown,
unimportant or obvious.

c) In sentence d the 'doer' of the action (= the agent) is mentioned after the verb using by.

3 Rewrite these newspaper extracts in the passive to make them sound more natural.
Don't mention the agent.

a) The Oscar committee has announced the Oscar nominations.
The Oscar nominations have been announced.

b) Doctors are treating the troubled film star for 'exhaustion' at Meadows
Rehabilitation Centre in Arizona.

c) The record company has released the singer's long-awaited album to rave reviews.
d) Kidnappers released the hostages last night and they are on their way home to their

relieved families.
e) The central bank will reduce interest rates by 1% before the end of the year

according to most financial observers.
f) People have accused the fashion industry of encouraging young girls to go on

starvation diets.

Would you want to read more about any of the stories above? What sort of topics do
you like reading about in the newspaper?

U Nil >..Jl



Reading & Listening
1 Match each photo (a-f) with an appropriate newspaper headline (1-6).

a)2 b) ...

"PEACE
TALKS END
IN ROW

11MINISTER
QUITS IN
MISSING CASH
PROBE

El FREAK
STORM HITS
HARVEST

11SCHOOL BARS
NOSE-RING GIRL

11LOTTERY
OCTOGENARIAN
TOWED-JOBLESS

FIGURES
SOAR

2 Find an underlined headline word in Exercise 1 that has the same meaning as the
phrases below.

a) has severely damaged hits
b) is going to marry
c) has resigned
d) an argument
e) have increased significantly

f) financial
g) has excluded
h) the unemployed
i) an investigation
j) negotiations

3 ~ 2.22 Listen and match the radio news items (a-f) with the headlines (1-6) in Exercise 1.

a)2 b) ...

4 Work with a partner and complete the task.

• Write a radio news story based on one of the following three headlines (a-c).
• Invent any extra information you need.
• Broadcast your news to the rest of the class.

a) FANS BARRED FROM WORLD CUP FINAL
b) TEACHER QUITS IN EXAM ROW
c) FAMILIESHIT AS HOUSE PRICES SOAR

.,~
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Reading & Writing

Actually Anyway
let news pleased

apparently forward
touch Well

Apart
sorry

To:llan Amold.

Subject: I Congratulationsl
." ." ". -".. - . - " .._._. _._. " ..- .. - .

- ." --

Thanks for your email. It was (1) great to hear from you. I'm (2) __ I haven't
replied sooner, but work's been really stressful. More about that in a minute. But first,
I was really (3) __ to hear about your promotion. You deserve it - you've worked
so hard at that job. (4) __ done! I wish you were still living in Berlin, so we could I
go out and celebrate.

Anyway, back to my stressful job! (5) __ , it's much better since my boss retired.
I think I told you about her. She was a real bully. Apparently, she was unhappy in her
private life, but that's no reason to be horrible at work. The good (6) __ is that
we've got a new boss, and he's quite young and dynamic. He's already made a few
changes, and the best thing is that he wants me to travel more, so I'll be able to see
all my friends back home more often.

Talking of friends, have you (7) __ about Anna and Giorgio? They've split up! I've
no idea why, but (8) __ , Giorgio's gone back to Italy, and Anna's refusing to talk to
anybody about it. Please (9) __ me know if you hear any more about it.

(10) __ from that, everything's fine here in Berlin. It's getting quite hot, and I'm
looking (11) __ to going on holiday in August. What are your holiday plans?

(12) __ , I'd better get on with my work now, but be in (13) __ soon and tell
me how you're (14) __ on.

Lots of love,
Pia

2 Read the email again and answer the questions.
a) Who lives in Berlin? d) Who's got a new boss?
b) Who used to live in Berlin? e) Who's split up?
c) Who's been promoted at work? f) Who's gone back to Italy?

3 Work with a partner. Use the sentence beginnings below to invent a reply from Ian to
Pia's email.

TO:[ Ra Hamilton - ------- - - I
Subject: I Re: Congratulationsl

" -- -- ----- --- - I

Dear Pia,

It was great ...
I'm sorry ...
I was so pleased ...
By the way, Giorgio phoned me. Apparently, ...
Apart from that, I'm looking forward to the holidays. I'm going ...
Anyway, ...

Lots of love,

PS Guess what! ...

UNIT IiJ



Useful phrases

1 A: How's Shirley?
B: Actually, we've split up.
A: Oh, I'm sorry to hear that. / How exciting!
B: It's OK. Um, this is Sandra.

2 c: Hello. You're looking very pleased with yourself.
D: I am! I've just passed my driving test!
c: Oh no. That's terrible! / Well done! Was it your

first time?
D: No, my sixth.

3 E: Guess what! I've won a holiday to Florida.
F: I'm sorry to hear that. / You lucky thing! Is it

a holiday for two?
E: Yes, I'm taking my mum.
F: Oh.

4 G: You don't look very happy.
H: No, I've just got my exam results. I've failed them all.
G: Well done! / Oh no, that's terrible! What happened?
H: I didn't do any work.

5 I: Have a glass of champagne!
J: Thank you. What are you celebrating?
I: My wife's just had a baby.
J: Oh, congratulations! / How annoying!

6 K: You don't usually take the bus!
L: No - my car's broken down again.
K: How annoying! / Well done!
L: I know. But it is twenty-five years old.

7 M: What did you do last night?
N: I watched a documentary about snow leopards.
M: Oh, that sounds interesting. / Oh, I'm sorry to

hear that.
N: Yes, unfortunately I fell asleep halfway through.

8 0: What are you up to today?
P: I'm having my first sailing lesson.
0: How exciting! / Oh no, that's terrible!

Are you nervous?
P: I am actually. I can't swim.

2 Work with a partner. Read the conversations (1-8) which show people responding to
good and bad news. In each case, underline the appropriate response.

2.23 Listen and check.

Positive responses Negative responses

Oh, I'm sorry to hear that .

.. .~
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VocabuLary Extra

Verb patterns
Complete the common verb patterns a-j with ask, explain, say
or tell.

a) explain / say + (that)
b) explain / __ / say

how / what, etc.
c) __ / say sth to sb
d) __ sth on / about
e) __ sb + (that)

f) __ / tell sb why /how, etc.
g) __ / ask sb sth
h) __ / tell sb about sth
i) sb for sth
j) __ / tell sb to do sth

Check your answers in the dictionary extracts. Which verbs nearly
always have a person (sb) as a direct object?

Say or tell? Underline the correct verbs in these sentences.

a) She said / told that she liked dancing.
b) Didn't he say / tell you that 1wanted to see you?
c) 1want to say / tell something on this subject.
d) Just say / tell me what she said / told.
e) 'Say / Tell me about your day,' she said / told.
f) 1haven't been said / told anything about it.

Check your answers in the dictionary extracts.

3 Complete the joke with the correct form of either say or tell.
Sherlock Holmes and Or Watson went on a camping trip. As they
lay down for the night, Holmes (1) said: 'Watson, look up into the
sky and (2) __ me what you see.'
Watson (3) __ : 'I see millions and millions of stars.'
Holmes: 'And what does that (4) __ you?'
Watson: 'Astronomically, it (5) __ me that there are millions
of galaxies and potentially billions of planets. Theologically, it
(6) __ me that God is great and that we are small and
insignificant. Meteorologically it (7) __ me that we will have
a beautiful day tomorrow. What does it (8) __ you?'
Holmes: 'Somebody has stolen our tent.'

4 Complete the questions with the most appropriate verb: asked,
explained, said or told.
When was the last time you ...

a) told your friends a joke?
b) no to chocolate?
c) __ somebody to 'cheer up'?
d) __ what you do for a living?
e) __ somebody for a lift?
f) __ sorry to a friend?
g) __ a friend to help you?
h) __ the rules of a game to somebody?
i) __ that you needed to do some exercise?
j) __ somebody that you loved them?

Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions.

5 Check your own dictionary. What example sentences does it
include to illustrate the different verb patterns for ask, explain,
say and tell?

ask /o:sk/ verb ***
1 [lIT] to speak to someone in order to get
information from them: I UJQndered who
had given her the ring bllt UJQS afmid to ask.
+ The police wanted to ask us a few
questiolls. + ask (sb) why/how/whether etc
She asked me how I knew about it + ask (sb)
about sth Did you ask about the money?
2 [lIT] to speak to omeone because you want
them to give you something. or do
omething for you: lfyou need any help. just

ask. + Can I ask you a favour? + ask (sb) for
sth The children were asking for drinks. +
ask sb to do sth He asked us to //love ouer a
little. + ask to do sth I asked to see the
manager. + ask (sb) if/whether Ask if we ccm
go backstage.

explain /ik'splem/ verb ***
1 [T] to tell someone something in a way
that helps them to understand it better:
explain 5th to sb The doctor explained the
risks to me before the operation.. +
+how/when/what etc I will try to explain
how a ca.r engine works. + +(that) He
explained that he would be mouing to
another city.

sayl /seJ/ (3rd person singular says /sez/; past
tense and past participle said /sed/) verb ***

1 express with words
2 have opinion
3 give information

4 show sth
5 imagine 5th
+ PHRASES

1 [liT] to express something using words:
'Pleased to meet you,' he said with a smile.
+ 'When's he coming back?' 'He didn't say.'
+ The committee said yes (=gave
permission), so we ca.n go ahead. + What an
odd thing to say, Carrie thought. + I then
said goodbye and left. + rue already said
sorry for hurting his feelings. + +(that) She
said that she liked dancing. + +how/whatl
who etc Did he say who called? + say sth to
sb Tell me what he said to you. + say 5th
on/about I want to say something on this
subject.

tell /tel/ (past tense and past participle told
/t:>old/) verb ***

1 sb gives information
25th gives information
3 talk about story
4 order/advise to do 5th
5 know ,th

6 have clear effect
7 see difference
8 fail to keep secret
+ PHRASES

+ PHRASAL VERBS

1 IT] to give information to someone: If you
see anything suspicious, tell the police. + tell
sb (that) Didn't he tell you that I wanted to
see you? + tell sb who/what/why/how etc Just
tell me what she said. + tell sb 5th He finally
told me the reason he was so upset. + tell sb
(5th) about sth 'Tell me about your day,' she
said. + I hauen't been told anything about
it. ~ SAY

2 [T] if something such as a fact. event, or
piece of equipment tells you something, it
gives you or shows you some information:
Thejlashing light tells you when the baltelY
needs recharging. + What does this room tell
you about the person who liued here?
3 [T] if you tell a story or a joke, you give
someone a spoken account of it: Grandpa
tells wonderful stories about the old days. +
tell sb 5th Shalll tell you a joke?
4 [T] to order or strongly advise someone to
do something: rm not asking you - I'm
telling you! + tell sb to do 5th I told you to be
here on tim.e this morning. + tell sb
what/how/when etc [ told him what to do,
but he wouldn't listen.

U NIT m



Journey
Grammar Modals of deduction. Past perfect
Vocabulary Location. Describing places. Fixed expressions
Useful phrases Asking for directions

Reading
1 Have you ever travelled for any of these reasons? Discuss with a partner.

• to broaden your experience of the world • to take a break from your career
• to run away from a broken heart • to visit historical sites
• to learn a language (or something else) • to get a suntan

What other reasons can you think of to go travelling?

A few years ago I was going through the process of splitting up with my first serious girlfriend.
She went away to Greece for the summer and when she came back she'd had a holiday
romance with some Belgian guy. As if that wasn't enough, it seemed that the guy in
question was going to show up in London some time over the next few weeks. After
three hellish days and nights, I realised that I was dangerously close to losing my head.
I biked over to my dad's flat and emotionally blackmailed him into lending me enough
cash to leave the country.

On that trip I learnt something very important. Escape
through travel works. Almost from the moment I
boarded my flight, life in England became
meaningless. Seat-belt signs lit up,
problems switched off. Broken armrests took precedence
over broken hearts. By the time the plane was airborne I'd forgotten England even existed.

Glossary
split up verb [I]: end a relationship
show up verb [11informal: arrive

lose your head verb [I] informal: go mad
emotionally blackmail verb [T]: use emotions to manipulate
take precedence over verb [T]: become more important than

3 Are these statements true or false?

a) The author's girlfriend had a holiday romance in Belgium.
b) The author was extremely upset.
c) His father lent him money to go travelling.
d) He left England by train.
e) He missed England at first.

Do you agree that travel can help you escape from your problems?

Speaking

2 Choose five places from your list and think about how to describe where they are.
Use the expressions in the box.

north / south-west
southern / north-eastern part

of (Japan).
of (Peru).

on the coast
in the mountains
in (Lombardy)

to the north of (Vigo).
not far from (Bern).
between (Milan) and (Turin).
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Reading & VocabuLary
1 Have you ever been to a beach like the ones in the

photos? Which one would you most like to visit?
Read another extract from The Beach. Which photo
does it describe?

Think about a lagoon, hidden from the sea
and passing boats by a high, curving wall of
rock. Then imagine white sands and coral
gardens never damaged by dynamite fishing
or trawling nets. Freshwater falls scatter the
island, surrounded by jungle - not the forests
of inland Thailand, but jungle.

Canopies three levels deep, plants
untouched for a thousand years, strangely
coloured birds and monkeys in the trees. On
the white sands, fishing in the coral gardens,
a select community of travellers pass the
months. They leave if they want to, they
return, the beach never changes.

2 Read the extract again. Are these sentences true
or false?

a) The lagoon is visible from the sea.
b) There's a wall of rock overlooking the beach.
c) The beach is unspoilt by fishermen.
d) Waterfalls are found in different parts of the

island.
e) The island has forests all around it.
f) Large groups of people visit the island.

3 Work with a partner. Complete these descriptions using words and expressions in the
box. Match the descriptions with the two other photos of beaches in Exercise 1.

beach community hidden
southern spectacular views

overlooking popular with tourists sandy
sun loungers surrounded by whjte sands

Bondi Beach, Australia
The (1)__ of Bondi beach stretch for roughly a kilometre
between two headlands. It isn't the prettiest or largest beach in
town, but it is the heart and soul of Sydney's (2) __ .

Tourists flock to Bondi beach from all over the world - it's the
place where beautiful young people go to hang out and be seen. At
weekends in summer, you can hardly move for all the people.

But Bondi beach isn't only (3) __ -local people enjoy a walk
along the coastal path at the (4) __ end of the beach. Any local
will tell you that the most (5) __ of the coast can be seen from
the cliffs (6) __ the bay.

Portinatx Beach, Ibiza
The island of Ibiza has sixty beaches, ranging
from long (7) __ stretches packed with bars
and watersports, to delightful (8)__ coves
at the foot of towering cliffs. Portinatx, in
the north of the island, is one of Ibiza's most
attractive beaches - a horseshoe bay with fine,
white sand, (9) __ pine forests. There are
bars and restaurants, a sailing school and
(10)__ for hire.

4 Work with a partner. Talk about places in your city or country ...

a) that are unspoilt.
b) where the beaches are packed with bars.
c) where the views are spectacular.
d) where young people go to hang out and be seen.
e) where you can hardly move for people at weekends in summer.
f) that are popular with foreign tourists.

UNIT m
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Listening
1 Look at photos (a-d) taken on Conrad's round-the-world

trip. Where do you think they were taken?

2.26 Listen to Amy and Joe discussing photographs on Conrad's web page and
check your ideas. Number the photographs in the order they mention them.

ancient ruins Buddhist temples
grasslands high-rise buildings

a built-up skyline forests
snow-capped mountains waterfalls



The lights aren't on:
Sam must be out.
(= certain)
He can't be in. (= certain)
He might/may/couLd be
away for the weekend or on
holiday or ...
(= possible)

1 Complete these explanations of the modal structures from the discussion on page 70.
Use must or can't.
a) I think it's certain = 'It __ be Singapore ... I know he stopped off there.'

b) I think it's possible = 'It might/may/could be Vietnam.'
c) I think it's impossible = 'It __ be India, because he hasn't been there.'

2 Look at the information in the table and try and name the countries (a-j) from the list
in the box. Discuss your ideas with a partner.

Angola
Spain

Argentina
Uruguay

Country Population Population Official Highest Main exports
(country) (biggest city) language mountain

a) __ Over 40 million About 4 million Spanish 3,718m chemicals, fruit, cars

b) __ Nearly 11 million Over half a million Portuguese 2,351m chemicals, cork, leather

c) __ Over 186 million Nearly 18 million Portuguese 3,014m animal feed, chemicals, coffee

d)_ Over 108 million Over 18 million Spanish 5,700m chemicals, coffee, cotton

e) -- Over 40 million Over 12 million Spanish 6,962m animal oils, meat

f) -- Over 12 million Nearly 3 million Portuguese 2,619m oil, diamonds

Write sent~nces with must be, might be or can't be to show how you decided.

Country 'c' must be Brazil because it's the country with the biggest population and they speak
Portuguese there.

the Amazon the Andes Antarctica Asia
the Himalayas the Indian Ocean the Nile

the Atlantic the Danube
the Pacific the Pyrenees



Reading & Listening
1 Read the article about Nick Campbell's motorbike trip across the US. What problems

did he have?

Coast to coast However, in Denver, CoLorado the bike broke down
yet again, so he decided to take it to a garage and offer
it for saLe. The mechanic toLd him to come back in the

25 morning.
The next day, to his amazement, the man offered him

$2,000. ReaLising the man must be soft in the head,
but clearLy not short of money, Nick asked for $3,000.
The man agreed, and they signed the papers. Then the

30 mechanic started Laughing. In fact
it was severaL minutes before he
couLd speak, and when he couLd
he said, 'That's the worst deaL

you'LLever make, boy:
The mechanic ...

Nick CampbeLLsat at the side of the road and wondered
what to do next. He Looked at the second-hand HarLey-
Davidson he'd bought from a back-street garage in Miami
at the beginning of his trip six weeks before.

For years he had dreamt of crossing the United States
from east to west by motorbike and he'd finaLLydecided
that it was now or never. He'd given up his job, soLd his
car and set off for the journey of his dreams. He'd been
Lucky, or so he thought, to find this oLd HarLey-Davidson

10 and had bought it for a very reasonabLe price - it had
cost him just $600. But five kiLometres from AtLanta, he
had run out of Luck. The motorbike had broken down.

He pushed the bike into town and found a garage.
The young mechanic toLd him to Leave the bike overnight

15 and come back the next day. The following morning,
to his surprise, the man asked if the bike was for saLe.
'CertainLy not; he repLied, paid his biLLand hit the road.

When he got to Kansas the oLd machine ran out of
steam again. This time Nick thought about selling it and

20 buying something more reLiabLe, but decided to carry on.
When the bike was going weLL,he Loved it.

2 Work with a partner. Discuss the questions.

a) How much did Nick pay for the bike?
b) How much did the mechanic in Denver offer Nick?
c) How much did Nick sell it for?
d) Guess why the mechanic said, 'That's the worst deal you'll ever make, boy'?

2.29 Listen to the story and compare the ending with your ideas. Do you think the
mechanic was fair? How do you think Nick felt?

VocabuLary
1 Look at the underlined expression from the article above. What does it mean?

' ... and he'd finally decided that it was now or never.'

a) either now or in the future b) only now and not in the future

2 Work with a partner. Use words from the box to complete some more fixed expressions.

I all clean come give peace Sooner take I

a) I don't particularly like watching television. I can take it or leave it .
b) When I go on holiday, all I want is some __ and quiet.
c) I vacuum my car regularly because I like it to be __ and tidy.
d) It's 200 kilometres to the coast from here, __ or take a few kilometres.
e) My computer is getting old. __ or later I'll have to buy a new one.
f) I don't eat chocolate for weeks. Then I'll eat three bars in one day! It's __ or

nothing with me.
g) My teenagers treat our house like a hotel. They just __ and go as they please.

Are any of the sentences true for you?

'""&".-W
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Past perfect
had + past participle

Wewere too late: the train
had already left.
I knew I hadn't been there
before.

Look at Nick Campbell's route across America and answer the questions.

a) Where was he at the beginning of the story?
b) Where had he begun his motorbike journey?
c) Where did he finish his motorbike journey?

2 Look at these extracts. Add the name of the city where these events happened.

a) Nick Campbell sat at the side of the road and wondered what to do next. Atlanta
b) he had dreamt of crossing the United States .
c) he'd given up his job, sold his car and set off .
d) he had bought the Hadey-Davidson for a very reasonable price ...
e) the old machine ran out of steam again.
f) the bike broke down yet again ...

Why are all the events that happened in Miami described in the past perfect?

3 Work with a partner. Complete each of these sentences with a verb in the past perfect
to make up a story about Michael's journey to Moscow.

a) Michael was looking forward to his business trip to Moscow because ...
b) He was late leaving the house because ...
c) The traffic was very slow from his house to the airport because ...
d) At the check-in he had to accept a seat at the back of the plane because ...
e) The departure was delayed because ...
f) As the plane was taking off, he suddenly remembered that ...

Compare your ideas with other people in the class.

Speaking: anecdote
'. 2.30 Listen to Suzi talking about a journey she has been on. Cross out the wrong
information in each of her answers.

a) Where did the journey start? The Dead Sea.
b) Where did the journey finish? St Christopher's Monastery.
c) What was the reason for the journey? I couldn't go diving.
d) What form of transport did you use? A big van.
e) What was the weather like? Hot and windy.
£) Who did you go with? Seven tourists, a guide and a driver.
g) How long did it take you? Three hours.
h) What did you do during the journey? I looked out of the window at the sea.
i) Did you stop en route? What for? Yes, to take photos and buy food.
j) Would you go on the same journey again? Why? Yes, but in my own car.

2 You are going to tell your partner about a journey you have been on.

• Ask yourself the questions in Exercise 1.
• Think about what to say and how to say it.
• Tell your partner about your journey.
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UsefuL phrases
1 2.31 Read and listen to a conversation

between a couple in a car. Answer the
questions.

a) Where do they want to go?
b) Which number road are they

looking for?
c) How many times do they pass

the supermarket?

Angie:
Rick:
Angie:

Rick, do you know where we are?
Yes, of course. Why?
Because we've passed the same
supermarket twice.
Oh dear.
You'd better stop and ask somebody.
OK.... Excuse me, I'm trying to get
to Andover. Do you know how we can
get onto the A34 from here?
Yes, first you need to turn round and
then take the first turning on the left. Go to the end of the road and you'll come to a
roundabout. Take the third exit and you'll come onto the A34.
Great, thanks .... Did he say left or right?
I can't remember. Look, stop and ask that woman.
Excuse me, we're looking for the road to Andover. Could you tell me which way we
need to go?
Andover? Go straight down here until you come to a petrol station. Then turn left and
follow the signs.
OK, thanks .... I haven't seen the petrol station yet.
No, neither have I, but here's that supermarket again.
Oh no .... Excuse me, we're lost. Do you have any idea where the A34 is?
Er, no, sorry.

Rick:
Angie:
Rick:

Rick:
Angie:
Rick:

Rick:
Angie:
Rick:
Man 2:

2 Read the conversation again and complete the useful phrases.

Saying what you're looking for
a) Excuse me, I'm trying to get to Andover.
b) Excuse me, we're looking __ Andover.

Asking for directions
c) Do you know how __ the A34?
d) Could you tell me which __ ?
e) Do you have any idea where __ ?

Giving directions
f) You need to turn and then take the left.
g) Go to the end of the road and you'll __ .
h) Take the third
i) Go straight down here until __ .
j) Turn left and follow

2.32 Listen, check and repeat.

3 Work with a partner. Rewrite the following questions in less direct language. Refer to
useful phrases c-e in Exercise 2 and start your questions with Do you know ... ?
Could you tell me ... ? or Do you have any idea ... ?

a) Where's the nearest bank? Excuse me. Do you know where the nearest bank is?
b) How can I get to the airport from here?
c) I'm looking for the bus station. Which way do I need to go?
d) How can I get to the centre of town from here?
e) Where can I get a taxi?
f) How can I get to the cinema from here?

Ask each other the questions and give appropriate directions from where you are now.



VocabuLary Extra
Dictionary LabeLs
1 Match the dictionary labels with their definitions.

1 Not used in everyday speech or
writing.

a) British ~2 Used in American English but not
b) American in British English.
c) formal 3 Used commonly in speech but not
d) informal in writing.

4 Used in British English but not in
American English.

2 Use an appropriate label from Exercise 1 as a heading for
the word lists (1-3).

candy
sidewalk
trash can

booze
guy
nerd

alight
beverage
refrain

3 Work with a partner. Decide what each notice means and
where you might see it. Use the dictionary extracts to
help you.

11 Kindly refrain from
smoking in this area

Foot passengers
please disembark

via the steps
at the front
of the ferry11 All cyclists

must
dismount
here IIIThe use of calculators

is not permissible

11 Do not alight
from the train

whilst it is
still in motion

a Alcoholic beverages
cannot be purchased by

persons under the age of 18

Write less formal versions of each notice.

a Please don't smoke around here.

4 Rewrite these sentences in British English.

a) Last year, I took my vacation in the fall.
Last year, I went on holiday in the autumn.

b) We keep our trash can in the yard.
c) I never eat candy or cookies between meals.
d) I get angry with truck drivers who go too fast on

the freeway.
e) When I go downtown I walk or use the subway.
£) There's a mailbox on the sidewalk in front of my house.

Are any of the sentences true for you?

5 Check your own dictionary. What kinds of labels does
it use?

alight2 /a'laIt/ verb [I]formal to get off a train, bus, or other
vehicle

disembark /,dIsIm'bo:kI verb [I]formal to get
off a ship or a plane

dismount /dIs'maunt/ verb [I]formal to get off a
horse or a bike

downtown /,daun'taun! adj, adv American in or near the
business or shopping centre of a city" UPTOWN

freeway /'fri:weI/ [C]American a wide fast road in a
US city that you do not pay to use

nerd /n3:d/ noun [C] informal someone who is boring
and not fashionable

permissible /p3:'mIs(a)bll adj formal if something is
permissible, you are allowed to do it

persons /'p3:sanzl noun [Cl formal the plural of person is
people, but in formal or official language the form persons
is used

purchase1/'p3:tj'as/ noun forma/2 [Cl something that you
buy

refrain /n'freIn! verb [IJformal to stop yourself from doing
something

sidewalk /'sald,w::>:kI noun [ClAmerican the pavement
by the side of the road

subway /'sAb,wel/ noun [C]2 American a railway that goes
under the ground

trash can /trreS kren! noun [ClAmerican a bin for putting
rubbish in

truck /trAkI noun [Cl** American a large road vehicle that
is used for carrying goods = lorry

yard /jo:d/ noun [C]** 4 American a GARDEN at the front,
back, or side of a house

-..
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Opinions
Grammar Reported statements and questions
Vocabulary Books. Films. Music. ed and ing adjectives
Useful phrases Giving your opinion

Speaking & Reading
1 Work with a partner of the opposite sex, if possible. Read the comments and

complete the table according to your opinion.

Things men never say

a

a) 'Let's ask that woman for directions.'
b) 'I've just picked up that enormous spider in the bath.'
c) 'But I just don't need another pair of shoes.'
d) 'You drive, darling - you're so much better at it than me.'
e) 'Do you think I'd look better if I put on a few kilos?'
f) 'Let's switch off the TV,I want to talk about our relationship.'
g) 'I'd love to have dinner with your sister. The only thing on telly tonight is football.'
h) 'Shall I check the tyre pressures when I go to the petrol station?'

Work with your partner. Add one other comment to each column.

SURVEY

Men and Women
One thousand British men and women between the ages of 18 and 35 were interviewed for a survey to find out
the differences between male and female attitudes to relationships. These are the questions they were asked.

Tick the answers a), b) or c).

1 Have you done any of the following to attract
somebody?
a) Bought new clothes.
b) Dieted.
c) Lied about your age.

2 After a first date, when do you expect him/her
to call you?
a) The next day.
b) Within three days.
c) Within a fortnight.

3 If he/she doesn't arrive on time for
a first date, how long will you wait?
a) Five minutes.
b) Fifteen minutes.
c) Half an hour or more.

4 If your partner forgets your birthday,
how do you feel?
a) I get upset.
b) I get angry.
c) I don't care - it's only a birthday.

. --
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5 What is your attitude to marriage?
a) I'm in favour of marriage.
b) I don't have strong feelings about marriage.
c) I consider marriage to be unnecessary.

6 What is your attitude to fathers staying at home
to look after the children?
a) It's a good idea.
b) It's not ideal but it's OK.
c) It's not appropriate.



Reading
1 Read about some of the more interesting findings to come out of the survey.

Complete the survey results with men or women, as you think appropriate.

SURVEY RESULTS

Men and WOl11en
On attraction Three out of four women said that they
had bought new clothes to attract somebody, compared
with only one in five men. Similarly, while just over half of
the women told us that they had dieted so that they would

5 be more attractive, only one in ten men admitted that they
had done the same. However, a significant number of both
men and women admitted that they had lied about their
age, with the important difference that (1) __ tended
to say they were older, while (2) __ were more likely to

10 knock a few years off their age.

On dating The majority of people said that they expected
to be called within three days after a first date. However,
35% of (3) __ insisted that they expected to be phoned
the next day, while only 19% of (4) __ gave this answer.

15 On average, men are prepared to wait longer on a first date
if the woman doesn't arrive on time. 18% of women said
that they would only wait for five minutes, whereas 67% of
men claimed that they would wait half an hour or more.

On birthdays The results of the survey suggest that
20 (5) __ attach greater importance to birthdays than

(6) __ . 49% of women admitted that they got angry or
upset, if their partner forgot their birthday, while more than
three-quarters of the men interviewed claimed that they
didn't care.

25 On marriage The results of the survey show that
(7) __ are more in favour of marriage than (8) __ .
41 % of (9) __ said that they considered marriage to
be unnecessary, and 20% told us that they didn't mind
whether they got married or not. When we asked

30 (10) __ about marriage, four out of five told us that they
definitely intended to get married one day.

On childcare 65% of (11)__ are in favour of fathers
staying at home to look after the children. However, when
we asked (12) __ for their opinion, the majority replied

35 that it was not appropriate.

Reported statements
'She's not there:
-+ He told us that she
wasn't there.

'I've bought some new
clothes:
-+ She said that she'd
bought some new clothes.

'Just over half of the women __ us that they had dieted.'

Which word must you delete from the statement if you use any of the other verbs?

2 In the reported statement in Exercise 1the verb diet is in the past perfect. Which
sentence (a, b, c or d) did the women actually say?
a) 'Yes,1was dieting.' b) 'Yes,1diet.' c) 'Yes, I've dieted.' d) 'Yes, I'll diet.'

When you report speech, you usually move the tense back (eg present perfect
becomes past perfect). True or false?

3 Complete these sentences in direct speech. Use the reported statements highlighted
in the survey results above to help you choose the correct form of the verb.

a) 'Yes, 1 (buy) have bought new clothes to attract somebody.'
b) 'Yes,1(lie) __ about my age.'
c) 'Yes, 1(wait) __ half an hour or more if my date is late.'
d) 'Yes, 1(get) __ angry, if my partner (forget) __ my birthday.'
e) 'I (not mind) __ whether 1(get) __ married or not.'
f) 'It (not be) __ appropriate for fathers to stay at home.'

~""
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Speaking
Find out how many people in the class ...

• are reading a novel at the moment.
• enjoy reading biographies and autobiographies.
• still listen to the same music that they did ten years ago.
• have a favourite place to read.
• buy and play CDs.
• prefer watching a film to reading a book.
• have been to a concert recently.
• have seen a film they didn't enjoy recently.

Listening & VocabuLary
1 . 2.34 Listen to seven conversations. What are the people talking about in each one?

Write B for a book, F for a film and M for music.

IM,2 ...

2 The table contains words and expressions relating to books, films and music from
the seven conversations in Exercise 1. Complete the table with the correct heading
(Books I Films I Music) for each column.

acting photography
special effects tearjerker

album lyrics
performing live
techno track

bestseller can't put it down
chapters difficult to get into

Add these words to the table. Some words go in more than one column. Add words
of your own.

band blues classical dance director fantasy gig hip-hop a hit
horror musical novel orchestra paperback plot premier reggae
science fiction short story soundtrack stereo system storyline subtitles

3 . 2.35 Listen to these extracts from film soundtracks. What sort of film do you think
they go with? Choose from the list below.

action films comedies gangster films horror films love stories
romantic comedies science fiction films spy films thrillers war films westerns

Work in groups. Think of some films of each of the types above. Which types of films
do people in your group like best?

U NIT 9



Reported questions
'How do you feel?'
~ We asked him how
he felt.
'Have you ever had
problems?'
~ We asked him whether/
if he had ever had
problems.

Reading & Grammar
1 Read this web report of an interview with Tom Hanks. Why is he known as

'Mr Nice Guy'?

MrNice Guy
In an online interview for Contactmusic.com, Hollywood actor, Tom Hanks, has
revealed that he's happy being known as 'Mr Nice Guy'.

When they asked him how he felt about his 'nice guy' persona, he told them that
he was happy with it and that he felt confident that he lived up to his reputation.

s They asked him where this reputation had come from, and he told them that he
thought it was because he had always cooperated with the press. They asked him
whether he had ever had problems with the paparazzi, and he told them that he
hadn't because he respected people, even when he didn't like them.

Brisbanetimes.com asked the Forrest Gump star why he always played the part of
10 the nice guy in films and never the villain. He reminded them that he had played

the part of an executioner in The Green Mile, but, because of his nice guy image, the
media had reported that he was a 'nice executioner'!

Finally, Chinadaily.com asked him what his current plans were, and he said that
he wanted to direct again, but that he couldn't do that at the moment, because it
would take him away from his children. What a nice guy!

2 What are the actual questions that were used in the interview?
Underline the five reported questions in the report and rewrite them in direct speech.

How do you feel about your 'nice guy' persona?

3 Look at the examples in Exercise 2 and decide if the following statements are true or
false when you report questions.

a) The tense usually moves back in a reported question (present simple -+ past simple).
b) Whether or if are used to report yes/no questions. (Did you go out? -+ She asked me if 1'd

been out.)
c) The word order changes to subject + verb (Who are you? -+ He asked me who I was.).

Speaking: anecdote
1 > 2.36 Listen to Alice talking about a film she enjoyed. Read the questions and tick

the answers that are correct.
a) What's the title of the film? Forrest Cump . ./
b) When and where did you see it? The other night at the cinema.
c) Who's in it? Tom Hanks, Robin Wright and Sally Field.
d) Who directed it? I can't remember.
e) What is it based on? A true story.
f) What type of film is it? A thriller.
g) What's the main story? It's about the life of Forrest Gump.
h) What do you particularly like about it? The bits where he meets famous people.
i) What was the soundtrack like? Great.
j) What kind of ending does it have? A happy ending.
k) Would you recommend this film? No, I wouldn't.

2 You are going to tell your partner about a film you enjoyed.

• Ask yourself the questions in Exercise 1.
• Think about what to say and how to say it.
• Tell your partner about a film you enjoyed.
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Vocabulary & Speaking

'I judge a book by its cover. If the cover looks (1) interesting / interested, I buy the
book. Sometimes I'm lucky, and the book is good. And sometimes I'm (2) disappointing /
disappointed:

'I always read book reviews in newspapers and magazines, and when I read about a book
that sounds (3) interesting / interested, I write it down in my diary:

'I don't take any risks - I always read books by authors I know. I get really
(4) exciting / excited when one of my favourite authors brings out a new book, and I buy
it immediately. This way I'm never (5) disappointing / disappointed.

'I read the first page, and if it's (6) boring / bored, I don't buy the book - if I want to
turn over the page and carry on reading, I buy the book:

'It's easy - I never read fiction but I'm (7) fascinating / fascinated by biographies of
famous people. I find strong women in history particularly (8) inspiring / inspired:

'I tend to choose books written by women. Women have a better feeling for characters and
the relationships between them, and that's what I find (9) interesting / interested in a
book. Having said that, I've just finished The Beach by Alex Garland, and it was brilliant!'

To describe the thing (or person) that
causes the feeling

annoying challenging confusing
exhausting relaxing tiring worrying

annoyed challenged confused
exhausted relaxed tired worried

3 Tell your partner how you're feeling today. Explain why. Choose words from the table
in Exercise 2 or use your own ideas.

Choose three other adjectives and say what makes you feel like this.
'On Monday evenings I feel exhausted. I work in a bar and it's very tiring.'

annoying
interesting

challenging disappointing
overwhelming worrying

2 Underline the stressed syllable in each word.

. 2.38 Listen, check and repeat.



Reading & VocabuLary
1 Look at the photograph and read the synopsis of Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen.

What kind of book is it? Would you be interested in reading it? Why? / Why not?

I http://synopsisnovels.com
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Keira Knightly as Elizabeth
Bennet in the film Pride and
Prejudice (2005)

Pride and Prejudice (Jane Austen): synopsis
Pride and Prejudice is a classic romantic novel
set in England in the late 18th century. The
story revolves around Mr and Mrs Bennet and
their five daughters. Mrs Bennet is obsessed
with finding wealthy husbands for her five
eligible daughters.

The central female character is lively,
intelligent and rebellious Elizabeth, the
second of Mr and Mrs Bennet's daughters.
The story begins with the news that
Mr Bingley, a wealthy single man, is moving
into a neighbouring estate. Mrs Bennet is
determined to marry one of her daughters
to Mr Bingley and is delighted when he is
attracted to Jane, her eldest.

Elizabeth takes an instant dislike to
Mr Darcy, Mr Bingley's rich and aristocratic
friend. The handsome and mysterious Mr Darcy
at first considers Elizabeth to be socially
inferior to him, but he gradually grows more
interested in her. She continues to despise
him and instead becomes attracted to a
handsome, but dishonest, military officer.

Fate causes Elizabeth and Darcy to cross
paths frequently, and while they don't appear
to like one another, they can't stop thinking
about each other.

As the story unfolds, true love overcomes
class, family, pride and prejudice, and the
story ends with a double wedding.

2 Read these reviews of Pride and Prejudice from a website. In the spaces provided,
write the score that you think each person gave the book.

a) I love Jane Austen's novels, and Pride and Prejudice
is my favourite. The characters are engaging and
believable, especially Elizabeth. The storyline is
brilliant and I found it hard to put down. It's
wonderful! Jan, New York. 9/10

b) I didn't particularly enjoy reading Pride and Prejudice
but I thought it was well written and quite witty and
amusing in parts. Will, UK _ /10

c) I don't usually read romantic novels, but I was
surprised how much I enjoyed Pride and Prejudice. I
think Jane Austen manages to describe 18th century
society very well. However, I think her novels probably

appeal more to women, and I don't think I'll be
reading any more of her books. Frank, Sydney _ /10

d) I bought Jane Austen's novel because I enjoyed the
film. The best thing about the book is the hilarious
dialogue and even though I knew how the story
ended, I was still relieved when things turned out
well for the main characters. Agnes, Scotland _ /10

e) This is the most boring book I have ever read. I
couldn't relate to the characters at all - I thought
they were irritating and silly, and there isn't much of
a story. Mico, Sweden _ /10

a) The story takes place in New York.
b) One of the main characters is a spy.
c) The characters are believable and appealing.

d) The plot is complex and full of twists.
e) It was really exciting from start to finish.
f) It was stimulating and intriguing.

Think of a book you have read or a film you have seen that fits each of the descriptions
above. Tell a partner about it.

Writing
Write a review of a book. Include the following information.

• The title of the book and the author. • The central characters.
• The type of book. • A summary of the plot (in the present tense).
• Where it takes place. • What you liked or didn't like about the book.

U NIT 9.
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UsefuL phrases
1 Work in groups of three. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of owning a car.

Note down as many points as you can.

2 . 2.39 Listen to three friends having a discussion about owning a car. Do they
mention any of the same points you noted down?

Work with a partner. Complete the conversation with
one word in each space.

Kim: Hi Ryan. Come in.
Jess: Hi, Ryan. What happened to you? You're Late!
Ryan: Yes, I'm really sorry - I had to wait ages for

a bus.
Jess: What's wrong with your car?
Ryan: I've soLd it! I (1) think there are too many cars

in this town.
Jess: WeLL,that's true, (2) __ a car is useful.
Ryan: I'm not so (3) __ about that. The traffic's

awfuL, and I can never find a parking space.
But how are you going to get to work?
By bicycle.
(4) __ you think bicycles are dangerous?
Not reaLLy.They're certainLy Less dangerous for
the environment.
WeLL,as far (5) __ I'm concerned, a car is
essentiaL - I have to drive my kids to school.

Ryan: Your kids shouLd waLk to school. If you ask
(6) __ , chiLdren don't get enough exercise.
(7) __ 's rubbish! My kids do footbaLL,
swimming and tennis - and I need a car
to get them there on time.
I (8) __ with Jess - I couLdn't Live without
my car. I sometimes work in the evening, and I
don't feeL safe getting a bus Late at night.
OK, I take your point, (9) __ aren't you worried about poLLution?
Do you (10) __ what I think? It's not my probLem. I can't save the pLanet.
But (11) __ 's nonsense! Everybody can do something!
OK, OK, you're (12) __ ! Now Let's change the subject. (13) __ do you think of
my new teLevision?

Jess: It's great - but I hope it's soLar-powered!

Listen again and check your answers.

Kim:
Ryan:
Kim:
Ryan:

Ryan:
Jess:
Ryan:
Kim:

Ask for an
opinion

Agree with an
opinion

Disagree with an
opinion

I'm not so sure
about that.

Don't you think
bicycles are
dangerous?

I think there are too
many cars ...

5 Work in groups of three. Choose a topic below and note down all the advantages
and disadvantages. Write a short conversation between three friends including
some useful phrases from Exercise 4.

living abroad being a woman or a man using public transport
living with your parents working from home



VocabuLary Extra

Collocations
1 Work with a partner. Decide which verbs combine most naturally

with the nouns to form collocations.

action advice a comment a decision a mistake an opinion

give X t/

make

take

Check your answers in the dictionary extracts for the nouns.
Notice how strong collocations are in bold in the example
sentences.

2 Work with a partner. Decide if you agree or disagree with the
following statements.

a) Collocation means the way that particular words regularly and
naturally combine with each other. So have an opinion is a strong
collocation, but own an opinion is not.

b) You should try to identify, record and learn collocations that
you find in English texts or in dictionary entries.

c) Learning collocations will help you: (1) sound more natural;
(2) be more precise; (3) improve your writing style.

3 Underline the correct collocation in each of these dictionary
examples.

a) verb + noun
• The students all gave / provided / spoke their opinions.

b) adjective + noun
• Professor Wright has a big / high / large opinion of your work.

c) noun + noun
• Despite our disagreements / differences / distinctions of opinion
we remained good friends.

d) noun + preposition
• What is your opinion by / for / of her latest novel?

e) adverb + adjective
• It now seems highly / totally / completely unlikely that the
project will befinished on time.

f) verb + adverb
• Everyone spoke very strongly / greatly / highly of him.

Check your answers in the dictionary extracts for highly and
opinion.

4 Use the collocation information in the dictionary extracts for
advice and mistake to complete the questions.

a) Do you sometimes ask your boss or teacher for advice?
b) When was the last time you 0__ advice to a friend?
c) Are you more likely to a__ advice from your parents or your

friends?
d) Have you ever i__ somebody's advice and then regretted it?
e) What's the most e__ mistake you've ever made?

Ask your partner the questions.

5 Check your own dictionary. How does it show information about
collocations?

action /'rekSan/ noun *** 1 tU) the process of
doing something: Police say they will take cough
action against drug dealers·

advice /ad'vals/ noun [u] *** an opinion that
someone gives you about the best thing to
do in a particular situation: Ask your father
for advice. + We are here to give people
advice about health issues. + I took his
advice (=did what he advised) and left. +
She's acting on her lawyer's advice.

Words often used with advice
Verbsoften used with advice
• give, offer, provide + ADVICE:give someone

advice
• ask for, seek + ADVICE:ask for advice
• accept, act on, follow, take + ADVICE:do what

someone advises
• disregard, ignore, reject + ADVICE:not do

what someone advises

comment1 /'koment/ noun [C/U) *** a written
or spoken remark giving an opinion: Did she
make any comment about Eddie? •

decision /dJ'sI3(a)n/ noun ***
1[Cl a choice that you make after you have
thought carefully about something: The
committee will make a decision by the end
of the week. + Sometimes managers need co
take decisions quickly. + Have you come to
a decision yet? + a decision to do sth Mrs
Osman has announced her decision to reI ire.

highly thalli/ adv ***
1used before some adjectives to mean
'very', or 'very well': It now seems highly
unlikely lhat the project will be finished on
time. + She's a highly educated young
woman.
2 used for saying that someone or
something is very good or very important:
a highly valued member of staff + Everyone
we calked to spoke very highly of him.

mistake1 IITII'stelk/ noun [Cl **
1something that you have not done
correctly, or something you say or think
that is not correct: spelling/grammar
mistakes
2 something that you do that you later wish
you had not done, because it causes a lot
of problems: You're making a big mistake.
+ it would be a mistake to do sth 11 would be
a mistake to think that the trouble is over. +
make the mistake of doing sth I made the
mistake of inviting Jennijer to the party.
PHRASEby mistake if you do something by

mistake, you do it accidentallY=BY
ACCIOE~'I' * ON PUIlPOSF:: I'm sorry, I opened
one of your letters by mistake.

Words often used with mistake
Adjectives often used with mistake (noun,
sense 2)
• bad, big, costly, dreadful, expensive, fatal,

serious, terrible + MISTAKE,used about
mistakes that have bad results

opinion /a'pllljan/ noun [Cl*** the attitude
that someone has towards something,
especially about how good it is: What is
your opinion of her latest novel? + Professor
Wright has a high opinion of your work
(=thinks your work is good). + The students
all gave their opinions. + Despite our
differences of opinion, we remained good
friends. + The book was a waste of time, in
my opinion. + Public opinion has turned
against the government in. recent months.
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Review C

1 Underline the correct words.

a) Has anyone ever told you / told that you have
beautiful eyes?

b) Do you mind having / to have your picture
taken?

c) Have you ever promised to do / promised doing
something and then not done it?

d) Do you enjoy spending / spend time alone at
the weekend?

e) Did your parents ever tell you not do / not to do
something, but you did it anyway?

Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions.

2 Complete the text with the passive form of the verbs.

Yesterday two men (1 arrest) were arrested in
Lewisham, after a bank manager (2 rob) __
at gunpoint.

It (3 believe) __ that the thieves used a car
that (4 report) __ stolen two days earlier. The
car (5 find) __ abandoned several miles away.
The two suspects (6 take) __ to the police station
for questioning. The money (7 not find) __ yet.
Anyone with information about the robbery
(8 ask) __ to call Lewisham police.

3 Complete the story with the past simple or past
perfect form of the verbs.

You'll never guess what happened to me last night!
After finishing work, 1 (1 go) went to the gym, as
usual. Then 1 went out to a restaurant with some
clients. When it was time to go, 1 (2 realise) __
I (3 leave) __ my bag at the gym - with my keys
in it! Unfortunately, my wife, Kerry (4 not be) __
at home because she (5 go) __ to Scotland for a
meeting. Anyway, 1went back to the gym, but it
(6 already close) __ . So 1 went home. All the lights
were off, so 1 (7 decide) __ to try and climb
through the downstairs bathroom window, which was
partly open. Just as 1 was trying to open the window,
1 (8 see) __ a light. It was two police officers.
1explained that 1 (9 lose) __ my key, but they
wouldn't listen. They were just going to put me in the
police car, when Kerry (10 open) __ the door. She
(11get) __ back early from her meeting, and
(12 be) __ inside the house the whole time-
watching a crime thriller on TV!

REVIEW C

a) Tim's plane has landed, but he's not here yet.
He can't / may be stuck in Customs.

b) There are some grey clouds in the sky.
It can / could rain later.

c) Everyone is leaving the office.
It may / must be the end of the day.

d) The lights in their apartment are all off. They're
not answering the phone.
They can't / might be at home.

5 Complete the sentences in reported speech.
a) 'I'm innocent!'

The man told the police that he was innocent.

b) 'I'm not a bank robber.'
He said that he a bank robber.

c) 'On Monday morning 1was at work.'
He told the police that on Monday morning he

at work.

d) '1 wasn't in town when the robbery happened.'
He claimed that he in town when the
robbery happened.

e) '1 have never seen Smith and Jones before.'
He added that he __ Smith and Jones before.

f) '1 didn't rob the bank.'
He insisted that he the bank.

6 Spot the mistake! Cross out the incorrect sentence.

1 a) These computers are using all over the worlEl.
b) These computers are used all over the world.

2 a) 1told him not to talk to anybody.
b) 1told him to not talk to anybody.

3 a) You've worked really hard. You must be
exhausted!

b) You've worked really hard. You can't be
exhausted!

4 a) When 1got to the airport, the plane was
already left.

b) When 1got to the airport, the plane had
already left.

5 a) They said me they weren't hungry.
b) They told me they weren't hungry.

6 a) She asked me if 1needed help.
b) She asked me did 1need help?



Vocabulary

desperate
photogenic

hypocritical
unfla ttering

a) to describe someone pretending to be morally
good but behaving in a way that shows that they
are not sincere hypocritical

b) unable to stop thinking about something or
someone

c) to describe someone who looks good in
photographs

d) not noticing or caring about other people's
feelings

e) making someone seem unpleasant or unattractive
f) needing or wanting something very much

2 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.
There are two extra words.

arrested
sentenced

chase convicted court escorted
shop lifted stolen thief

a) The police caught the thief stealing a frozen
chicken in the supermarket.

b) Armed police __ the gang to the police station.
c) Yesterday three priceless paintings were __

from an art gallery in Geneva.
d) Traffic police have __ a sixteen-year-old boy

after a ten-kilometre __ through London.
e) The witness told the that she had seen the

man holding the knife.
f) After a long trial the judge __ the men to ten

years in jail.

Dear Mum and Dad,
We're having a great time here in Jamaica.
We're staying in a cabin on the (1) sandy /
southern part of the island, overlooking the
(2) beach / white sands of the beach below.
We're (3) surrounded / overlooking by
beautiful forests and have (4) spectacular /
towering views of the mountains. Some of the
beaches are very (5) visible / popular with
tourists, but our little beach is hidden from the
road, so it's completely (6) unspoilt / packed.
I want to stay here for ever!

Love, Helen

4 Complete the words for features of a landscape.
a) ancient r__ ns
b) B_ddh_st t_mpl_
c) h_gh-r_s_ b__ Id_ng
d) b__ It-_p skyl_n_
e) sn_ w-c_pp_d m__ nt__ n
f) w_t_rf_ll

5 Complete the fixed expressions.

a) I either like a person, or I hate them. It's all or
nothing with me.

b) __ or later, I'm going to have to get a new car.
c) I never seem to get any __ and quiet at home.
d) I'd like to work in an office where I can just come

and __ as I please.
e) I think I spent £400 on holiday, give or __

a few pounds.
f) I can't work unless my desk is clean and __ .

Tick the sentences that are true for you. Discuss
with a partner.

Put the words in the box in the correct group. Some
words can go in more than one group.

9CffiEl chapter comedy gig horror
lyrics musical orchestra plot
science fiction storyline tearjerker
techno western

a) music: band, ... b) films: comedy, ...
c) books: chapter, ...

7 Underline the correct words.
a) I was fascinated / fascinating by her eyes.
b) This is one of the most boring / bored films I

have ever seen.
c) I was interested / interesting to hear she's

writing a novel.
d) The story is confused / confusing. I don't

understand it.
e) I received some worrying / worried news about

my dad.
f) Are you disappointed / disappointing with your

results?

1 Look at some words from Units 7-9. Say the words
and add them to the table.

annoying celebrity classical director dramatic
embarrassing experience fantasy interviewed
photography privacy suggested

Underline the stressed syllable in each word.

2.41 Listen, check and repeat.

...~.~~-'
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Reading & Listening
1 Read the newspaper article and decide which sentence (a, b or c) best summarises

the story.

a) A newsreader is sent to jail for stealing some property from her TV station.
b) A newsreader refuses to read a news item because she thinks it's too trivial.
c) A female newsreader accuses her male co-presenters of making sexist comments.

Newsreader takes a stand

MSNBC newsreader Mika
Brzezinski caused a sensation
on live TV when she refused
to read out the station's lead
story. Hotel heiress Paris Hilton
had just been released from jail
after serving twenty-two days
for a driving offence, and the
TV station wanted this to be
their lead story. An emotional
Brzezinski explained that she
didn't want to cover such a
trivial topic when there were
much more serious issues in the
news to report on that day. She
tried to burn the script but was
stopped by co-host Willie Geist.
She then asked Geist to burn it,
which he naturally refused to
do. She tore the script up and

was almost immediately handed
a new copy of the same script by
her producer. Meanwhile, Geist
and her other male co-host, Joe
Scarborough, made mocking
comments and interrupted her.
When she finally shredded the
script, Scarborough commented,
'You've changed the world,
Mika Brzezinski!', to which she
replied, 'Yeah, I have. At least
my world. I'm not doing it. I'm
not doing the story.' Almost as
soon as it happened, people
started calling the station to
congratulate her on taking a
stand.

2 Read the text again. Are the statements true or false? 4 Listen again and underline the correct option to

a) Mika Brzezinski is a newsreader. True. complete each sentence.

b) She thought the TV station was wrong in their a) Luke thinks Mika's views represent a minority /
choice of lead story. most of America's views.

c) She burned her script. b) Luke criticises / congratulates Mika's co-hosts.
d) She asked her co-host to help her destroy c) Mika's actions inspired / disappointed Maria.

the script. d) Jason thinks Mika was right / wrong to refuse to
e) Her co-hosts listened to her respectfully. read out the story.
£) In the end she agreed to cover the story. e) Jason agrees / disagrees with Mika's co-hosts.
g) People phoned into the TV station with messages f) Cathy feels / doesn't feel the same way as Jason.

of support. g) Cathy thinks / doesn't think the paparazzi
reflect her opinions about Paris Hilton.

3 2.42 Listen to an American radio phone-in show.
Do most of the callers have a positive or negative 5 What do you think about Mika Brzezinski's actions?
reaction towards Mika Brzezinski's actions? Was she right to refuse, or should a newsreader

always do what the producer asks him or her to do?
Work in pairs. Discuss your opinion with a partner.

REVIEW (



Writing & Speaking
1 Work with a partner. Look at a news reporter's notes

for a story and compare them with her finished
article.

• John Kronau (25) arrested by NY State
Police.

• Frightened cashier at Troy Savings Bank.
• Handed her note: 'Don't be alarmed -

this is bank deposit - please take money
out of envelope, put in my account.'

• Later said: 'It was innocent joke.'

• Added: 'I've never been in trouble with
police before.'

25-year-old John Kronau (1) was arrested by the
NewYorkState Police after he (2) __ frightened
a bank cashier at TroySavings Bank. Kronauhanded
the cashier (3) __ note that read, 'Don't be
alarmed - this is (4) __ bank deposit - please
take the money out of (5) __ envelope and put
(6) __ into my account: He later claimed that
it (7) __ been an innocent joke and added that
he had never (8) __ in trouble with (9) __
police before.

Complete the finished article with the words in
the box.

I a a been had had it the the was I

11

11 MAN ROBS BANK

11 JOKER HELD BY POLICE

3 Look again at the notes, the finished article and
the headlines. Underline the correct words in these
statements (a-c).

a) When you take notes you often include /
leave out short words such as a, the, be and have.

b) You usually use direct / reported speech in notes
and direct / reported speech in finished articles.

c) In headlines you include / leave out short words
such as a, the, be and have.

4 Work with your partner. Read the set of notes below
and write up the finished article to appear in the
next edition of Internet News. Write a headline for
the story.

• £5,000 stolen from supermarket
(25 May), Liverpool.

• Local newspaper ran story, claimed thief
took £7,000.

• Thief called newspaper to complain and
said: 'Maybe supermarket manager took
extra £2,000.'

• Staff at newspaper kept him busy on
phone while police traced call.

• Arrested ten minutes later while still on
phone talking to newspaper!

5 Discuss the questions in small groups.

a) What amusing news stories have you heard
recently?

b) Should all news be heavy and serious, or is there
a place for lightweight stories about celebrities?

c) Where do you get most of your news from
- newspapers, TV or the internet?

d) In your opinion, what's the most important news
story of the last week?

REVIEW (



UNIT J~

Childhood
Grammar Defining relative clauses. Real conditionals. Indirect questions
VocabuLary Phrasal verbs. Childhood. Proverbs. make and let
UsefuL phrases Describing objects

Reading & Vocabulary
1 Note down the names of three children you know. Ask a partner about the three

children on their list.

'Who's Alfonso?' 'He's my nephew - my sister's son. He's ... '

A mum is a person who cries when you do something bad, and cries even harder when you
do something good. (Robin, age 14)
A mum is a person who cares for you and tucks you in at night. When you've made a
mistake, she says it's all right. (Jan, age 13)

A mum is a woman who says 'go to bed', and when she says that, you stay very quiet and
she forgets about you. (Aishling, age 9)

A mum is someone who always knows when there is something wrong, even if you don't
tell her. (Lisa, age 14)

Mothers are people who sit up worrying about you, and when you come home, they yell at
you. (Gary, age 13)
Mothers are people who are angry when you're at home and sad when you're away. (Vinay, age 12)

My mum is the sort of person who is always tidying up. If you put anything down and go
away for a minute, when you come back to it, it has been tidied away. (John, age 9)

3 Underline the correct particle or preposition in these questions about childhood. Use
a dictionary if necessary.

a) Who brought you!!J2-/ down?
b) Who told you off / apart when you were naughty?
c) Who worried for / about you when you went out at night?
d) Who cared of / for you when you were sick?
e) Who tucked you in / away at night?
f) Who yelled at / for you when they were angry with you?
g) Who looked through / after you when your parents were out?
h) Who tidied up / out after you had played with your toys?

Think about the different people who helped to take care of you in your own
childhood - parents, older brothers and sisters, babysitters, etc. Answer the questions
and compare your answers with your partner.



Defining reLative
clauses
an adult who looks after you
a child (that) you look after
a toy which makes a noise
a toy (that) you play with

Listening
1 '3.01 Listen to some children defining five things from the list below. Which things

do they talk about and in what order?

a) God d) a vet g) autumn
b) a dinosaur e) a robber h) a desert
c) an iceberg f) a museum i) a jungle

2 Work with a partner. Imagine you are explaining other things from the list to a
four-year-old child. Write down what you would say. Ask another pair of students
to identify what you have defined.

1 Look at the children's definitions below showing the subject of the verb in the
relative clauses. Answer the questions (1-3).

subject verb

a) 'A person that helps people, in heaven.'
subject verb

b) 'It's something that lived a very long time ago.'
1 In which definition can you replace the relative pronoun that with which?
2 In which definition can you replace the relative pronoun that with who?
3 Is it possible to leave out the relative pronouns in these definitions? Why? / Why not?

Work with your partner. Read the definitions (a-d) of words to do with childhood
and follow the instructions (1-3).

a) A truant is a school pupil who stays away from school without permission.
b) A bib is a piece of cloth that protects babies' clothes when they are eating.
c) A dummy is a plastic object which you put in a baby's mouth to stop the baby crying.
d) A nanny is a person who you employ to look after your children.

1 Underline the relative clauses in each definition.
2 Identify the subject and the verb in each relative clause.
3 Decide which relative pronouns you must keep and which ones you can leave out.

What is the translation of these relative pronouns in your language?

4 Work with a partner. Put the words in the correct order to make questions about your
memories of childhood. Then discuss questions 1 and 2.

What can you remember about ...

a) to / the school/that / went / you? the school that you went to?
b) played / the toys / with / you / that ?
c) that / you / to / invited / the parties / were ?
d) the books / were / in / which / interested / you ?
e) about / that / the things / you / worried / were ?
f) the things / dream / used to / of / that / you ?

1 What type of word does each question end with?
2 Can you leave out the relative pronouns which and that in these questions?

Why? / Why not?

Work with your partner. Ask and answer the questions (a-f).
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Reading
1 Which of the following 'white lies' did you hear when you were a child? Tell a partner.

a) If you write to Father Christmas, he'll bring you presents.
b) If you put your tooth under your pillow, the tooth fairy will take it.
c) If you eat your crusts, your hair will curl.
d) If you eat carrots, you'll be able to see in the dark.
e) If the wind changes, the expression on your face will stay forever.
£) If you tell a lie, your nose will grow.
g) If you sit too near the television, you'll get square eyes.

2 Which of these two statements do you agree with?

a) It's wrong to tell children a lie under any circumstances. They won't trust
you later in life.

b) It's OK to tell children a white lie if it protects their innocence or stimulates
their imagination.

Read the article and find out which statement the psychologists agree with .

Lies, ••. and psychologists
I Lie to my four-year-oLd child, and not just about Father
Christmas and the tooth fairy. I started when he was about
two years oLd, and now I can't heLp myseLf. If he wants to
watch teLevision, and I think he's aLready watched enough

5 for one day, I teLL him that he'LLget square eyes. I teLL him
that, unLess he eats his carrots, he'lL have to wear gLasses,
and that if he eats his crusts, he'LLhave LoveLycurLy hair.

Most parents teLLtheir chiLdren Lies, and they're usually
the same Lies that their parents toLd them. But is there

10 anything wrong with it?
Yes, say a group of parents who feeL that unLess you're

100% truthfuL with your children, you can't expect the same
in return. They think that it's better to try to make a child
understand the reaL reasons why it's bad for him or her to

15 watch another hour of teLevision or eat too many sweets
than to take the easy route and teLL a Lie.

No, say busy parents who think it's ridiculous to expLain
the detrimentaL effects of too much teLevision or the Lack of
nutritious vaLue of a sweet to a four-year-oLd.

20 It depends, say psychoLogists. White Lies that protect a
chiLd's innocence or stimulate their imagination are good for
them.

PsychoLogists beLieve that many of these white lies
may actuaLLy benefit children by stimuLating their brains,

25 heLping them deveLop Language skills and making them more
creative. The story of the tooth fairy, for exampLe, aims to
make the worLd a more magicaL pLace for children, and to
heLp them through a stage in their Life. Father Christmas

30 comes into the same category: he's part of the magic of
Christmas, and parents enjoy the fun and excitement he
brings to their chiLdren.

Other white Lies originate from the need to encourage
children to eat properly. If a child thinks that carrots wiLL

35 improve their eyesight, they're more LikeLyto eat up their
vegetabLes. Crusts may not have anything to do with the
curls in their hair, but if the story heLps to get a child to
finish their Lunch, then the white Lie is worth teLLing.

Some myths were created to improve chiLdren's behaviour.
40 They warn them to stop pulling stupid faces or stop telling

Lies. Others are designed to avoid unpLeasant or
awkward truths, such as where babies come
from and why great grandma
doesn't come to Lunch

45 any more.
So shouLd parents

feeL guiLty for not being
100% truthfuL with their
children? In my opinion,

50 no, because most white
Lies are fun or educational.
But make sure you know
the difference between
a serious Lie and a

55 white Lie - you don't
want your nose to grow
in front of your children!

B
awkward truths
language skills

3 According to the article what are the potential benefits of telling white lies? Match a
verb from box A with a noun from box B and write sentences to explain the benefits.

A
aveitl
protect

develop eat up
stimulate

imagination
vegetables

White lies can help avoid awkward truths.

What common white lies are children told in your country? What things did your
parents use to say to you? Tell your partner.
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If it's fine on Sunday,
we'll go for a picnic.
If you want to join us,
bring some food.
Jon won't come unless
you ask him.

unless = if . .. not

a) know knee knife
Silent letter = k

b) white hour ghost
c) doubt debt bomb

d) castle listen often
e) whose wrist sword
f) psychologist pneumonia psychiatrist

1 Read this extract from the article on page 90.

... unless he eats his carrots, he'll have to wear glasses ...

Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the extract above.

If he __ his carrots, he'll have to wear glasses.

2 Read these rules about real conditional sentences. Are they true or false?

a) Real conditional sentences have two clauses: an if-clause and a main clause.
b) They talk about 'real' or possible situations including threats, warnings and

promises.
c) You usually use a present tense in the if-clause - you never use will.
d) You usually use will, can, might, etc. or an imperative form in the main clause.
e) Unless means the same as if ... not.

3 Work with a partner. Read the following sentences said by a parent to a child and
discuss the meanings. Underline the correct alternatives.

a) If you're / you'll be very good, I might buy you an ice cream.
b) If you fall off / you'll fall off that wall, don't come crying to me.
c) If you'll phone / you're phoning your friends this evening, don't stay on the line

too long.
d) If / Unless you hurry up, you'll be late for school.
e) If you haven't finished / you've finished your homework, you can't watch TV.
£) If you've finished / you are finishing your dinner, you can leave the table.
g) If / Unless you're going to stay out late, take a front door key.
h) If you're going to play / you'll play that awful music, shut your bedroom door.

What age (0-18) do you think the child would be if a parent was saying these things?

VocabuLary & Speaking
1 Correct the statements (a-ft.

a) If the boss will---be is away, nobody will do any work.
b) If you will get something easily, you won't

be sorry to lose it.
c) Unless you will consider something carefully, you

might fail.
d) Unless you will concentrate, you won't succeed.
e) If you will fail the first time, you might not

want to try again.
£) Unless you will make an effort, you won't succeed.

Match each statement (a-ft to a common English proverb (1-6).

1 You snooze, you lose.

2 No pain, no gain.

3 Once bitten, twice shy.

4 Easy come, easy go.
S Look before you leap.

6 When the cat's away,
the mice will play.

2 Work with a partner. Think of other proverbs you have in your own language(s). How
would you say them in English using If ... or Unless ... ?
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Indirect questions
Howdoes she feel? -+
Doyou knowhow
she feels?

Is she happy?-+
Canyoutell meif/whether
she's happy?

U NIT 10

Listening & Grammar
1 3.03 Listento a television programme about bringing up children and choose the

best definition for pushy parents.
a) Parents who are very liberal and give their children lots of freedom.
b) Parents who are very ambitious for their children to be the best, whatever the cost.
c) Parents who are very strict and don't allow their children to play or have friends.

Listen again and underline the correct alternative.

a) George and Rachel agree / disagree about how to bring up their daughter.
b) Hayley is four / five years old.
c) Rachel wants Hayley to be a rock / film star.
d) Hayley has singing lessons and acting classes every week / summer.
e) At the weekend Hayley goes to parties / auditions.
f) George thinks his wife is obsessed / reasonable.
g) George / Rachel is the 'pushy parent'.

3 Thestudio audience asked George and Rachel some questions. Look at the answers.
Write G if you think it's George's opinion and R if you think it's Rachel's.

a) How does Hayley feel?
'She enjoys life.' D 'She's too young to know.' D

b) What are you going to do when Hayley starts school?
'Continue doing auditions. We've invested a lot of time and money.' D
'Stop doing auditions. Our child isn't a business.' D

c) Are you depriving Hayley of a normal childhood?
'Yes.' D 'No.' D

d) Do you have any other children and how are they affected?
'Yes, our son misses his mom.' D 'Yes, our son is proud of his little sister.' D

e) How stressful is it to be a film star?
'Very stressful.' D 'We can cope.' D

3.04 Listenand check.

4 Thequestions in Exercise 3 are direct questions, but the audience actually asked
indirect questions. Complete their indirect questions using the question frames below,

a) Do you know ... how Hayley feels?
b) Can you tell me ...
c) Do you think ...
d) Could you tell me ...
e) Do you have any idea ...

3.05 Listenand check.

5 Work with a partner. Answer these questions about the construction of indirect
questions.

a) Do you use do / does / did in indirect questions?
b) Is the word order (subject + verb) the same as in affirmative sentences?
c) Do you use if/whether for yes/no questions?

6 Workwith your partner. Put the ends of these indirect questions in the correct order.

a) Do you think ... were / your parents / 'pushy parents' ?
your parents were 'pushy parents'?

b) Do you know ... in the same city / if / were born / your parents ?
c) Do you have any idea ... your parents / how / met ?
d) Do you think ... children / enough freedom / have / these days ?
e) Can you tell me ... are / what / your ambitions for your children ?

Ask your partner the questions.



VocabuLary
1 Rewrite the sentences using make or let.

a) 'I'm not forcing her to do anything against her will.' -+ Till /lot ... '
b) 'She's a kid - allow her to play, allow her to have friends.' -+ 'She's a kid - .. .'

Which comment did Rachel make? Which comment did George make?

Choose 1or 2 to complete the rule.

The correct verb pattern for make and let is:
1 make/let + somebody + to-infinitive. 2 make/let + somebody + infinitive without to.

2 Complete the sentences with two words from the box so that they make sense.

I let made me us I
a) My parents let me wear jewellery to school.
b) My parents __ do the washing up after dinner.
c) Our school teachers use their first names.
d) My sister never __ borrow her clothes.
e) My parents __ keep my room tidy.
f) My brother sometimes __ borrow his MP3 player.
g) My parents __ dye my hair.
h) Our sports teacher __ play outside in bad weather.

How many sentences are true for you? Change the sentences into questions.
Ask a partner.

'Did your parents let you wear jewellery to school?' 'No, they didn't. Did yours?'

Speaking: anecdote
1 ~ 3.06 Listen to Rafi talking about an activity he used to do when

he was a child. Underline the correct information.

a) What was the activity? Martial arts. / Art classes.
b) Why did you choose that activity? I liked kung fu movies. / My friends did it.
c) Was it your idea or your parents' idea? It was my parents' idea. / My idea.
d) Did you enjoy it? No, I hated it. / Yes, I was obsessed with it.
e) How often did you do it? Once a week. / Two or three times a week.
f) Where did you do it? At a gym in the city centre. / At school.
g) How did you get there and back? My parents drove me there. / I went by bicycle.
h) Do you still do it now? Yes, I do. / No, I gave it up.
i) Would you encourage your own children to do the same thing? No, absolutely not! /

Yes, definitely.

2 You are going to tell your partner about an activity you did when you were a child.

• Ask yourself the questions in Exercise 1.
• Think about what to say and how to say it.
• Tell your partner about your activity.
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UsefuL phrases
1 . 3.07 Read and listen to four people describing their favourite gadget. Match the

conversations (a-d) with four of the pictures (1-6).

a)
A: It's one of those things you use to massage your head and it feels amazing.
B: What does it look like?
A: It's made of metal and it looks like a big spider with long legs.

b)
C: It's a kind of fan that sprays water in your face.
D: What's it for?
C: It's for cooling yourself down when it's really hot.

c)
E: Have you seen this fantastic gadget?
F: What do you do with it?
E: You use it to peel a pineapple. You put it on top of the pineapple and turn it until it

reaches the bottom. Then you pull it out, and you have a perfect cylinder of pineapple.

d)
G: Oh no, there's an enormous spider in the bath - go and get the spider catcher.
H: What does it look like?
G: It's round with a long handle.

2 Read the conversations again and complete the table with the highlighted useful
phrases.

Appearance: what it
looks like

Material: what it's
made of

a) It's one of those things you
use to massage your head.

b) It's for __
c) You use it to __

d) It looks like a big spider.
e) It's __

3 Look at the words and phrases in the box. Find three more ways to complete each of
the useful phrases b, c, e and f in Exercise 2. Use your dictionary if necessary.

cardboard light the gas long and thin plastic rectangular
removing stains small and square stainless steel recharge your mobile phone
storing things straightening your hair unblock toilets

4 Work with a partner. Write conversations to describe the purpose, appearance and
material of the two other objects in Exercise 1.



Vocabulary Extra

Wordfamilies
Work with a partner. Which word in each list does not exist? Cross it
out.

a) disqualify misuse overcooked undernational
b) disused misqualify under-cooked unemployment
c) inadvisable overnationalistic reusable unqualified

Check your ideas in the dictionary extracts. Tick the words you know.

Look again at the dictionary extracts. How do the prefixes in the box
change the meanings of the base words?

[diS mis over re

Match each prefix with its approximate meaning (a-f).

a) not = c) wrongly = __ e) again = __
b) too much = __ d) no longer = __ f) not enough = __

Guess the meaning of the following words.

a) discontinue b) misprint c) oversleep d) redo e) unaware
f) underpay

Check your answers in your own dictionary.

4 Copy the table and complete it by putting the words from the dictionary
extracts in the appropriate columns according to their word class.

Verb Adjective Noun Noun (person)

advise advisable advice adviser

cook

employ

national

qualify

use

Match the parts of speech (a-d) with the lists of typical suffixes (1-4).

a) verb 1 able (ible), aI, ed, £Ul,ic, less
b) adjective 2 age, er, ing, ion, ism, ity, ment
c) noun 3 ee, er (or)
cl) noun (person) 4 ify, ize (ise)

5 Choose a word from Exercise 4 to complete each sentence.

a) I'm not a very good (cook) __ . I don't even know how to boil an egg.
b) I hate the (national) __ feelings that events like the World Cup

encourage.
c) Everyone needs a financial (advise) __ . They can save you a lot

of money.
cl) I think that experience is more important than a lot of (qualify) __ .
e) I try to (use) __ any water bottles that I buy instead of just

throwing them away.
£) I've never been (employ) __ . Since I started working, I haven't

stopped.

Are any of the sentences true for you?

Word family: advise
Words in the same family as advise
_ advice n - advisory adj
- advisable adj _ inadvisable adj
- adviser n

Word family: cook
Words in the same family as cook
- cooked adj _ cooker n
_ overcooked adj - under-cooked adj
_ cookery n _ cooking n

Word family: employ
Words in the same family as employ
_ employed adj - unemployed adj
_ employment n - unemployment n
_ employer n - employee n

Word family: national
Words in the same family as national
_ nation n _ international adj
_ nationalize v - nationalized adj
_ nationalism n - nationalistic adj
_ nationality n _ multinational adj,n

Word family: qualify
Words in the same family as qualify
_ qualification n _ qualifier n
- qualified adj - unqualified adj
_ disqualified adj _ disqualify v

Word family: use
Words in the same family as use
_ usage n _ user n
_ used adj _ disused adj
_ useful adj - misuse n, v
_ useless adj _ reuse v
_ reusable adj

" ,..-,,~
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Age
Grammar UnreaL conditionaLs. Wishes and regrets
Vocabulary Adverbs of attitude/manner. Age
Useful phrases On the teLephone

Listening & VocabuLary
1 Work with a partner. Make a list of your favourite rock/pop bands or singers.

• Who gives the best live performance?
• Which band or singer is the most successful?
• Do you think the age of the singer or band is important?

2 @ 3.09 Read and listen to Matt and Ella talking about a Rolling Stones gig. What do
they think about: a) Mick Jagger; b) Keith Richards?

DJ: Well, the Rolling Stones kicked off their international tour last night in London. In the studio
with us today we have Matt and Ella who went along to the gig. So, can the old rockers still
get a stadium on its feet, or should they hang up their bandanas and retire gracefully to a
tropical island?

Matt: Well, I'm a big fan so (1) obviously I loved the gig, but even if you weren't a Stones fan,
you'd have enjoyed this concert. It was totally awesome.

DJ: What about you, Ella? Was it awesome?

Ella: It was OK. They played quite well, but (2) __ , I have a problem with
Mick Jagger's dancing. (3) __ , I think he's too old to dance like that.
He's my grandfather's age!

I bet your grandfather can't dance as energetically as Mick Jagger.

Well, he thinks he can, but he (4) __ doesn't make people pay to
watch him.

Oh, I thought it was a fantastic concert. They may be old but they wouldn't be so
popular if they're weren't so enormously talented. (5) __ , I thought Mick Jagger
looked pretty good. Anyway, I don't think it matters what they look like. It's the
music that matters. And they played brilliantly. I agree, Keith Richards doesn't look
great but he plays the guitar beautifully - better than any of the young bands I can
think of.

It's a miracle that he's still alive! Quite honestly, if I was as rich as they are I'd
stop touring now. I don't know why they carry on - I just think that ageing
rock stars are embarrassing. (6) __ , I wish I hadn't gone to see them. If I
hadn't seen them live, I wouldn't have the image of Mick Jagger's dancing in
my mind when I listen to their music.

DJ: Well, Ella obviously likes her rock stars to die young, but the Stones keep
rolling, and here's one of their best tracks ....

DJ:
I

1
Ella:

11

1 Matt:

I
I

I
I

Ella:

3 Complete the interview with appropriate 'attitude' adverbs from the lists below.

1 obviously / surprisingly / unfortunately 4 definitely / actually / stupidly
2 hopefully / unfortunately / predictably 5 Clearly / Apparently / Personally
3 Fortunately / Basically / Unbelievably 6 Naturally / Actually / Fortunately

Listen again and check.

Which bands have you seen or would like to see live? Tell your partner .

•~il~
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Unreal conditionals (1)
Real situation:
I can't sing. I'm not in a
band.
time (present) =

tense (present)

Unreal or imaginary
situation: If I couLd sing, I'd
be in a band.
time (present) '" tense (past)

if-clause: past simple
Main clause: would/wouldn't
+ infi nitive

1 Practise saying the attitude adverbs in the box and then add them to the table. There
are four in each column. Underline the stressed syllable.

actually
obviously

definitely
practically

fortunately incredibly
predictably regularly

apparently
positively

naturally
surprisingly

_A_:_D_O_O I B:Dooo
actually

VocabuLary
1 Look at this simple sentence structure. In which position

(1-4) is it possible to put the adverb of manner beautifully?

subject verb object
CD Keith Richards ® plays <ID the guitar @.

2 Rewrite these sentences in the correct order.

a) I / don't know / very well / the Rolling Stones' music
b) English bands / a lot / I / like
c) I / very loud / my music / like playing
d) I / any musical instruments / very well / can't play
e) don't enjoy / I / karaoke / very much
f) the last concert I went to / very well / I /

don't remember

How many of the sentences are true for you? Rewrite the
sentences so that they are all true for you. Compare your
sentences with a partner.

Work with your partner. Look at the unreal conditional sentence about the Rolling
Stones. Tick the 'real situation' (a, b or c) that the sentence is based on.

a) They are popular. They are talented.
b) They were popular. They were talented.
c) They will be popular. They will be talented.

' ... they wouldn't be so popular if
they weren't so enormously talented.'

Underline the correct alternative.

When you want to talk about unreal or imaginary situations in the present:
use (1) the past simple / would + infinitive in the if-clause;
use (2) the past simple / would + infinitive in the main clause.

2 Write unreal conditional sentences based on the real situations below. Start each
sentence with If ...
a) I don't have a car. I can't drive to work.

If I had a car, I'd be able to drive to work.
b) I can't cook. I don't invite my friends round for dinner.
c) I don't live abroad. I see my family very regularly.
d) I go out every night. I'm always tired.
e) I don't have time. I don't do my English homework.
f) I have to learn English. I can't learn another language.

Are any of these conditional sentences true for you? Discuss with your partner.

UNIT 1!!1



Reading
1 Work in groups. Look at the photo in the advertisement but don't read the poem. Invent

an identity for the man in the photo.

a) What's his name?
b) How old is he?
c) Where does he live?
d) What's his family background?
e) What has he done in his life?
f) Is he happy?
Compare your ideas with other people in the class.

If I had my life to live over,
I'd try to make more mistakes next time.

I would relax.

I would be sillier than I have been this trip.

I know of very few things I would take
seriously.

I would take more chances.

I would take more trips.

I would climb more mountains, swim more
rivers and watch more sunsets.

I would have more actual troubles and
fewer imaginary ones.

You see, I am one of those people who live
prophylactically and sanely and sensibly,

hour after hour, day after day.

Oh, I have had my moments and, if I had to
do it over again, I'd have more of them.

In fact, I'd try to have nothing else. Just
moments, one after another.

If I had my life to live over,

I would start bare-footed earlier in the
spring and stay that way later in the fall.

I would play hooky more.

I would ride on more merry-go-rounds.

I'd pick more daisies.

Glossary
prophylactically adverb: very carefully
sanely adverb: in a normal or reasonable way
live over verb [IJ US: live again or relive
barefooted adj: without shoes

fall noun [C] US: autumn
play hooky verb [I] US: stay away from school
without permission
daisy noun [C]: small white wild flower

2 3.11 Read and listen to the poem and decide whether it fits the character you have
invented. How does the man in the poem feel about his life?

UNIT 11



Wishes and regrets
Facts (present/past):
I can't swim. I didn't take
lessons at school.

1 Look back at the poem on page 98. Complete these sentences for the man expressing
his regrets. Use the words in the box.

Wishes or regrets (past /
past perfect):
I wish I could swim.
If only I had taken lessons
at school.

a) I wish I'd been less anxious.
b) I wish I'd been more
c) I wish I'd taken more
d) If only I'd had more __ .

e) I wish I hadn't been so
f) I wish I hadn't taken life so
g) If only I'd done more of the things I __ .
h) I wish I had my life to live __ .

2 Write the corresponding fact for each regret expressed in Exercise 1.

a) 1wasn't adventurous.

Underline the correct alternative.

a) When you want to express a wish or regret about a present fact you use a
present / past tense after wish / if only.

b) When you want to express a wish or regret about a past fact you use a
past / past perfect tense after wish / if only.

3 Work with a partner. Write a wish or regret for each of these facts.

a) I couldn't go to the last U2 gig. d) I don't know how to play chess.
1 wish / if only 1'd been able to go e) I can't play the guitar.
to the last U2 gig. f) I'm going on a training course next week

b) I didn't do English at school. g) I'm studying for exams at the moment.
c) I'm not married. h) I couldn't swim when I was a child.

Are any of the facts, wishes or regrets true for you? Discuss with your partner.

Speaking
1 Work with your partner. Think about the possible story behind each of these pictures.

Write sentences beginning I wish ... or If only ...

:lrnfiJ
o

2 Have you made any bad decisions today / this week / this year / in your life so far?
Talk about them with your partner.

'1 wish 1hadn't gone to bed so late last night. 1feel really tired today.'
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Reading & Speaking
1 Do you think there is an upper or lower age limit for these activities?

• getting married • starting a new career
• having children • dancing to pop music in public
• learning a new language • learning to ski
• travelling around the world • riding a motorbike
• worrying about how you look • wearing jeans
• leaving home • playing in a rock band

Discuss your answers with a partner. Are there any other activities you think have
age limits?

2 Read the article and decide which statements are true for the writer.
a) 'I wish I'd never met him.'
b) 'I should have been honest about my age.'
c) 'If 1had told him my age at the beginning, it wouldn't have become so important.'
d) 'I shouldn't have told him about my divorce.'
e) 'If 1was a man, the age difference wouldn't be a problem.'
f) 'It's all his fault: if 1hadn't met him, 1wouldn't have turned into an ageist and a liar.'

For most of my life, age has seemed unimportant. My friends of both sexes have been
younger, older or the same age. When I was in my early thirties I went out with a man
of twenty-three. One of the most attractive men I know is in his mid-fifties.

The first time I experienced a problem with age was on my fortieth birthday. Much
to my surprise, it was a deeply traumatic event. Forty seemed to be so much older
than thirty-nine. Anyway, I slowly got over the shock and tried to convince myself that
life begins at forty ...

I met him playing badminton. He's thirty-one and looks about nineteen - he has no
idea how old I am.

10 All my life I've been totally honest. I return extra change to astonished
shopkeepers, I've never travelled without a ticket and in job interviews I tell them all
the reasons why they shouldn't employ me!

So, early on in the relationship I told him the truth about my rocky past - my
divorce, my financial difficulties. I even admitted that I dye my hair. I told him I'm older

15 than he is, but something stopped me from telling him the whole truth about my age.
And now I'm in trouble - serious trouble. Silence has made the problem much

greater. If I had told him before, it wouldn't have become such a big issue. If I had
been brave enough to admit that I was eleven years older than him, I wouldn't be so
worried about him finding out the truth. The other day, I even hid my passport under

20 a pile of papers.
I know that if I was a man, I would never have got into this mess. Being eleven

years older is nothing for a man. But in my case, it's the other way round, the world
judges older women harshly. I'm afraid he would do the same.

I have become an ageist and a liar and I have no one to blame but myself.

3 Work with your partner. Imagine the conversation between the writer and her partner
when she tells him the truth. Write down your ideas. Begin like this:

Man: You Lookworried. What's on your mind?
Woman: ActuaLLy,there is something I've been meaning to teLLyou ...

3.12 Listen to the conversation and compare your ideas. What would you do now
if you were in the writer's position?

4 Work in small groups and discuss the questions.

a) How old are your youngest and oldest friends?
b) What might the problems be for a couple who have a big age difference?
c) Under what circumstances might you lie about your age?
d) What ages do you think are particularly significant in life?
e) What is the best age to be?
f) What is the worst age to be?

, ,
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Unreal conditionals (2)
Real situation:
I didn't have a map.
I got lost.
time (past) = tense (past)

Unreal or imaginary
situation:
If I'd had a map, I
wouLdn't have got lost.
time (past) 1:-

tense (past perfect)

if-clause: past perfect
Mainclause: would/wouldn't
+ have + past participle

1 Work with a partner. Look at the unreal conditional sentence from the article on
page 100. Tick the real situation (a, b or c) that the sentence is based on.

'If I had told him before, a) I don't tell him. It doesn't become a big issue.
it wouldn't have become b) I didn't tell him. It became a big issue.
such a big issue.' c) I won't tell him. It won't become a big issue.

Underline the correct alternative.

When you want to talk about 'unreal' or imaginary situations in the past:
use (1) the past perfect / would + have + past participle in the if-clause;
use (2) the past perfect / would + have + past participle in the main clause.

2 Write unreal conditional sentences based on the real situations below. Start each
sentence with If ...
a) I didn't see you yesterday. I didn't say hello.

If rd seen you yesterday, rd have said hello.
b) I stayed up late last night. I overslept this morning.
c) I couldn't find a parking space. I arrived late for the class.
d) My sister travelled round the world. She met her future husband.
e) I didn't learn to drive when I was 18. I didn't have a car at university.
£) It rained yesterday. I didn't go for a walk.

Are any of these conditional sentences true for you? Discuss with your partner.

Reading & Speaking
1 Work with a partner. Look at these four key words from three different stories.

What do you think each story is about?
1 scruffy, begging, university, rebel
2 aisles, trolley, conveyor belt, stolen
3 dinner, oven, licked, burnt

2 Read and complete the texts by matching the words from Exercise 1to each story.
Discuss what you would have done in each situation.

a) I was in the supermarket yesterday and I saw this elderly woman shuffling up and down the
__ . She didn't have a __ and was putting her shopping straight into her bag. Anyway,
I thought nothing more about it and carried on doing my shopping, and when I went to queue
up to pay, there she was in front of me. I watched her put one tin of cat food on the __
and pay for it. Then she walked out with her bag full of __ shopping.

b) Something awful happened to me last week. I'd invited six people round for __ , and you
know how I hate cooking. Anyway, I spent all afternoon preparing the meal and actually I was
quite pleased with how it turned out. I even managed to get all the vegetables ready at the
same time as the meat. So, the vegetables were on the table, and I just had to get the chicken
out of the __ . I lifted it out and I don't know how it happened, but I dropped it on the
kitchen floor, and before I could pick it up, the cat had __ it. She regretted it afterwards,
because she __ her tongue.

c) I had a very strange experience the other day. I was up in London for a meeting, and
it was lunchtime. It was a lovely day, so I bought a sandwich and went for a walk. I
was just on my way back to the office when I noticed a __ , bearded man __
in the street. I recognised him immediately - it was someone I'd been at __ with - a
brilliant rugby player. He'd always been a bit of a __ , but a very clever man. We'd been
very good friends, but I'd lost touch with him when we left university.
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UsefuL phrases
Look at the useful phrases (1-7) for telephoning. In each case, cross out the
phrase that is unusual or incorrect.

1 Hello. / Good morning. / Speak me.
2 Is (name) there? / I'd like to speak to (name), please. / Is there (name)?

3 Are you (name)? / Is that (name)? / Who's calling, please?
4 Hold on, please. I'll try to put you through. / Hang on, I'll go and get her. / One instant.
5 I am me. / It's me. / This is (name) here.
6 What are you up to later? / What do you do later? / Are you available later on today?
7 I'll look forward to seeing you tomorrow. / To tomorrow. / See you tomorrow then.

Read two phone calls made by Phil Jones: one to his friend, Maddy, and the other to
his bank manager, Mr Moore. Complete each conversation with the most appropriate
useful phrase from Exercise 1.

Conversation A
Janet: (1) __
Phil: Oh, hi. (2) __
Janet: (3) __
Phil: Yes, hello Janet. How are you?
Janet: Fine, thanks. (4) __
Maddy: Hello.
Phil: Hi! (5) __
Maddy: Hello you. What have you been up to?
Phil: Oh, just working. Listen, I can't chat now. (6) __
Maddy: I've got to work this evening but I thought we could go to the cinema tomorrow.
Phil: OK,I'll come round at about seven.
Maddy: (7)--
Phil: Bye.

Conversation B
Receptionist: (1) __ Northminster Bank. Can I help you?
Phil: Yes, (2) __
Receptionist: (3) __
Phil: Myname's Philip Jones.
Receptionist: OK, (4) __ ... Oh, MrJones, I'm afraid he's on the other line. Would you like

to hold?
Yes, thank you....
Anthony Moore.
Oh, hello. (5) __
Oh, yes. MrJones. Thank you for getting back to me so promptly. There seems
to be a problem with your account.
Oh, dear. What sort of problem?
Well, you've exceeded your overdraft limit by more than £500. You really need to
come to the bank to discuss it. (6) __
I'm afraid I'm rather tied up today. Would tomorrow be convenient for you?
Yes, that's fine. Ten thirty?
Yes, ten thirty's fine for me.
Well, thank you for ringing. (7) __
Goodbye.

Phil:
MrMoore:
Phil:
Mr Moore:

Phil:
Mr Moore:

Phil:
Mr Moore:
Phil:
MrMoore:
Phil:

3 3.16 Listen and repeat the useful phrases from Conversation A. Then listen and
repeat the useful phrases from Conversation B.

4 Work with a partner. Choose one of the situations below and write a telephone
conversation.

a) Phil phones his friend Jeff and arranges to meet him this evening.
b) Phil phones Smiths Insurance and arranges a meeting with Mrs Bella Watson.

Practise your conversation.



Vocabulary Extra
Idiomatic expressions
1 Look at the dictionary extracts defining some fixed

idiomatic expressions - sometimes known as 'binomials'.
Replace the underlined phrases in the sentences a-e with
a suitable binomial.

a) His English is coming on very quickly.
b) There aren't many sandwiches left, so you won't be able

to make a careful selection of what you want.
c) It's all there in written form.
d) Her clothes were lying scattered in several different

places on the floor.
e) We see each other sometimes, but not often.

Check your own dictionary. Which word do you need to
look up to find the expression?

There is one mistake in each of the underlined idiomatic
expressions in sentences a-f. Look at the relevant
dictionary extract and correct the mistake.

a) Di has a young family and runs her own business. She
certainly has the hands full.

b) Helen is hopeless with money. She's over her neck
in debt.

c) Petra sometimes makes mistakes but her heart is in its
right place.

d) Sue is always wearing fantastic clothes. She has one eye
for fashion.

e) Tim's business isn't making much money, but he keeps
his head above the water.

£) Boris got a fantastic job straight after university. He
really landed on his foot.

Do any of your family, friends or colleagues fit these
descriptions? Tell a partner about them.

Use the words in the box to complete the idiomatic
expressions (a-j) describing feelings and emotions.

I arms dumps minds moon stitches weather

a) to be in
b) to be in two
c) to be over the

d) to be up in __
e) to be under the
£) to be down in the

Check your ideas in the dictionary extracts.

Think about the last time you felt any of these emotions.
Ask your partner.

When was the last time you were over the moon?

4 Check your own dictionary. Look up your six favourite
idiomatic expressions on this page and answer the
questions.

a) Which word do you look for first?
b) How are the idiomatic expressions organised?
c) What examples are given?

PHRASE bylin leaps and bounds used for saying that
something improves quickly or increases a lot

PHRASE (every) now and thenlagain sometimes. but not
regularly or often

PHRASE pick and choose (sth) to choose the things you
prefer, rather than simply accepting what you are given

PHRASE sb's heart is in the right place used for saying
that someone tries to do good things even though it does
not always seem like this

PHRASE keep your head above water informal to manage
to live or keep a business working even though you are
not earning much money

PHRASE land on your feet to be lucky and get into a good
situation after being in a difficult one

PHRASE have an eye for to have a natural ability for
seeing or noticing something

PHRASE up to your neck in sth informal involved or busy
with something

HRASE up in arms angry and complaining about
something

PHRASE be in two minds (about sth) to not be certain
about something, or to have difficulty in making
a decision

HRASE be over the moon (about sth) Brilish informal to
be very happy about something.

U NIT ~



"UNIT 12:

Style
Grammar Adjective order. have something done
Vocabulary Clothes. Physical description. Verb phrases

Useful phrases Small talk

Reading
1 How many of the following statements are similar to your

own views about clothes and style? Compare with a
partner.
a) 'I don't think that much about fashion.'
b) 'I tend to look for clothes that are comfortable to wear.'
c) 'I like putting together outfits without too much thought.'
d) 'The total head-to-toe designer look is ridiculous.'
e) 'I don't want to stand out too much.'
f) 'I don't think anyone can teach you to have style ... Either

you have it or you don't.'

2 Read the two articles. Find out which statements in Exercise 1
are the views of Carla Bruni (CB) and which are the views of
Vanessa Paradis (VP).

dressed
.•• Carla Bruni Supermodel, singer, songwriter

Through modelling I learned how to use my
body. I don't think anyone can teach you to
have style thoug h. Either you have it or you
don't. I've never really had it. The modelling
made me realise that you can't buy style. It's
something personal and private. The total
head-to-toe designer look is ridiculous. It's the
opposite of fashion. A matching bag and shoe
and hat makes you look like a Christmas tree.
And I would never wear shoulder pads. Or
pointy shoes. Or skinny jeans. Or low-waisted
trousers. You take away the hips and waist
- the best bits!

Vanessa Paradis Singer and actress •••

I don't think that much about fashion. I suppose I like
putting together outfits without too much thought and
seeing what the outcome is. My parents were interior
designers in Paris, so I suppose it's in my genes: we
spent a lot of time seeing what went with what.

When I had the hit, Joe le Taxi, I was fourteen, and the
only bit of style I had was a big floppy vintage hat, that
I wore to everything. In those days, I also loved wearing
miniskirts and leather jackets. As I became more in the
public eye, I became more aware of what I wore. Being
asked to model for Coco Chanel also helped me develop
my style, and I started working out what suited me. As
a mother of two children I tend to look for clothes that
are comfortable to wear on a day-to-day basis, which
is why I now love the bohemian style. The red carpet
scares me - it's like being an animal in a zoo. I find the
whole experience quite frightening, therefore I save
my more eccentric outfits for situations I feel more
comfortable with - I don't want to stand out too much.

3 Underline the correct information according to the article.

a) Vanessa Paradis' style has / hasn't changed since she was fourteen.
b) Carla Bruni always / never wears a matching hat, bag and shoes.
c) Vanessa Paradis has / hasn't developed her own style.
d) Vanessa Paradis always wears / doesn't always wear comfortable clothes

during the day.
e) Carla Bruni would always / never wear tight jeans.

Now complete the sentences with the names of people you know. Make true sentences.
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VocabuLary & Listening
1 Look at the items of clothing and complete the descriptions below. Use your

dictionary if necessary.

a) fabulous American g) long red leather __
snakeskin cowboy boots h) old black skinny __

b) a smart pinstripe __ i) a short-sleeved checked
c) old baggy __ j) a long-sleeved black and white striped __
d) a plain green cotton __ k) a beautiful long blue silk evening __
e) a red low-waisted 1) a bright orange polo-neck __
f) a wide black leather

2 ~ 3.17 Listen to four people (AI, Fran, Jay and Bea) talking about clothes. Identify
their favourite items from the list in Exercise 1. Which of the items of clothing in
Exercise 1do you like/dislike?

1 Put the adjectives describing AI, Fran, Jay and Bea's favourite clothes in the correct
columns.

Size / Age
Shape

Pattern /
Colour

Material/
Style

Put the adjectives in the right order to describe these clothes.

a) a/an / linen / dark blue / elegant / jacket d) a / beige / woolly / plain / jumper
an elegant dark blue linen jacket e) a/an / fur / old / Russian / hat

b) a / V-neck / black / brand-new / T-shirt f) blue / scruffy / suede / shoes
c) a/an / silk / white / expensive / blouse

~~~';("-
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UNIT rrn

Readi og & Writi og
1 Read the extract from the novel, Come Together. Are the following statements true or

false?
a) The writer is an artist. b) He's short and skinny. c) He's rich. d) He's single.

Say you're a girl. Say you're a girl and you're at a party, or in a pub, or in a club. Say
you're a girl and you're at a party, or in a pub, or in a club, and I come up to you.

Say you've never set eyes on me before.
Some things you'll know immediately. You'll see that I'm just under six feet tall

and of average build. If we shake hands, you'll notice that my grip is strong and my
fingernails clean. You'll see that I have brown eyes which match my brown hair.And
you'll see that I have a scar across the centre of my left eyebrow. You'll guess that
I'm somewhere between twenty-five and thirty years old.

You'll ask me what I do for a living, and I'll tell you that I'm an artist, which is
true, and that I make a living from it, which isn't. I won't tell you that I work in a
small art gallery in Mayfair three days a week to make ends meet. You'll lookat
my clothes, which will probably be my friend's clothes, and wrongly assume that
I'm rich. As I won't mention a girlfriend, you'll probably assume correctly that I'm
single. I won't ask you if you have a boyfriend, but I will check your finger to seeif
you're engaged or married.

2 Complete these sentences with information about yourself.

a) Say we meet at a party, and we've never met before, you'll see that I'm __ tall.
b) You'll see that I've got __ hair and __ eyes.
c) You'll guess that I'm somewhere between __ and __ years old.
d) You'll look at my clothes and assume that I'm __ .
e) If we speak, I'll tell you that I __ , which is true, and that I __ , which isn't.

3 Work with a partner. Discuss the questions.

a) What sort of things do you notice about a person when you meet for the hrst time1

b) What can you tell about a person from a first meeting?
c) Are your first impressions of people usually right?

1 Look at these words with different vowel combinations. Link the words with the
same vowel sounds.

a) li:1 med;um ~ bald author
b) lu:! plain beige fur
c) 13:/ short Mue hair
d) hi third green jeans
e) lell two their suede
f) legl wear worse suits



VocabuLary

Age: between 25 and 30
Eyes: __

Height: __

Hair:

Build:

Distinguishing features: __

2 Match the words and phrases in the box to the categories in Exercise 1. Use your
dictionary if necessary and find at least one other suitable word for each category.

bald blond streaks deep-set freckles a goatee ginger hazel
in her early thirties in her mid-twenties in his late teens
just over 1 metre 80 medium messy a mole overweight receding
sideburns shoulder-length slim stocky a tattoo well-built

3 Read descriptions (a-c) of different roles the film star Johnny Depp has played.
Match the descriptions to the films.

a) He has a moustache and a goatee and messy black shoulder-length hair. His eyes
are dark brown and he wears black eyeliner. He has a tattoo on one of his arms.

b) He's tall and skinny with large deep-set eyes and a sad expression on his thin face.
His hair is messy, and there are scars on his cheeks.

c) He has wavy black hair with a grey streak at the front and long bushy sideburns.
He has dark shadows under his eyes and lines on his forehead.

Now match each of the films to the year of its release: 1990,2003,2007.

4 Write a description of a film character. Read it out. Your partner guesses who it is.

Speaking: anecdote
1 3.19 Listen to Martin talking about a person he met for the first time recently. Put

a cross by the answers that are wrong.
a) Where were you when you met this person? At a friend's engagement party.
b) Was the person a man or a woman? It was a woman.
c) Who introduced you? She introduced herself.
d) What was your first impression? I thought she was funny and very confident.
e) What did she look like? She was tall with long curly black hair.
£) Did you notice anything special about her? She was wearing a turquoise ring.
g) What did you talk about? We talked about Egypt.
h) Did you find anything in common? We'd both been to the same place on holiday.
i) Have you seen the person again? Yes, I have.

Correct the wrong answers. Listen again if necessary.

2 You are going to tell your partner about somebody you met for the first time recently.

• Ask yourself the questions in Exercise 1.
• Think about what to say and how to say it.
• Tell your partner about the person.

UNIT ~



have something done
She's had her hair cut.
She hasn't had it coloured.
Has she had it styled?
Yes, she has.
No, she hasn't.

Listening
1 Look at the photos of Tony Goodwin and Marilyn Cook

who took part in a TV programme called Ten Years Younger.
Discuss these questions with a partner.

a) How old do you think Tony and Marilyn are?
b) What differences can you see between the Before and

After photos?

2 @ 3.20 Listen to two friends, Annie and Betty, discussing
the TV programme and check whether your ideas in
Exercise 1were right.

3 Make sentences with these words and phrases to describe
what Tony and Marilyn had done.

Tony had his

Marilyn had her

clothes

eyelids

hair

make-up

teeth

cut and coloured.

chosen by a stylist.

done by an expert.

lifted.

whitened.

Listen again and check. Do you know people who look
young for their age? Tell your partner about them.

1 Work with your partner. In each of these sentences, who cut Tony's hair?

a) Tony cut his hair.
b) Tony had his hair cut.

Do it yourself

a) I like washing my hair.

b) I never colour my hair.

c) I'm testing my eyes next week.

d) I (4) __ last month.

e) I've pierced my ears.
f) (6) __ .

I like (1) having my hair washed.
I never (2) __ coloured.

I (3) __ next week.

I had my teeth cleaned last month.
(5) __ .

I want to have my bedroom repainted.

3 Have it done or do it yourself? Complete the questions as in the example.

a) If your car was dirty, would you (wash) __ ?
... would you have it washed or would you wash it yourself?

b) If your winter coat was dirty, would you (clean) __ ?
c) If your bicycle had a flat tyre, would you (repair) ?
d) If your house needed redecorating, would you (do) ?
e) If your kitchen knives were blunt, would you (sharpen) ?
f) If your new trousers were too long, would you (take up) ?

Work with your partner. Ask and answer the questions.



VocabuLary & Speaking
1 Match the verbs in box A with the noun phrases in box B to describe the sort of

things people do before they leave the house in the morning.

A
do get
have make
put read

B
the bed breakfast the children ready some coffee
the computer on a cup of tea dressed my exercises
my homework the mail my make-up on the paper
the radio on a shower the TV on the washing-up

2 Think about your own morning routine from the moment you get out of bed to the
moment you leave the house.

a) What do you do? What order do you do things in?
b) How long does each activity usually take you?

Now compare with a partner. What are the differences?

Reading & VocabuLary

My alarm goes off early, and it takes me ten minutes to eat my
breakfast, drink two cups of coffee, have a shower, pack my bag and
read the post and thirty minutes to (1) get dressed / wear. I start
thinking about what I'm going to (2) get dressed / wear while I have
my breakfast. After a shower, I (3) put on / wear my underwear and
then I look in my wardrobe and choose a pair of trousers. If they
still (4) fit / look me, I put them on. If they feel a bit tight around
the waist, I (5) try them on / take them off and spend a few minutes
feeling guilty about all those chocolates I had last night. Then, I
choose a looser pair of trousers and think about a top that
(6) goes with / fits it. I usually (7) have on / try on two or three
tops before I find one that (8) looks / wears right and 0) feels / fits
comfortable. Finding a pair of socks usually takes about five minutes
- I can find two dozen odd pairs, but none that (10) look / match.
By now, I'm late.

I get up as late as I possibly can and jump
in and out of the shower. I (1) put on / fit the
trousers I (2) had on / got dressed yesterday
and take a shirt out of the wardrobe - it
doesn't matter which one as long as it's ironed.
I find the jacket that (3) fits / goes with the
trousers, look down and check that my socks
(4) match / feel, and that's it. Nearly all my
clothes are either green or brown, because I've
been told that they are the only colours that
(5) suit / match me. So I never really have to
worry about what I (6) look like / go with. The
important thing is to make sure I have enough
time to enjoy my favourite drink of the day:
that first cup of coffee ...

2 Complete the questions with the verbs in the box. Change the verb form as necessary.

I fit get dressed match suit try on wear

a) What colours __ you?
b) How long does it take you to __ ?
c) Do you like __ lots of different clothes in shops?
d) Do you usually __ a watch?
e) Do your brother or sister's clothes __ you?
f) Do you try to wear tops that __ your eye colour?

Work with your partner. Ask and answer the questions.

3 Work with your partner. How would you get ready for some of these occasions?

• a job interview • a wedding
• a first date • a long flight
• an evening at the theatre • a Saturday night out with your friends
• a day on the beach • a Sunday afternoon stroll around town
A job interview: rd have a shower. rd put on a clean shirt and a smart suit. rd ...
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UsefuL phrases
1 Work with a partner. Which of the things in the box do you think people are most

likely to talk about at a wedding?

a) politics b) the weather c) the bride and groom d) one another's clothes
e) world peace f) the enjoyable occasion g) current divorce rates h) the food

2 ~ 3.23 Read and listen to five conversations at a wedding. Match each conversation
with a topic from Exercise 1.

1 A: Oh, she looks so beautiful.
B: She does, doesn't she? He's a lucky, lucky man.
A: He is.

2 C: What a lovely day!
D: It is. So sunny. And quite warm for this time of year.
C: I know. I don't think I need my coat.

3 E: What a lovely dress.
F: Oh, this - I've had it for ages.
E: Well, blue really suits you - it brings out the colour of your eyes.
F: Do you think so? Thank you. And that's a very nice hat.
E: Oh, I'm glad you like it. I got it in the sales - it was a bargain.
F: Was it? Well, it looks a million dollars.

4 G: This dessert is delicious.
H: It is, isn't it?
G: Don't you want your strawberry?
H: Yes, I do - I was just saving it. Get off!

5 I: Thank you so much for a lovely day. We've had a wonderful time.
J: You're welcome. I'm glad you could make it.
I: Oh, we wouldn't have missed it for the world. Would we, Arthur?
K: Hm? Oh, no, we wouldn't. Absolutely. Thank you for inviting us.
J: Oh, don't mention it. Well, have a safe journey home.
I: We will. Goodbye.

Making positive comments
a) 'Oh, she looks so beautiful.'
b) ' __ day!'
c) 'This dessert

Giving and receiving compliments
d) 'What a lovely dress!' 'Oh this - I've had it for ages.'
e) 'Blue __ .' , __ think so? Thank you.'
f) nice hat.' 'I'm

Thanking and accepting thanks
g) 'Thank you so much for a lovely day.' 'You're welcome.'
h) ' __ inviting us.' 'Don't __ .'

4 Work with your partner. Write a conversation between two people at a wedding.
Choose from the following options.

• the bride's mother and the groom's mother
• the bride's grandmother and a bridesmaid
• the groom and his best man

Practise your conversation.



VocabuLary Extra

ExpLoring meanings
1 Work with a partner. Look at the dictionary extract for suspect and

discuss the questions.

a) How many dictionary entries are there for the word suspect?
b) Is suspect more commonly used as a noun, a verb or an

adjective?
c) What is the difference in pronunciation between suspect as a

verb, and suspect as a noun or adjective?
cl) How many meanings are explained for the verb suspect?
e) Which is the most common meaning of the verb suspect?

2 Look at the sentences a-e. Identify the correct dictionary entry
and the correct meaning of suspect.
a) Do you really suspect him of taking your money? = entry 1

(verb), meaning 2
b) Rhys is a suspect in the case of the missing money.
c) The officer suspected that Burns had been involved all along.
d) A suspect object has been disposed of at Heathrow airport.
e) His motives were suspect. He seemed too good to be true.

3 Homographs are words that are spelt the same but which have
a different meaning and sometimes a different pronunciation.
Match the example sentences with the correct pronunciation. Use
the dictionary extracts to help you.

1 a) Just a minute, I'm on the phone. 1 Imal'nju:tl
b) The cake she gave me was minute! 2 I'mmlt!

2 a) Do you shake hands in China, or bow? 1Ibaul
b) I love that pink bow in her hair. 2 Ibau I

3 a) I've seen 'The Killers' live in concert twice. I/hvl
b) Where do you live? 2/1alvl

Use your own dictionary and look up the different meanings and
pronunciation for six more homographs in the box.

I close lead refuse row tear refuse

4 Look at the dictionary entry for the adjective soft. It shows seven
different meanings. Match sentences a-g with meanings 1-7.

a) I love the soft purring noise of a sleeping cat.
b) People who seem scary are actually often really soft.
c) Pasta should be eaten 'al dente' - not overcooked and soft!
d) In a bedroom, soft pastel shades are better than bright, primary

colours.
e) It's better to wash your clothes in soft water rather than hard

water.
f) Cashmere is a soft material. In fact it's the softest material for

clothes.
g) Most parents are too soft with their children. Bring back

discipline!

Which of the above statements do you agree with? Discuss with
your partner.

5 Check your own dictionary. How does it show the information for
words that belong to more than one word class and/or have more
than one meaning?

suspectl Is~"spektl verb [T] **
1 to believe that something is true: +(that)
Police suspected that she had some
connection with the robbery.
2 to think that someone might have done
something bad: He wrote a letter naming
the people whom he suspected. + suspect sb of
sth men suspected of involvement in the
bombing
3 to think that something might be bad:
Carl seemed very kind. but she suspected his
motives.

suspect2 I'sAspektl noun [Cll someone who
might have committed a crime: a murder
suspect 2 something that might have caused
something bad

suspect3 I'sAspektl adj1 something that is
suspect might not be good, honest, or
reliable: suspect motives 2 a suspect object
might be dangerous or illegal: a suspect
package

bowl Ibaol verb 1 [IJ to bend your body
forwards from the waist in order to show
respect for someone 2 [I/T] to bend your head

bow3 Ib~ol noun [Cl1 a weapon made from a
curved piece of wood. It is used for shooting
ARROWS.2 a knot that has two circular parts
and two loose ends: The ribbon was tied in
a bow.3 an object that you use for playing

Iivel Illvl verb ***
1[1] to have your home in a particular place:
Paris is a nice place to live. + They lived in

Iive3 Ilalv I adv 1 if something is broadcast
live, it is happening at the same time as
you are watching it or listening to it 2 if
something is performed live, it is
performed in front of an audience

minutel I'mIDrtl noun [Cl ***
1 a period of 60 seconds. There are 60
minutes in one hour: I'll meet you
downstairs in ten minutes. + The train leaves
at six minutes past ten.

minute2 Imar'nju:tl adJ 1 very sma]]: The soil
contained minute quantities of uranium.
2 very careful and detailed: a minute
examination of the evidence

1 not hard/firm
2 not rough/stiff
3 quiet/nice
4 pale/gentle

5 not strict enough
6 kind/sympathetic
7 about water
+ PHRASE

1 a soft substance is easy to press or shape
and is not hard or firm: soft cheese + The
soil is fairly soft after the rain.
2 a soft material or surface is nice to touch
and not rough or stiff: J want to get a nice
soft carpet for the bedroom. + Her skin felt
soft to his touch.
3 a soft sound is quiet and nice to listen to:
The engine noise was no more than a soft
hum.
4 a soft light or colour is pale, gentle, and
nice to look at: Her bedroom was decorated
in soft shades of pink and blue.
S not strict enough with other people and
a]]owing them to do things they should not
do: You're too soft - J wouldn't let them
behave like that. + They accused the minister
of being soft on crime.
6 kind and sympathetic: He must have a soft
heart beneath that stern exterior.
7 soft water does not contain many
MINERALS (=natural substances) and is easy
to use with soap
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Review D

1 Cross out who/which/that when it can be left out.
a) India is the country whi€h I'd most like to visit.
b) There are only a few sports that really interest me.
c) I still have the first CD that I ever bought.
d) I don't like people who don't tell the truth.
e) The person who I spend most time with is

my friend Ben.

Change the words in italics to make true sentences.
Compare with a partner.

2 Complete each sentence so that it means the same as
the sentence before it.

a) If you don't wear a coat, you'll catch a cold.
= Unless you wear a coat, you'll catch a cold.

b) We'll have to go unless they arrive in the next five
minutes. = If they __

c) If they don't work, they'll fail the exam.
= Unless they __

d) He won't come to the party unless you ask him.
= Ifyou __

e) You won't be able to buy that car if you don't
save your money. = Unless you __

3 Write the words in the correct order to make
questions. Change to contracted forms where
possible.

a) know / you / what / doing / Do / are / next
weekend / you ?
Do you know what you're doing next weekend?

b) you / Can / you / your shoes / me / bought /
tell / where ?

c) think / you / politics / interesting / topic / is /
7an/Do?

d) you / born / me / you / where / were / Could /
tell ?

Work with your partner. Ask and answer the
questions.

4 Complete the unreal conditional sentences.

a) If I (be) were you, I (drive) 'd drive more carefully.
b) If I (study) __ harder for yesterday's exam,

I (pass) __ .
c) We (learn) __ a lot from animals if they (can)

talk.
d) If I (not fall) __ asleep, I (see) __ the rest of

the film.
e) I (can) __ call Cleo now if I (have) __ my

mobile.
£) I (not buy) __ this car if I (know) __ it was

so unreliable.

REVIEW 0

5 Underline the correct alternative.

a) I wish I could have done / can do more with
my life.

b) If only I am / was more interested in money.
c) I wish I were / had been ten years younger.
d) If only I didn't start / hadn't started smoking.
e) I wish I have / had more free time.
£) If only I was / had been born in the USA.

Which statements are true for you? Discuss with
your partner.

6 Look at the pictures and underline the correct verb
forms.

a) He's had his hair cut / cut his hair.
b) He's had his hair cut / cut his hair.
c) She's fixing her car / having her car fixed.
d) She's fixing her car / having her car fixed.

Spot the mistake! Cross out the incorrect sentence.

1 a) A blog is a diary that you write on the
internet.

b) A blog is a diary that you write it on the
internet.

2 a) We'll go out on Sunday if it will be fine.
b) We'll go out on Sunday if it's fine.

3 a) If I didn't eat so much I won't be so fat.
b) If I didn't eat so much I wouldn't be so fat.

4 a) I wish I hadn't bought that shirt - I hate it
now.

b) I wish I didn't buy that shirt - I hate it now.

S a) Sean always wears the same leather black old
jacket.

b) Sean always wears the same old black leather
jacket.

6 a) She is having her house decorated at the
moment.

b) She has her house decorated at the moment.



VocabuLary

about me after me at me ieF-me
me in me off me up

Sadly, my mum and dad
died when I was very young,
and I went to live with my
grandparents. They cared
(1) for me and looked
(2) __ . I always felt really
loved. At night, my grandma
always used to tuck
(3) __ . When I was older,
if I stayed out late, they
would worry (4) __ , and
then, when I got home, they would tell (5) __ but
they never yelled (6) __ . I think they brought
(7) __ well and made me the man I am today.

2 Complete the text with the correct form of make
or let.
I went to boarding school.
The teachers were really nice.
They (1) let us wear any style
of clothing we wanted and
they (2) __ us use their
first names, too. Of course,
there were still rules. They
(3) __ us keep our rooms
tidy and they (4) __ us
do our homework every
evening. Overall, though, I
would say they were very liberal. They even (5) __
one girl dye her hair pink!

Apparently
incredibly

Basically
very much

definitely
very well

a) Apparently, Jane is having an affair with Tom.
b) Fay is __ clever. She knows everything!
c) Ruth can play the saxophone __ .
d) __ , I'll pass my exams and get a good job.
e) I'm __ going out tonight. I need some fun!
f) I don't really enjoy academic work __ .
g) __ , I think I'm brilliant!

baggy
leather
striped

9leH5e
linen
suede

boots checked EetteR
long-sleeved plain silk

suit sweater top

a) material: cotton, ...
b) shape/design/pattern: baggy, ...
c) clothes: blouse, ...

bald
short
slim

deep-set freckles goatee
shoulder-length sideburns
tattoo twenties

mid-forties
skinny

11

(
a) Arnie is a (1) slim man in his (2) __ with

(3) __ grey hair and (4) __ eyes.

b) Bobbi is a young woman with (5) __ blonde
hair. She's quite (6) __ , with (7) __ all over
her face and a (8) __ on her shoulder.

c) Carl is a stocky man in his (9) __ with a
(10) __ head, long (11) __ and a (12) __ .

6 Underline the correct words.

a) How many times a week do you do / have the
washing up?

b) How long does it usually take you to get / put
dressed?

c) Do you do / have breakfast every day?
d) Do you do / put the TV on in the morning?
e) How many times a week do you do / read

the paper?

Work with a partner. Ask and answer the questions.

1 Look at some words from Units 10-12. Say the
words and add them to the table.

apparently Christmas
develop dinosaur expensive

museum naughty psychiatrist
ridiculous talented vegetables

adventurous
comfortable
language
pyjamas

2 Underline the stressed syllable in each word.

3.25 Listen, check and repeat.

. "
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Reading & Listening
1 Read what Anna, Brad and Colin say about their lives. Complete the sentences with

the correct name.

a) __ wants a dog. b) __ enjoys the garden. c) __ owes a lot of money.

The best years of your life?
Anna Everyone keeps telling
me that these are the best days
of my life, but it doesn't always
feel like that to me! I had quite a
difficult time as a teenager - all
the boyfriend dramas, friendship
problems, fights with Mum and
Dad - so I'm really glad all that's
behind me. But I thought my life

would be sorted out when I got to my thirties, and it's not
that simple. I love my job - I'm a doctor - but I haven't
got a social life because I'm working all the time. And
I'm still paying off my student loan - I owe more than
£3o,ooo! Unless I manage to pay it off I won't be able to
pay for my own children's education!

Brad My life's brilliant. I'm in a band with my friends
Zac and Sanjay. I play the guitar and sing. We want to
be famous one day. School's OK but it's a bit boring.
I'd rather be out with my friends,
playing football, or playing computer
games. If I was Prime Minister, I
wouldn't make kids go to school all
day. I'd make them go to school for
just three days a week, with four days
for the weekend. That would be good.
One thing that's bad at the moment is
that I want a dog, but my mum says
we can't get one because they smell.
She says I can get one when I leave
home. But that won't be for ages!
Sanjay's got a dog, and Zac's got two.
Why can't I get one? It's not fair.Colin Some people think that

they're going to be happy when
they get a boyfriend or girlfriend,
or move house, or get more
money. But if you think like
that, you'll never be happy. I
think the best years of your
life are where you are now.
You can't always be

waiting to be happy. In some ways, I feel happier now
than I did when I was young. I wish I hadn't wasted so
much time worrying about things that don't matter. If
I've learnt anything it's that very few things are actually
that important - only your family and your health. Of
course, I can't do all the things I used to do when I was
younger - my legs are pretty bad these days, but I still
manage to get out for a walk. What makes me happy
nowadays is just sitting in the garden on a sunny day,
or spending time with my grandchildren. I've got seven,
you know.

2 Read the texts again. Are the sentences true or false?

a) Anna has happy memories of her teenage years.
False

b) Anna is too busy to go out much because of her
work.

c) Brad would like to have more free time.
d) Brad's mum is going to get a dog when Brad

leaves home.
e) The best years of Colin's life were when he was

young.
f) Colin wishes he had spent less time worrying

about his family and his health.

REVIEW m

3 . 3.26 Listen to Colin talking about his life. What
does he regret about his past?

4 Listen again and number the events of Colin's life
in order, 1-7.

1e,2 ...

a) He got married.
b) He worked in a factory.
c) He became a taxi driver.
d) He started his own business.
e) He went to live with Ho and Isaac.
f) He played by the canal.
g) He had two children.



Writing & Speaking

To: anitamanning@heatmail.com
From: kwilson@greenparkschool.org

Hi Anita
It was great to get your email throughschoolfriends.com. How many years is it
since we last saw each other? I don't want to think about it!

® Life's had its ups and downs, (1) but generally things have turned out OK for me.

® (2) __ school I went to college in Cheltenham, and studied drama. (3) __
I left college I got a job with a small theatre group which worked with children in
schools all over the country. I travelled a lot, and loved it.

© (4) __ I was working at a school in Stroud, I met and married Simon,
(5) __ was an English teacher. I left my job, and we had two children, Guy
and Max, who are 13 and 15. But (6) __ , Simon and I split up six years ago.
Guy and Max live with me now, and (7) __ we are divorced, Simon and I
have stayed friends.

© I didn't have a lot of money as a single parent, and life was tough for a while.
But a few years ago I wanted to start work again, (8) __ I retrained as a
drama teacher. I love my job (9) __ guess where I'm working now? That's
right, Green Park, our old school!

® I'm getting married in June to a man called Frank. He's retiring in a few years,
and we're planning to go travelling in Australia and the USA when the boys
leave home.

It would be great to meet up sometime. I wish I'd kept in touch with more
friends from school. Do you ever see Michelle or Rachel? I'd love to know
what they're doing now.

All the best,
Karen

2 Match the questions (1-5) to the paragraphs (A-E) in
the email.

1 What has happened in your personal life? C
2 What has happened in your school or

professional life?
3 What are your hopes for the future?
4 How has your life been up to now?
5 What are you doing now?

4 Tell your partner about your life up to now, what
you're doing now and your hopes for the future. Use
the notes you made in Exercise 3.

'After I left school, I moved to France to live with my dad.
We were living in Marseilles. One evening I met this girl
in a bar. ...'

3 Think about your own answers to the questions in
Exercise 2. Make notes.

5 Write an email to an old childhood friend about
your life up to now, what you're doing now and
your hopes for the future.

Personal life

• After school, went to live in France with
my dad.

REVIEW m
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